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ABSTRACT 

Tests and analyses were completed to help evaluate the engineering 
influences of cabin atmosphere selection on the life support system design 
of advanced spacecraft. The following areas have been considered: 

l Comfort Zone: Test data indicate that comfort zones are 5” to 7°F 
higher in helium-oxygen atmospheres than in nitrogen-oxygen. 

l Leakage: Test data and theory indicate that the normal leakage 
from the space cabin involves a higher weight flow rate when 
nitrogen is the diluent. In the event of an emergency puncture, an 
atmosphere with a helium diluent will have a more rapid pressure 
de cay. 

l Airlock: Systems analysis indicates a pump-down system for 
atmosphere conservation will be advantageous from a weight stand- 
point if used more than 3 to 6 times per mission. 

l Heat and Mass Transfer: Data show that heat exchangers, con- 
densers, and absorption beds will require approximately equal 
weight and power for equal heat loads and operating temperatures. 

l System Weight: The overall effect of atmosphere selection on life 
support system penalty was evaluated for a typical orbital laboratory 
and comparative weights of systems using helium and nitrogen as 
atmospheric diluents are presented. At 7 psia design pressure, 
the He-02 system is 14 percent lighter than an equivalent N2-O2 
system. 

l Fire Propagation: Data on ignition and combustion of cotton cloth 
and insulated wires under various typical atmospheres are included. 
Comparison of pure oxygen, N2-02 and He-02 atmospheres is 
covered. Increasing diluent concentration, in general, results in 
decreased burning rates. Increased oxygen partial pressure 
decreases ignition temperature. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Planned manned orbital laboratories and interplanetary spacecraft will 
have increased mission durations that make a two-gas atmosphere system 
desirable from the physiological standpoint. The addition of an inert dilu- 
ent provides less severe constraints for future experiment selection and 
eases the materials selection problem particularly for longer duration 
spacecraft. The pressure level for two-gas atmospheres has been pro- 
posed between 5 and 7 psia to minimize vehicle weight penalty, and to 
decrease the potential of bends associated with the transition from higher 
pressures to the suit loop one-gas system or in case of an emergency cabin 
decompression. Nitrogen, helium, argon, and neon have been proposed as 
inert diluents for spacecraft two-gas systems. Neither argon nor neon 
appears to have any distinct advantages from an engineering standpoint as 
diluents over helium or nitrogen when the physical properties are considered. 
Nitrogen is the best understood and helium has favorable weight and heat 
transfer properties. Therefore, the two most promising proposed diluents 
are nitrogen and helium. 

Results of tests and supporting analyses conducted to compare the effects 
of atmosphere selection on life support system design are present’ed as 
follows : 

(1) Summary 

(2) Comfort Zone 

(3) Leakage 

(4) Airlock System 

(5) Atmosphere Supply System 

(6) The Effect of Atmosphere Selection on Component Heat and 
Mass Transfer 

(7) The Effect of,Atmosphere Selection on Life Support System 
Penalty 

(8) Comparison of Atmospheres for Fire Prevention. 

xxi 



Section 1 

SUMMARY 

A summary of tests, analysis and results for each presented section is 
given below: 

COMFORT ZONE 

Comfort data from 79 test runs were completed in 18 days of continuous 
tests with a crew of four working at an average metabolic rate of 480 Btu/hr/ 
man in a small comfort simulator. These runs provided data to establish 
average comfort temperatures but did not allow evaluation of comfort zone 
width. The test data indicate that only minor temperature differences exist 
in different atmospheric mixtures for a crewman with very little or no clothing. 
Figure l-l presents representative test data illustrating this point. This 
may explain why statements have been made to the effect that the difference 
in temperature for comfort in helium-oxygen mixtures, as compared to 
nitrogen-oxygen mixtures is negligible, because past tests have been con- 
ducted with subjects wearing little or no clothing. However, test results for 
crewmen wearing light to medium clothing show an appreciable difference in 
comfort temperatures between helium-oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen atmo- 
spheres as shown in Figure l-l. For the-5 psia tests;-- the temperxure level 
for comfort was 5°F higher for helium-oxygen than for nitrogen-oxygen. 
At 7 psia,. a 7°F increase in comfort temperature resulted. 

Besides the above 18 days of controlled tests with a small comfort simu- 
lator, full-scale testing was performed under a random work-rest cycle and 
vehicle operating conditions in the 4000. cu ft space cabin simulator. These 
tests included 30 days at 7 psia nitrogen-oxygen and 5 days at 5 psia helium- 
oxygen. The crewmen were allowed to select the most comfortable tempera- 
ture during each test run while performing a work-rest cycle from full sleep 
to full exercise. The average cabin temperature selected for comfort was 
78°F for nitrogen-oxygen at 7 psia and 85°F for helium-oxygen at 5 psia. 
The above data are in agreement with controlled tests previously discussed. 

It is concluded that the difference in heat transfer effect between 
nitrogen-oxygen’ and helium-oxygen is small for light clothing weights, but 
becomes quite large for normal clothing values. The two effects that are 
present are: (1) convection heat transfer, and (2) the resistance to heat flow 
in the clothing. Both these effects are increased by the higher thermal con- 
ductivity of the He-02 atmosphere. The thermal resistance of clothing 
appeared to be directly proportional to the thermal conductivity of the atmo- 
spheric gas entrapped-in the’ clothing. 
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The exploratory comfort tests completed provide significant comfort 
zone data for determining thermal control system and other life support sub- 
system penalties, particularly when the atmospheric temperatures are close 
to the cabin wall temperature. Additional comfort zone tests with more 
subjects and a greater variety of clothing weight must be completed to further 
refine the permissible cabin temperature level for comfort in helium-oxygen. 
Tests should also be completed for the condition where the cabin wall temper- 
ature is significantly different from that of the atmosphere to verify or modify 
the presented data for predicting the temperature for comfort. Tests must 
be completed for accurately determining clothing resistance and thermal con- 
ductivity of clothing samples in various gas mixtures to establish the effect 
of entrapped gas. 

LEAKAGE DATA AND ANALYSIS 

The atmospheric storage system weight difference is very imp0rtan.t in 
the total weight penalty resulting for the life support system. The penalty 
contributed by leakage must be added to that for metabolic use, for repres- 
surization, and for airlock usage to enable an evaluation of the total penalty. 
Transient and steady-state leakage tests were performed to verify the 
methods to be used to obtain a penalty for leakage. Test procedures, results, 
and a correlation with theory are presented in Section 3. Test data and 
theory for steady and transient conditions were ingood agreement for helium- 
oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen atmospheric compositions. 

The two basic types of vehicle atmospheric leakage considered in the 
test program were: (1) Steady-state leakage of the type which cannot be 
avoided in space-cabin design and must be continuously supported by a make- 
up supply, and (2) emergency leakage of sufficient magnitude to cause cabin 
pressure decay, such as that caused by a meteoroid impact. Most designers 
engaged in future spacecraft studies have used leakage rates that range from 
1 to 5 lb/day, depending on vehicle size and design. Major leakage, in most 
instances, has been through hatch and/or hangar seals. Total vehicle leakage 
has been accounted for by carrying sufficient supply gas to compensate for 
normal steady-state leakage and to provide for at least one complete com- 
partment or vehicle repressurization for emergency conditions. Table 1-I 
shows the experimentally determined ratios of leakage flow rates, by weight, 
for nitrogen-oxygen and helium-oxygen atmospheres at 5, 7, and 10 psia. 
These data agree well with theory presented in Section 3. 

TABLE 1-I 

MEAN VALUES OF STEADY-STATE LEAKAGE DATA 

Total Pressure 
@ia) -. 

Ratio of N2-02 to He-02 
(by weight) 

5 1. 23 

7 1. 66 
10 1. 80 



The test results on cabin pressure decay closely followed adiabatic 
decompression theory. A flow coefficient of 0. 60 with the assumption of 
adiabatic decompression will yield satisfactory results for transient pres- 
sures for both helium-oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen mixtures. However, 
temperature changes were much less than predicted. 

Tests and analyses indicated that the loss of oxy.gen through leakage is 
higher when helium diluent is used rather than nitrogen. However, the total 
weight of gas loss and the respective weight for equivalent types of storage is 
less for the helium-oxygen atmosphere. 

A comparative analysis of the effect of transient and steady-state leak- 
age on the weight penalty for a typical space vehicle is presented in Section 3, 
Table 3-VII. The configuration studied was for a 90-day mission with 4 to 9 
men in a cabin having a volume of 5360 cu ft and 7 psia pressure. A baseline, 
leakage rate of 2 lb per day in a 7 psia nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere was 
as sumed. The leakage weight penalty included steady-state leakage plus one 
cabin repressurization plus weight of storage tanks required for the oxygen 
and diluent used. The total weight penalty for leakage was 525 lb for 
nitrogen-oxygen and 411 lb for helium-oxygen atmospheres. 

The major leakage source should occur through hatches or hangar seals, 
except for the emergency situation of a meteoroid penetration, seal failure, 
or other type of sudden failure, Therefore, criteria were established to 
approximate normal leakage that can be anticipated for future vehicles. 
Actual seal leakage test data were obtained for a flight-type airlock by 
Douglas under NASA Contract NASl-3983. A number of different hatch seals 
were used on the airlock; however, in all cases seal leakage was negligible. 
The air lock was tested with air at a one-atmosphere pressure with the space 
side exposed to vacuum on the order of 10-6 mm Hg. Maximum leakage for 
an inflatable seal after 50 hatch operations was 17. 3 cc per 24 hr, which 
amounts to 2. 85 x 10-5 lb/day/in. A typical design value for seal leakage is 
7 x 10-3 lb/day/in; which appears to be a safe value for design purposes 
with nitrogen-oxygen and pure oxygen at 7 psia. 
for helium-oxygen would be 4. 21 x 10-3 lb/day/in. 

The equivalent leakage rate 
Other sources of leakage 

and estimated order of magnitude based on a 7 psia nitrogen-oxygen atmo- 
sphere are presented in Table I-II. 

During testing in the space cabin simulator, premature failure of some 
types ofelectronic equipment was noted. One pertinent finding was that seven 
vidicon television monitoring tubes failed in the helium-oxygen space cabin 
atmosphere. During 13 days of testing, with three tubes installed in the 
cabin, deterioration of tube performance indicated an average tube life of 
60 hr. It appeared that helium diffused either through the glass or through 
the tube seal between the electrode and the glass portion of the tube. Helium 
gas entered the tube and raised its internal pressure causing a gaseous tube 
condition. 

No failures occurred during any of the 42 days of tests with nitrogen 
diluent, nor during the 2-day checkout test with helium-oxygen. In addition, 
a subsequent 5-day test was performed with a helium-oxygen atmosphere of 
5 psia. Electronic equipment installed in the cabin consisted of three tele-. 
vision monitor cameras. Lights in the cabin consisted of 40 W fluorescent 
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TABLE l-11 

SOURCES OF LEAKAGE 

Leakage Source Order of Magnitude 

Hatches and hangar door seals 2. 85 x 10m5 to 7 x 10B3 lb per day/in. 

Electrical leads 10s7 lb/day/in. (negligible) 

O-ring seal (replaceable) 10-q lb/day/in. (negligible) 

Valves 10-s lb/day/valve (negligible) 

Seams and joints (welded) 10-4 lb/day (negligible) 

Diffusion through vehicle skin lo- 14 lb/day (negligible) 

overhead lights, a 100 W incandescent bulb, and l/25 W miniature neon 
bulbs. New vidicon tubes and one new light in each area were installed prior 
to the test. No vidicon tube failures occurred during the 5-day test as had 
occurred during the previous test. No failure or decrease in brightness 
occurred with the fluorescent, incandescent, or neon lights. The longer test 
had included operation at 5, 7 and 10 psia. The higher partial pressure of 
helium during this test may account for the apparent increase in tube failure 
rate. Helium concentration in several components was measured with a 
mass spectrometer after the 5-day space cabin simulator test. The incan- 
descent bulb and the fluorescent light had considerable helium that had 
entered the component. No helium was measured in equivalent new bulbs, 
and the manufacturer stated that essentially no helium should be present in 
new bulbs. Helium contamination of evacuated glass tubes appears to be a 
definite problem. At the present, it is not known whether the leakage occurs 
through the glass or through the metal-to-glass seals. Additional testing is 
necessary to determine the nature of the leakage and to define satisfactory 
solutions to the problem. 

AIRLOCK PENALTY ASSOCIATED WITH ATMOSPHERE SELECTION 

The penalty of the atmosphere loss in airlock operation must be deter- 
mined to size the atmosphere supply and storage system if extravehicular 
activity is to be significant during the mission. A procedure is presented in 
Section 4 for evaluating the penalty associated with an expendable gas airlock 
configuration where the atmosphere is exhausted overboard and resupplied 
from stored gas for each usage, and a system configuration that conserves 
the atmosphere by pumping it into the cabin or into ‘a storage tank for re-use. 

The selection of atmospheric composition and pressure has only a 
secondary effect on airlock penalty difference. The primary concern is 
whether the airlock is an expendable or pump-down type, the required num- 
ber of uses, and the associated power penalty for pumping. 
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Although an expendable atmosphere system is relatively simple, it is 
costly from a penalty standpoint when used more than a few times. The exact 
break-even point between an expendable gas and pump-down for conservation 
and re-use of atmosphere must be determined for each airlock configuration 
for the particular vehicle design constraints and missions. The break-even 
point above which, the expendable atmosphere system is not competitive is 
usually between three and six uses if the weight of the airlock is not included. 
A major problem for a pump-down system design is the development of a 
flight-type, flight-weight, pump and motor combination. 

ATMOSPHERE SUPPLY SYSTEM 

The information required to size the atmospheric supply and storage 
system is derived from Sections 2 through 4. The number of crewmen and 
their metabolic requirements, the make-up atmosphere for leakage, and for 
repressurization must be added to determine the atmospheric supply weight 
penalty from the data in Section 5 for different methods of storage. No new 
tests were conducted because adequate data were available from the docu- 
ments referenced in Section 5. 

An example problem is given in Section 7 and summarized inFigure l-2 
for a 3-man, 90-day mission. This indicates a major weight savings can be 
obtained in the atmospheric storage and pressurization system by using 
helium diluent. For example, at 5 psia, a system using supercritical storage 
weighs 1046 lb for helium-oxygen, 1052 lb for oxygen, and 1083 lb for 
nitrogen-oxygen. The one-gas oxygen system will be heavier than the helium- 
oxygen system because helium is lighter than the make-up oxygen for leakage. 
For 7 psia, supercritically stored helium-oxygen can save 119 lb as compared 
to using nitrogen-oxygen, as shown in Figure l-2. 

Supercritical storage of oxygen and nitrogen provides minimum weight 
penalty using the present state of the art. Supercritical storage of helium 
is not as well developed as nitrogen or oxygen. The future development of 
subcritical storage for gas delivery will produce additional weight savings. 
The two major subcritical storage development problems which require flight 
qualification are fluid transfer and quantity measurement. Subcritical 
storage, as indicated by the weight penalty curves, represents a potential 
18% weight saving over supercritical storage. 

THE EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE SELECTION ON 
COMPONENT HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER 

In most instances, the influence of atmosphere selection on heat 
exchanger weight is small compared with the effect on fan power require- 
ments and the associated power-weight penalty. The weight ratio, pressure 
drop ratio, and power ratio from heat exchanger test data are presented in 
Table 1 -III. 

Test data were obtained for silica gel and molecular sieve beds for adia- 
batic conditions for helium-oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen at 5 psia and for air 
at 14. 7 psia to determine the effect of atmosphere on CO2 removal system 
design. The data are presented in a form that can be used to size an adia- 
batic de sign. An isothermal method is also presented to size internally 
cooled molecular sieve and silica gel configurations as noted in Section 6. 
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TABLE l-111 

HEAT EXCHANGER DATA--WEIGHT, PRESSURE DROP, 
AND POWER RATIOS 

Pres surea 
(psi4 

Wt. N2-021 
Wt He-02 

5 0.802 

7 0.925 

10 0.960 

AP N2-02/ 
AP He-02 

1.77 

1.67 

1.69 

Power N2-02/ 
Power He-02 

1.63 

1.43 

1.38 

‘3.5 psia 02 

The initial bed concentration for the molecular sieve and silica gel beds 
to be regenerated has a greater influence on bed size and power required to 
regenerate than the choice of the diluent added to the cabin atmosphere or the 
cabin pressure level. An internally cooled bed also enables considerable 
reduction in molecular sieve or silica gel bed size. 

The savings in heat exhanger or adsorption bed weight obtained through 
the difference in mass and heat transfer resulting from the selection of cabin 
atmosphere diluent is usually small when compared to the total system weight 
as shown in Table 7-VII in Section 7. The thermal control system is the 
major system that is influenced by the cabin atmospheric temperature and 
pressure. The major penalty differences are obtained from the allowable 
cabin temperature level and cabin pressure which directly influence the gas 
weight flow rate and therefore the blower power penalty. 

THE EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE SELECTION ON 
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM PENALTY 

The experimental tests and analysis completed and applied to an example 
problem for a three-man orbital laboratory in Section 7 indicate that a weight 
and power savings can be obtained in life support system design by using 
helium as a diluent as shown inFigure 1-2. The major difference in weight 
penalty savings is obtained primarily in the atmospheric storage and thermal 
control systems. This results, principally because (1) helium is lighter than 
oxygen or nitrogen and (2) a higher allowable cabin temperature level for 
comfort can be used when helium is the diluent. This reduces the required 
rate of atmosphere to be pumped through the thermal control system which 
saves fan power. 
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The airlock and atmospheric purification and control system is not 
affected significantly by choice of atmosphere composition and pressure. 

As shown in the example problem summarized in Figure l-2, heliurn- 
oxygen appears attractive from a weight penalty over nitrogen-oxygen. A 
favorable pressure level from a penalty standpoint is in the 5 to 8 psia range. 

COMPARISON OF ATMOSPHERES FOR FIRE PREVENTION 

Logic indicates that even using the utmost care, the materials, the power 
source, and the ventilation rate exist on-board a manned spacecraft that could 
cause some material to ignite and fire to propogate in any atmosphere. 
Therefore, common materials were selected to determine the effect of cabin 
atmosphere on the burning phenomena. Test data for cotton cloth, insulated 
wire, and other materials in the literature were reviewed. Most of the 
published procedures and tests were not specifically directed toward null 
gravity “burning rate tests. ” Therefore, specimen and test methods were 
established to obtain l-g baseline data and also to be compatible for subse- 
quent null gravity flights. The baseline materials selected for determining 
the effect of atmosphere composition on ignition and burning rate in null 
gravity and at 1 g were cotton cloth, a single insulated wire, and a wire 
bundle. Free and forced convection tests, oxygen starvation tests, and a 
limited number of null gravity burning tests were performed to gain a better 
understanding of the ignition and combustion phenomenon. A review of com- 
pleted tests is given in the following paragraphs. 

More input energy is required to start a fire in helium-oxygen than in 
either pure oxygen or in nitrogen-oxygen. For example, at a constant power 
of 57. 1 W, the higher conductivity of helium reduced a wire igniter tempera- 
ture to 880°C for the cotton cloth tests compared to 1035°C in nitrogen- 
oxygen. The time required to reach the measured 650°C minimum ignition 
temperature for the cloth sample increased for the helium mixture, as noted 
in Section 8, Table 8 -IV. 

The ignition temperature is essentially independent of the amount and 
nature of atmosphere diluent but is dependent on oxygen partial pressure as 
shown in Figure l-3. The ignition temperature of cotton cloth decreased as 
the oxygen partial pressure in the atmosphere was increased. For example, 
the ignition temperature was lowered from 630°C at 3.5 psia oxygen partial 
pressure to 550°C at 5 psia pure oxygen for the cloth sample tested. From 
a fire prevention standpoint it would be advisable to increase ignition 
temperature by lowering the oxygen partial pressure to a minimum. The 
power required to reach the ignition temperature is not significantly higher 
in ambient sea level air than in pure oxygen atmospheres at 3. 5 and 5 psia. 
The power input required to reach the same operating temperature is con- 
siderably greater using helium as a diluent than when nitrogen is used. For 
example, for the tests reported in Section 8, 50% more power is required in 
a 7 psia total pressure atmosphere containing equal concentrations of helium- 
oxygen than in nitrogen-oxygen mixtures to ignite the cotton cloth sample. 

The presence of an inert diluent, once ignition occurs, reduced the flame 
_ propagation rate for most of the cotton cloth samples tested. Nitrogen diluent 

had a greater effect on the reduction of flame propagation rate in l-g than 
helium with and without forced convection. As shown in Figure l-4, the 
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burning rate of the horizontal cotton cloth with treated edges in oxygen at 5 
psia is nearly five times that in air at 14.7 psia. At the same total pressure, 
the ratio is reduced to 4.25 for helium-oxygen and 3.7 for nitrogen-oxygen 
with 3.5 psia partial pressure of oxygen. Nitrogen-oxygen at 7 psia produced 
a significant reduction in burning rate to a ratio of 2.5 to 1. 

Tests indicated that minimum ignition temperature is dependent on the 
type of material. The minimum ignition temperature is affected very little 
by gravity and forced ventilation. For cotton cloth, the ignition temperature 
was 650°C f 10°C and for the insulated wire 700°C f 20°C for all total 
pressures from 5 psia to 14.7 psia with a 3.5 psia oxygen partial pressure 
in both nitrogen-oxygen-and helium-oxygen mixtures. The establishment of 
ignition temperature establishes one important parameter for future null 
gravity tests. 

Tests at 1 g and 2 g indicated that the flame was always larger for the 
nitrogen-oxygen mixture than for helium-oxygen, In null gravity only a char 
front existed for the cotton cloth in helium-oxygen at 7 psia, and a small, 
flame was evident in the nitrogen-oxygen mixture as shown in.Figure -1-5. 
Analysis and tests indicate that a fire could extinguish itself in null gravity 
without forced convection. High ventilation rates would probably propagate 
the fire in either diluent. Helium is more attractive from a fire retardant 
standpoint than nitrogen, because more energy and/or time-energy is neces-: 
sary for ignition. Consideration should be given to the various gravity levels 
encountered by the spacecraft in selecting an atmosphere composition, 
pressure, and operating procedures, from a fire-retarding standpoint. For 
example, for an entry or launch condition under high-gravity conditions, the 
percentage of inert diluent in the atmosphere can be increased with the 
crewmen wearing space suits. Null gravity tests are planned with varying 
ventilation rates to determine the effect of forced convection on the burning 
phenomenon. These data can be used to verify an analytical correlation of 
the effects of gravity. The effects on the burning phenomenon with different 
materials should also be tested in null gravity and compared to the l-g 
baseline tests. 

Flash ignition of the combustible gases built up during null gravity 
resulted for both helium-oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen mixtures. Comparison 
of these tests at 7 psia showed a smaller, more confined flash for the 
nitrogen-oxygen mixture. In null gravity, the formation of a smoke cloud 
could be a problem for any atmosphere. It can be speculated that, because of 
the tendency of helium to suppress the ignition of the material, more smoke 
and contaminants may form and a larger ignition flash will result unless 
adequate ventilation is provided to remove the generated combustible gases. 
More null gravity tests are planned to evaluate the ignition flash in pure 
oxygen, helium-oxygen, and nitrogen-oxygen mixtures. 

Inspection of Figure 1-6 reveals that the choice of diluent has a significant 
effect on smoke production and on the burn-through of an overloaded electri- 
cal wire. The time required for a test wire insulation to begin to smoke and 
burn-through in a helium-oxygen atmosphere is considerably greater than in 
a nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere because of helium’s high conductivity as shown 
in Figure l-6. This difference increases as the amount of diluent is 
incre.ased with a constant partial pressure of oxygen. In the presence of 
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Run No. 4 .Atmosphere: Nitrogen and Oxygen Run No. 4 .Atmosphere: Nitrogen and Oxygen 
Pressure: Pressure: 7 7 Psia Total (3. 5 Psia N2 & 3. 5 Psia 02) Psia Total (3. 5 Psia 
Power Input: 
Power Input: 

2.4 Volts, 8.4 Amps 
Volts, 8. 4 N2 & 3. 5 Psia 2. 4 02) 

Wire Temperature: 876OC 
AmDs 

Wire Temperature: 870°C L - 

Time: 8. 98 set, Null Gravity Burning 

Run No. 12 Atmosphere: Helium and Oxygen 
Pressure: 7 Psia Total :(3. 5 Psia He & 3. 5 Psia 02) 
Power Input: 2.4 Volts, 8.4 Amps 
Wire Temperature: 75O’C 

Time: 15.28 set, Char Front Propagation in 
Null Gravity 

Figure l-5 Representative Null Gravity Test of Cotton Cloth 
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3.5 psia of pure oxygen, an overloaded electrical wire begins smoking and 
burning almost simultaneously. As the total pressure of the atmospheric 
mixture increases by adding nitrogen, the time interval between smoking 
and burn-through of the wire increased. The time intervals between smoking 
and burn-through are even more pronounced in helium-oxygen atmospheres. 
When wires are in bundles, the time to smoke and burn-through was greater 
under all conditions tested as compared to single wires, as shown in 
Figure 1-7. The possibility of smoke creating an explosive or toxic mixture 
before ignition in null gravity must be evaluated. 

REPORT USAGE AND GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

The above summary provides generalized information for atmosphere 
selection based on the limited examples constructed for the specific design 
conditions, and constraints given in each of the sections. The particular 
vehicle design and its associated constraints must be individually evaluated to 
determine the applicable penalty associated with atmosphere selection. The 
information presented in Sections 2 through 8 can be used to help evaluate 
the effect of atmosphere selection on vehicle weight penalty. Selection 
criteria of importance, besides weight penalty, are the availability of flight- 
qualified hardware, development lead time, cost of new or modified hardware, 
number of launches, reliability, and system simplicity. 

Recommended key development items and study areas include: (1) the 
obtaining of additional controlled comfort zone tests with more subjects for 
clothing equivalent (CLO) values of 0.5 to 1.0 and for a broader range of 
work load and cabin wall temperature, (2) leakage tests for various cabin 
hatch seals for different cabin atmospheres and pressure levels, (3) the 
development of a leak locator, (4) tests to define the problem of helium 
leakage into electronic components and lights and development of a design to 
eliminate the problem, (5) the d evelopment of a flight-weight, low-power 
airlock motor/pump combination for pumpdown, (6) the development of sub- 
critical storage of cryogenic fluids, supercritical storage of helium, and an 
integrated two-gas sensor and control system, and (7) long-duration fire 
tests at null g and launch and entry g levels conducted to evaluate the ignition 
flash problem and burning rate phenomena with, and without, forced 
ventilation. 
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Section 2 

COMFORT ZONE 

The comfort zone has a major effect on vehicle design and must be 
determined, because the design of, many components is influenced by cabin 
atmospheric conditions. Comfort zone refers to the combination of pressure, 
atmosphere, wall temperature, gas ventilation, and humidity that creates a 
comfortable environment for a crew. Because of the high thermal conductivity 
of helium gas mixtures, the comfort zones for helium and nitrogen atmo- 
spheres are expected to differ appreciably. Although comfort tests were not 
run with mixtures of argon-oxygen and neon-oxygen, analytical methods pre- 
sented in this report are valid for predicting comfort zones for these gases. 
Jn general, the comfort zones for argon-oxygen and neon-oxygen are not 
expected to differ greatly from that of nitrogen-oxygen. 

Very little published comfort zone data are available for atmospheres 
containing helium diluent and nitrogen diluent with a variation of pressure 
level and clothing weight. Apollo and Gemini-vehicles were designed for crew- 
men who will be wearing pressure suit undergarments of medium weight while 
working in shirt sleeve conditions. The first step has been taken in a test 
program to obtain comfort data on crewmen.wearing medium-weight clothing 
in helium-oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen atmospheres at different cabin- 
pressure levels. 

This section presents correlated parameters that describe the results of 
the comfort test program. The analytical theory to pe.rform the correlations 
is also given, and procedures are presented for applying these data to any 
atmosphere, metabolic rate, and gravity level. The following atmospheres 
were tested: 

5 and 7 psia nitrogen-oxygen (3. 5 psia oxygen) 

5, 7, and 10 psia helium-oxygen (3. 5 psia oxygen) 

Test data indicate that only minor temperature differences exist in dif- 
ferent atmospheric mixtures for unclothed subjects. This may explain whv 
statements have been made to the effect that The--difference in temperature for 
comfort in helium-oxygen mixtures , as compared to nitrogen-oxygen mixtures 
is psychological, since past tests have been conducted with subjects wearing 
little or no clothing. However, test results for medium or heavy clothing 
show an appreciable difference in comfort temperatures between atmospheric 
mixture s. For the 5 psia tests run in the comfort simulator, the comfort tem- 
perature level was 5°F higher for helium-oxygen than for nitrogen-oxygen. 
At 7 psia, a 7°F higher comfort temperature was selected by the subjects 
for the helium-oxygen atmosphere. Comfort tests were supplemented by 
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full-scale space cabin simulator tests which simulated the random velocities, 
temperatures, and metabolic rates that would exist in an actual vehicle. 
Results of these tests show that the comfort temperature for subjects in 
medium-weight clothing and under l-g conditions range from 75” to 78°F for 
a 7 psia nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere, and from 80” to 85°F for 5 and 7 psia 
helium-oxygen atmospheres. These results are in general agreement with 
comfort simulator tests in which comfort temperatures were from 5” to 7°F 
higher for a helium-oxygen mixture. To better define the comfort zone, 
additional tests which will use more subjects and-which will use atmospheres 
of helium-oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen, as well as other diluents, are 
recommended. 

A number of assumptions were made in the establishment of the comfort 
zone, and are summarized as follows: 

(1) The heat-transfer model for free and forced convection was 
assumed to be l-ft-diam cylinder with a surface area of 
19. 5 sq ft (ref. 2-l). 

(2) Comfort is a state of minimum physiological strain wherein 
(a) mean skin temperature is in the range of 91” to 94”F, 
(b) deep body temperature is in the normal range of 98. 6” 
*to. 5”F, .(c) th ere is no active sweating, and (d) there is no 
body storage of heat (ref. 2-2). 

(3) All metabolic energy shows up as thermal energy. 

(4) Heat removed by conduction is negligible. 

(5) Insensible heat loss is given as 

;I. = 242 + 0. 112 ins ;1 
4(“’ 7295 - 

(6) Radiation view factor is 0. 8 and emissivity factor is 0. 94 
(refs. 2-1, 2-3, and 2-4). 

(7) Thermal conductivity of the clothing is directly proportional to 
thermal conductivity of the entrapped gas. 

(8) Crewman is assumed to be in shirtsleeve condition. Comfort 
for pressure-suited operation cannot be predicted with the 
information presented in this section. 

Test data could be obtained for only a limited number of conditions such 
as clothing weight, metabolic rate, gas velocities, cabin wall temperature, 
and gravity level. To use these data for conditions other than those tested, 
analytical rneans must be employed to predict the comfort zone for untested 
conditions. In the following paragraphs, required analytical procedures are 
presented for the accomplishment of this task. 
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COMFORT ZONE ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATION 

A crewman in a space vehicle may be considered a heat machine which 
is producing work and heat. At the low metabolic levels anticipated for space 
cabin activity, metabolic energy will eventually all appear as heat energy. 
Generated heat must be removed to maintain the deep body temperature at a 
nearly constant level of 98. 6°F. 

The body has a number of thermoregulatory mechanisms which maintain 
a constant deep body temperature. Of primary concern, when operating 
within the comfort zone, is the vasomotor mechanism which regulates circu- 
lation at the skin. Innumerable branches of the circulatory system are 
located near the skin surface and one function of these branches is to circu- 
late blood near the skin surface for heat rejection. The blood circulation 
rate, which is thus the rate of heat rejection, is controlled by constriction of 
cuffs around the branches. An above-normal rise in body core temperature 
produces a response (through the nervous system) which dilates the circula- 
tory branches, which thereby delivers more blood for more heat rejection. As 
the body core temperature falls below normal, the branches will be constricted 
to reduce blood flow. Comfort is considered to be related to the amount of 
constriction of the circulatory branches (ref. 2-2). It has been shown 
in ref. 2-2 and verified at Douglas that comfort is a state of minimum 
physiological strain, that is (a) mean skin temperature is in the range of 
91” to 94”F, (b) deep body temperature is in normal range of 98.6” *O. 5”F, 
(c) there is no active sweating, and (d) there is no body storage of heat. This 
definition of comfort permits Earth (l-g) comfort data to be extended to the 
zero-g space environment, or to other sets of conditions. 

Crew comfort is obtained by providing adequate cooling to maintain mean 
skin temperatures within. the comfort range. A heat balance shows that 
crew-generated heat is carried by the circulatory system to the body surface, 
where it is rejected to the environment. Heat is rejected in several ways 
and those applicable to shirtsleeve operation are as follows: 

( 1) Conduction. 

(2 ) Radiation. 

(3) Convection. 

(4) Evaporation of body water. 

Conduction cooling is difficult to predict because the contact areas and 
properties of contacting materials are not known. For most space vehicle 
applications, conducted heat transfer can be neglected. 

A heat balance may be written for the crewmen as follows: 

(2-l) 
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This equation expresses the difference, between metabolic rate and cooling 
provided, as an increase in body temperature. Because the body does not 
store heat with comfortable conditions, and work output is negligible for the 
low metabolic rates assumed, the right side of the equation vanishes. In 
addit ion, active sweating cannot be allowed for comfort and the equation 
reduces to 

P-2) 

Therefore, conditions for comfort require that the amount of cooling 
necessary is identical to the metabolic rate. To a large extent, the insensi- 
ble loss is a function primarily of cabin-water vapor pressure and metabolic 
rate. The expression for insensible loss shown below includes the effects of 
diffusion through the skin and respiration loss. No effects couldbe discerned 
for total pressure in the space simulator test data. 

q. = 242 + 
0: 

112 
4 

0. 7295 - 
ins PH 2 o > 

where PH 0 is the water vapor pressure corresponding to saturation at skin 
temperatu2re in psia. Equation (2-3) is plotted in fig. 2 - 1. 

In general, heat transferred by forced convection can be 
expressed as 

qC = hA(TS - Tg) 

the film coefficient, h, can be expressed in terms of dimensionless quan- 
tities as 

NuD = y = 0.60 (ReD)‘* 5 (Pr) OS 31 (2-5) 

This equation is valid for a theoretical cylindrically shaped man 
(ref. 2-5) functioning normally in a gaseous atmosphere. The film coeffi- 
cient given by equation (2-5) will be about midway between the many pro- 
posed models for forced convection from a crewman, i. e. , flat-plate, 
multicylinde r man, and the many empirically obtained relationships 
(refs. 2-1, 2-2, and 2-6). 

Equation (2-5) is valid for either forced convection in a zero-g field 
in a gravity field where the forced convection coefficient is greater than 
free convection heat transfer coefficient. For free convection at 1 g or 
reduced g, the following equation may be used: 

or 
the 

N”D = .cl cGrD Pr) 
c2 (2-6) 

where the constants Cl and C2 are functions of the product of Grashof and 
Prandtl numbers and may be obtained from ref. 2-7. 
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Lower and upper limits may be placed on gas velocity. It is felt that at 
least 20 ft/min of atmospheric movement is essential to carry the metabolic 
products (carbon dioxide, water vapor, etc. ) away from each crewman. On 
the other hand, too high a velocity will cause discomfort, eye irritation, -and 
impairment of performance. A value of 100 ft/min appears to be an abso- 
lute upper comfort limit of atmospheric movement. 

The skin of each crewman should be at a temperature somewhat higher 
than the surrounding equipment and walls in most designs, so that heat is 
lost to the surroundings by thermal radiation. The general equation, for heat 
lost by this mechanism may be written as follows: 

qr 
= (rAbFEFA Ts 4 

- Tmr 
4 

> 
(2-7) 

In current space vehicle designs, crewmen are almost completely sur- 
rounded by equipment. Some of this equipment, such as hot coolant lines, 
electronic, and electrical gear, will be above atmospheric temperature. 
Other gear, which will be below atmospheric temperature, will include cold 
coolant lines, cooling heat exchangers, and cold walls. Space cabin walls and 
equipment for the test conditions were 52 “F from atmospheric gas tempera- 
tures. Most hot and cold equipment is expected to be well insulated to 
improve performance; therefore, a good initial approximation is that the 
mean radiation temperature will be near cabin gas temperature. 

Published data show that the surface area of the average man is 19.5 sq ft 
(ref. 2- 1). The view factor has been determined to be 0. 8 (ref. 2-3). This 
agrees reasonably well with the Bioastronautics Data Handbook (ref. 2-4). 
For a crewman completely enclosed by cabin walls, the emissivity factor 
approaches the emissivity of the crewman (taken as 0. 94 in reference 2-1). 
With these values for the constants, equation (2-7) becomes: 

qr = 2. 52 x 10 P-8) 

Equation (2-8) is plotted in fig. 2-2. For unclothed crewmen, body 
surface temperature will be the mean skin temperature. Clothing tempera- 
ture will be lower than mean skin temperature of the suited crewman, and 
the amount is given as: 

T sk 
_ T 

S 
= (clr + 43 CL0 

Ab 
(2-9) 

As previously mentioned, comfort tests have shown that the clothing 
(CLO) value is dependentupon the thermal conductivity of the atmospheric gas 
Therefore, a correction must be made for an air CL0 value in order to be 
valid for helium mixtures. Figure 2-3 g,ives the necessary correction. 
Equations 2-2 through 2-6, 2-8, and 2-9 will be used to determine the 
operating atmospheric envelope in the-paragra-phs to follow. 
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COMFORT ZONE TEST PROCEDURE 

The test apparatus consisted of the comfort simulator located in the 
space cabin simulator (fig. 2-4). The double walls of the six-sided chamber 
are constructed of insulating board and aluminized mylar. Atmospheric gas 
was introduced into the chamber through diffusers, flowed parallel to the test 
subjects, and then passed between the double walls to the exterior. This 
pattern of flow resulted in the inner wall being surrounded on both sides by 
gas at nearly a uniform temperature. The wall temperature followed within 
2°F of atmosphere gas temperature. The test simulator was designed so that 
the atmospheric temperature equaled the wall temperature because this is the 
normal design condition for most space vehicles. High-performance wall 
insulation is necessary to prevent undesirable fluctuations in wall tempera- 
ture with vehicle orientation and to prevent moisture from condensing on a 
cold wall. A well-insulated vehicle design will result in the wall temperature 
approximating the atmospheric temperature. In the event a vehicle .is 
designed where the wall temperature is not equal to the atmospheric tempera- 
ture, the equations from the preceding paragraphs can be used to extrapolate 
from test conditions. The chamber volume was 120 cu ft to approximate the 
volume of the operational portion of a small orbital laboratory. Figures 2-5 
and 2-6 show the comfort simulator in the command area of the space cabin 
simulator. This simulator was, therefore, at the same atmospheric 
pressure, humidity, and composition as the cabin. Four different test 
subjects were used during the 18 days of testing in 79 test runs. Test 
atmospheres included 5- and 7-psia nitrogen-oxygen and 5-, 7-, and lo-psia 
helium- oxygen. The partial pressure of oxygen for these atmospheres was 
3.5-psia. The pressure profile in the space cabin simulator for the 18-day 
test is shown in fig. 2-7. 

A blower, located in the diffusion plenum of the comfort simulator, 
provided nominal gas velocities of 20, 50, and 80 fpm on the downstream 
side of the diffusers. Gas velocity rate was controlled by the subject inside 
the cabin by damping inlet flow to the blower. Water vapor partial pressure 
was maintained at approximately 10 to 12 mm Hg from within the cabin by the 
humidity control system. Dry bulb temperature was controlled by the test 
subject in the chamber. The temperature control system was designed to 
allow a temperature variation from 70” to 120°F about the set point at a rate 
of approximately 2 “F/min. The response button used by the subject operated 
valves which controlled the increase or decrease in temperature of a circu- 
lating fluid passing through the heat exchanger. Comfort judgments made by 
the subject during an experimental session were recorded outside the cabin. 

During the test, a subjective random-walk technique, was used in which 
the subject was told to allow the temperature to increase until he felt warm 
before pushing the response button and then to allow the temperature to 
decrease until he felt cool before pushing the button again. In this way, gas 
temperature was made to oscillate and the amplitude of these oscillations 
at the time the response button was pushed indicated upper and lower tem- 
perature limits. Each experimental session lasted 3 to 4,hr during which 
period approximately 10 upper and 10 lower determinations were obtained. 
A typical temperature history for a test is shown in fig. 2-8. A more 
detailed description of the test procedure can’be found in ref. 2-9. 
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FIGURE 2-6 COMFORT SIMULATOR IN THE SPACE CABIN 
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In addition to the 18 days of tests with the comfort simulator, additional 
full-scale testing was performed under random space-vehicle conditions. 
During this time, actual space-cabin conditions were simulated in which the 
metabolic rates, gas velocities, 
mis s ion. 

and duty cycles were typical of a space 
These tests included 30 days at 7 psia nitrogen-oxygen and 5 days 

at 5 psia helium-oxygen. Crewmen were allowed to select the most com- 
fortable temperature during each test run. 

DATA CORRELATION 

Test data obtained from the comfort tests were in the form of minimum 
and maximum gas temperatures for a given velocity, gas composition, and 
pressure. During the testing,. the average time.for temperature to go from 
maximum temperature to the coldest temperature was 10 minutes. Subsequent 
tests showed that this is not sufficient time for the body thermoi-egulatory 
mechanisms to react fully. Although the upper and lower limits were on the 
verge of comfort for short transient conditions, the subjects might become 
uncomfortable during long-term exposure to these conditions. However, the 
mean of the upper and lower limits should represent comfort for long-term 
exposure. This conclusion assumes that thermoregulatory devices react 
approximately linearly over the transient temperature range used in the 
testing. A comfort zone may then be established, based on the mean of 
upper and lower temperatures, for the different subjects. 

Table 2-I presents test data from the 18-day comfort simulator tests for 
each of the test subjects. Note that the temperatures are averaged for all 
velocities. This table shows the variation of comfortable temperature 
between subjects. Table 2-11 presents the data averaged for all subjects, 
but at each velocity so that velocity effects can be seen. The heat balance 
theory previously developed was used to calculate mean skin temperature 
for the conditions listed in table 2-11. Clothing values shown in table 2-11 
are corrected for increased thermal conductivity of the helium mixtures. 
Results show that mean skin temperatures vary from about 89.3” to 92.6”F. 
To avoid misleading results, data which varied excessively from the mean 
were not used. 

Comfort skin temperatures did not vary appreciably between gas com- 
po’sitions and pressures. This verifies that the effects of gas composition 
and total pressures were properly taken into account in the analytical equa- 
tions. General trends of the test data are shown along with the estimated 
zero-g comfort temperatures in figs. 2-o and 2-10. Estimated comfort 
temperatures for varying velocities, clothing weights, and pressures are 
shown for zero g in figs. 2-11, 2-12, and 2-13. Test results from the com- 
fort simulator are in good agreement with data from the full-scale space 
cabin simulator tests which used a work-rest cycle of A4ORL where the 
metabolic load was varied from that o.f full exercise to sleep. 
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TABLE 2-I 

REPRESENTATIVE CATA FOR UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS OF COMFORT 
ZONE FOR EACH SUBJECT AS A FUNCTION OF ATMOSPHERIC 

COMPOSITION, PRESSURE AND CL0 VALUE* 

Gas mixtur e*aF 

Pressure 

CL0 value 

Subjects Limit 

uJyk* 
CB 

LL:>::: 

UL 
JC 

LL 

UL 
BZ 

LL 

UL 
FD 

LL 

UL 93 92 94 94 95 95 83 

Means MP:;::::;< 84 82 86 85 86 86 77 

LL 76 73 77 76 78 76 71 

T He-O2 I N2-( ‘2 

5 psia 

0 0. 7 

85 83 85 88 

76 73 77 77 

100 101 

77 71 

102 100 

77 74 

100 

77 

86 87 85 86 89 

75 75 78 78 79 

99 97 103 101 

77 72 77 75 

7 psia 

0 0. 7 

*<Entries in degrees F 

:::::Gas velocity--20 fpm to 80 fpm 
:; :: ::: UL - Upper Limit 

MP - Mean Point 
LL - Lower Limit 

10 psia 

0 

5 psia 

0 0. 7 

89 84 

76 72 

104 - 

72 - 

87 81 

77 70 

98 - 

77 - 

7 psia 

0 0. 7 

86 83 

77 73 

104 - 

79 - 

86 84 

77 73 

98 - 

77 - 

-~~ 1 -~~ E 

94 84 

86 78 

78 73 

- 
I 

-! 
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TABLE 2 -II 

COMFORT ZONE TEST CONDITIONS AND RESULTS 

Gas 
composition. 

He-O2 

He-O2 

He-O2 

He-O2 

He-O2 

He-O2 

He-O2 

He-O2 

He-O2 

He-O2 

He-O2 

He-O2 

N2-02 

N2- O2 

N2-02 

N2- O2 

N2- O2 

N2- O2 

N2- O2 

N2- O2 

Pressure 
(psia) 

10 

10 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

CL0 
value 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0. 3 

0 

0. 3 

0 

0 

0.41 

0 

0. 41 

0 

0. 7 

0 

0. 7 

0 

0. 7 

0 

0. 7 

Nominal Gas 
velocity temperature 
(ft /min ) (“F) 

Calculated 
skin 

temperatures 
(“F-1 

20 88. 5 94. 6 

80 84 89. 4 

80 84 90. 5 

50 84. 5 90. 7 

50 85 93. 6 

20 88 94. 5 

20 85 93. 3 

80 85 91. 9 

50 82. 5 89. 3 

50 83. 5 93. 6 

20 85 91. 9 

20 80. 5 89. 7 

20 84. 5 91. 7 

20 79 91. 1 

50 85. 5 91.4 

50 75. 5 86.2 

20 85. 5 92.6 

20 77 88. 5 

50 85. 5 92. 6 

50 79. 5 90. 9 
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In general, comfort temperatures were considerably higher for helium 
mixtures for Earth conditions, medium clothing (0. 7 CLO), and normal 
20 ft/min to 80 ft/min gas velocities as can be seen from the following 
s ummar y. 

He-O2 

N2-02 

*3. 5 psia O2 

5 psia* 7 psia* 

92°F upper limit 94°F upper limit 

82 “F average 850~ average 

73°F lower limit 76°F lower limit 

83 “F upper limit 84°F upper limit 

77 “F average 78 “F average 

71 “F lower limit 73°F lower limit 

From these data, the conclusion can be made that with helium diluent, 
approximately a 5°F to 7°F higher temperature can be used and still permit 
crew comfort. 

The analysis, along with the range of comfortable mean skin tempera- 
tures, may be used to determine cornfort conditions for the combinations of 
gas velocity, temperature, composition, pressure, wall temperature, gravity 
level, clothing value, and humidity which will produce a comfortable environ- 
ment. Figures 2-11, 2-12, and 2-13 present some of these conditions in the 
form of comfort regions for null gravity. 

Most future spacecraft will use high-performance super-insulation to 
minimize heat lost or gained by the spacecraft. This is also done to prevent 
moisture condensation on the walls and to prevent large fluctuations in wall 
temperature. Therefore, inside wall temperatures in many advanced vehicles 
will approach atmospheric cabin gas temperature. In addition, the many 
items of equipment in a spacecraft cabin act to block radiation. It can be 
assumed that equipment will be well insulated and that temperatures of equip- 
ment surfaces will be approximately the same as cabin temperature. There- 
fore, the assumption of mean radiation being near cabin temperature is 
reasonable until vehicle design details are known. If the surrounding walls 
and equipment are at a higher temperature than the cabin gas, then helium 
atmospheres are still more attractive than nitrogen for comfort. An 
example may be considered where the wall temperature is 80”F, the gas 
velocity is 50 ft/min, cabin pressure is 7 psia and the metabolic rate is 
460 Btu/hr. Comfort temperatures evaluated from equation (2-2) to (2-9) 
are 70 “F for helium-oxygen and 50 “F for nitrogen-oxygen. Therefore, the 
comfort temperature difference is greater between the candidate diluents 
when radiation temperatures are greater. The lower atmospheric tempera- 
ture for the nitrogen-oxygen will require a greater penalty for heat rejection 
due to the close approach of the cabin atmospheric temperature and the heat 
rejection temperature. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The comfort data presented. provides information that can be used to 
guide penalty-tradeoff engineering. Comfort zones presented in figs. 2-11, 
2-12, and 2-13 cover most anticipated space vehicles conditions. Comfort 
levels are applicable for a shirt-sleeve condition where minimal or no 
sweating occur S. The metabolic rate appears not to depend on the gas com- 
position. The metabolic rate of 460 Btu/hr and cabin dew point of 60°F is 
considered to be a representative design condition based on 24-hr space- 
laboratory operation. Full-scale, long-duration tests at varying work loads 
tend to verify this assumption. Comfort temperature for other conditions 
may be approximated with the analytical equations given. 

The following are representative data which have been modified to approx- 
imate null gravity conditions. The temperature range is for He-O.2 and 
N -02 atmospheres with a gas velocity of 50 ft/rnin and a metabolic rate of 
4 0 Btu/hr. Oxygen, argon, l and neon comfort temperature level should 
approximate N2-02 data. Wall temperature is assumed to be within *l”F 
of aver-age cabin temperature. 

5 psia 

He-O2 

0 CL0 

0.5 CL0 

1.0 CL0 

N2-02 

0 CL0 

0.5 CL0 

1.0 CL0 

76” - 80°F 

72” - 75°F 

68” - 71°F 

75” - 79°F 

68” - 71°F 

61” - 640~ 

7 psia 

78” - 81°F 

75” - 78°F 

72” - 75°F 

76” - 80°F 

69” - 72°F 

61” - 65”~ 

10 psia 

79” - 83°F 

77” - 80°F 

74” - 78°F 

77” - 81°F 

70” - 73°F 

62” - 66°F 

It has been indicated in the literature that not more than 2°F increase 
should be allowed for the helium-oxygen mixture when it is used instead of 
oxygen or nitrogen-oxygen (refs. 2- 10 and 2- 11). Low metabolic rates, the 
lack of accurate skin temperature data, and the small number of subjects 
tested throughout the nation has produced conjecture regarding large 
increases in temperature difference between He-02 and N2-02 mixtures. 
Full-scale space-cabin tests with a crew of four were conducted continuously 
for 30 days in a 4 000 cu ft chamber in N2 -02 at 7 psia with clothing values 
between 0. 5 and 0. 7 and a wall temperature within 2°F of gas temperature. 
Crewmen had a work/rest cycle comparable to MORL varying from rest to 
full exercise. The average cabin-temperature level selected by the crew 
varied from a low of 75°F to a high of 78°F. A 5-day helium-oxygen test 
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at 5 psia under the same conditions was conducted by the same crewman. 
Crewmen were tested at 80°F for 24 hr and 85°F for 72 hr and stated that 
they were comfortable under both conditions. A 90°F cabin temperature 
created an uncomfortable situation. The cabin temperature difference between 
the N2-02 and He-02 atmospheres for these test conditions was about 7°F 
higher for the helium diluent. These tests, although subjective, tend to 
validate the magnitude of the temperature levels from the 18-day comfort 
data test as well as the selection of a metabolic rate of 400-500 Btu/hr for 
the full scale tests. A similar metabolic rate assumption for cabin average 
temperature selection can be considered valid for an engineering spacecraft 
design. 

The most significant result with regard to predicted comfort zone from 
l-g data concerns the higher comfort temperature for helium mixtures where 
the crewmen wear clothing. There were only minor temperature differences 
in tests for different atmospheric mixtures for zero or very little clothing 
conditions. This may explain why statements have been made that the com- 
fort zone difference between He-02 and N2-02 is negligible. Average com- 
fort temperature differences during the tests was 5” to 7°F for normal 
clothing values of 0. 5 to 0. 7. It is evident that the difference in heat transfer 
effect between nitrogen-oxygen and helium oxygen is small for light clothing 
weights, but becomes quite large for heavier clothing. Two effects are 
present: one is due to the larger convection heat transfer coefficient with 
helium mixtures caused by higher gas conductivity, the second results from 
the influence of gas conductivity on the resistance to heat flow in the clothing. 
Thermal resistance of clothing appears to be dependent on the thermal 
resistance of the atmospheric gas entrapped in the clothing. 

Tests for accurately determining clothing resistance in various atmos- 
pheres are needed to further substantiate this observation for heavier cloth- 
ing. In addition, comfort tests are recommended using more test subjects 
with varying clothing weight in atmospheres containing diluents of nitrogen, 
helium, argon and neon at varying pressures. The effect of insensible loss 
and skin temperatures must be measured accurately during the tests. The 
effect of increased cabin wall temperature on allowable cabin atmosphere 
temperature should be tested and the equations presented in this section 
substantiated for extrapolation to conditions where the wall temperature 
greatly differs from the cabin gas temperature. This will refine the comfort 
zones and will allow the effects of atmospheric composition to be investigated 
more fully. Tests are also needed to determine thermal conductivity of 
clothing samples in various gas mixtures to establish the effect of entrapped 
gas on effective thermal conductivity. 
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Section 3 

LEAKAGE 

One of the prime considerations in spacecraft-atmosphere supply-system 
design is cabin leakage. This includes the penalty for provision of make-up 
for continuous leakage, the design restraints imposed by requirements for 
safe -time during transient leakage, such as that caused by meteoroid punc- 
ture, and the provisions for repressurization following loss of atmosphere. 

Data have been obtained and are presented in the following section which 
covers transient and steady-state leakage for helium-oxygen and nitrogen- 
oxygen atmospheres. Cabin pressures considered were 5, 7, and 10 psia 
with an oxygen partial pressure of 3.5 psia in all cases. In addition, normal 
air was tested at 14.7 psia. The correlation of these data with various 
theoretical models is discussed. In general, test data are reasonably close 
to that predicted by theory. 

Besides the leakage of atmosphere from the space cabin, a secondary 
leakage problem is introduced by the leakage of helium into vacuum tubes and 
other evacuated containers if this gas is a constituent of the chosen atmo- 
sphere. Data on this leakage are also presented. 

Two basic types of vehicle atmospheric leakage were considered in the 
test program: (1) slow leakage through minute cracks, penetrations, and 
seals; and (2) emergency leakage, such as that which could be caused by 
meteoroid penetration, structural failure, or malfunction of overboard 
valves . Most of the designers engaged in future spacecraft studies have 
used normal leakage rates that range from 1 to 5 lb/day, depending on vehi- 
cle size and design. Major leakage, in most instances, has been through 
hatch and/or hanger seals. Total vehicle leakage has been accounted for by 
carrying sufficient supply gas to compensate for normal steady-state Leak- 
age and to provide for at least one complete compartment or vehicle 
repressurization for emergency conditions. 

Test results for steady-state leakage indicated that, in all cases, 
leakage flow by weight was greater for nitrogen-oxygen than for helium- 
oxygen at the same total pressure primarily because of the low density of 
helium mixtures. However, the quantity of oxygen lost with helium diluent 
is greater than with nitrogen. This additional loss results from the higher 
sonic velocity of the helium-oxygen mixtures. At constant oxygen partial 
pressure, the density of oxygen in the mixture is constant. Because the 
velocity of helium-oxygen flow is higher than an equivalent nitrogen-oxygen 
mixture, the volumetric flow rate increases with increasing helium 
concentration. The result is an increasing oxygen loss even though the 
density is constant. This agrees with the results of the tests with the 
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Douglas space cabin simulator in which higher oxygen leakage rates were 
noted during long-duration helium-atmosphere tests. 

The difference in leakage between the two mixtures depended on atmo- 
spheric pressure and hole size. The leakage rate for nitrogen-oxygen was 
from 20% to 159% higher by weight than for helium atmospheres. Test 
results on cabin pressure decay followed adiabatic decompression theory 
reasonably closely. Flow coefficients calculated from the data were 
approximately 0.6. These values agree well with the values given in 
ref. 3-l and 3-2. In all tests, cabin decompression times were less for 
helium-oxygen mixtures. Crew members in helium-oxygen cabins would 
have from 12% less time at 5 psia to 40% less at 10 psia to take emergency 
action during decompression. 

For a typical spacecraft application, the difference in leakage rate can 
be translated into launch weight penalty, with the consideration of the 
storage penalty and gas weight. A l-year-in-orbit space station with a 
90-day resupply period and a design leakage of 2 lb per day for nitrogen- 
oxygen at 7 psia is an example. The leakage rate for helium-oxygen for the 
equivalent hole size and cabin pressure is 1.21 lb/day. When considering 
leakage only, the use of helium-oxygen will save approximately 55 lb at 
7 psia and 92 lb at 10 psia for each 90-day resupply period. No appreciable 
savings are noted at 5 psia, because the weight of gas saved is offset by the 
high helium-storage penalty. 

The penalty for leakage from meteoroid puncture or other emergency 
conditions can be accounted for by assuming complete loss of gas from one 
compartment. The weight savings for a MORL volume of 5360 cu ft for 
helium-oxygen as compared to nitrogen-oxygen is 5 lb at 5 psia, 57 lb at 
7 psia, and 155 lb at 10 psia. These penalties are based on the gases being 
stored as supercritical cryogenic fluid. Storage penalties are based on data 
presented in the Section 5 on gas storage penalties. 

Another potential problem area noted during simulator runs with helium 
atmospheres was premature failure of vacuum tubes. An analytical study 
indicated that helium leakage rates through some types of electronic tube 
glass may be great enough to adversely effect component life. Leakage 
into tubes was verified by measuring helium concentration after exposure 
to helium atmospheres. It is not known with certainty if the leakage occurred 
through the glass or through the metal-to-glass seals. Additional te.sting is 
needed to determine the nature of helium leakage and the design modifications 
needed to avoid contamination. Based on current knowledge of the problem, 
it is believed that the electron tube contamination problem can be solved by 
modifying equipment design. 

The following sections describe leakage tests performed, analytical 
theory from which correlations are made, and recommended applicable 
equations for leakage predictions based on the correlated test results. 
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ORIFICE FLOW, CAPILLARY FLOW, AND LAMINAR 
PIPE FLOW THEORY 

The relative leakage rates of candidate atmospheres depend largely 
upon the assumed leakage geometry. The two types of leakage considered 
are low, normal-rate leakage and emergency high-rate leakage. The two 
types of leakage differ in flow geometry and with upstream pressure 
variation. The small normal-leak rate occurs during the entire mission and 
therefore cabin pressure must remain c.onstant. On the other hand, an 
emergency leakage occurs when the leak rate is larger than the make-up 
gas flow rate and pressure decay occurs in the cabin. 

Orifice Flow Theory. Orifice flow occurs when the diameter of the hole 
is large compared to the length. Because the flow through the orifice is 
assumed to be discharging to space, sonic flow occurs at the vena contracta. 
The equation for this type of flow is 

ti = p +4[#2 [,, (em& y=]1’2 (3-l) 

This equation applies to both steady-state and transient cases. Steady-state 
conditions occur during normal spacecraft operation when the leakage rate 
is small. For this case, relative leak rates for the candidate atmospheres 
can be calculated. 

Table 3-I gives the ratio of leak rate by weight for nitrogen-oxygen and 
helium-oxygen at the pressures under consideration. Constant upstream 
pressure is assumed. 

TABLE 3-I 

RATIO OF NITROGEN-OXYGEN TO HELIUM-OXYGEN 
LEAK RATES BY WEIGHT FOR SONIC FLOW 

5 psia 

1.113 

7 psia 

1.250 

7 

10 psia 

1.393 

The values assume that the discharge coefficient does not vary appreciably 
with the gas mixtures considered, and this was verified by test results. The 
table shows that the nitrogen-oxygen leak rate, by weight, is from 11.3 to 
39.3% higher than for helium-oxygen. 

. . 
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A differential equation may be obtained describing cabin pressure decay 
as a function of time for the case of variable upstream pressure and tempera- 
ture. This is done by differentiating the equation of state [eq. (3’2)], then 
combining the result with [eq. (3 -1)] and the relationship between pressure 
and temperature [eq. (3-3)]. The result may then be integrated with appro- 
priate boundary conditions (ref. 3-3). For an isothermal process, the 
specific heat ratio y becomes unity, and the integrated form is [eq. (3-4)]. 
If the process is adiabatic, the integrated result is [eq. (3-5)]. Polytropi’c 
processes can occur where the value of gamma, y, is between unity and the 
specific heat ratio. Equation (3-5) is also valid for polytropic processes. 

Pv = RT 

1 -Y 

PY T = constant 

P = Poemat 

P= P,[c? (y),, 11% 

(3-2) 

(3-3) 

(3-4) 

(3-5) 

where 

112 

A typical plot of pressure decay characteristics is shown in fig. 3-l. 
The figure shows that an adiabatic process will result in a more rapid pres- 
sure decay. The isothermal case decays at the slowest rate with the poly- 
tropic case decaying at a rate between adiabatic and isothermal. 

Capillary Flow. The leakage path in capillary flow is assumed, 
analytically, to be a long straight tube. Gas enters the tube at cabin pres- 
sure and the flow at this point is laminar continuum flow. As gas flows down 
the tube, the gas expands sufficiently to cause a transition to free molecular 
flow before exiting the tube to space vacuum. 
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Mason (ref. 3-5) has proposed the following equation for capillary flow 

7.44 D’p’ T’ 

108M1LC 
(3-6) 

Table 3-11 shows the ratio, by weight, of the leakage rates for nitrogen- 
oxygen atmosphere to helium-oxygen atmosphere, as calculated by equation 
3-6. These data are calculated for oxygen partial pressure of 3. 5 psia and 
diluent partial pressures of 1. 5, 3.5, and 6.5 psia. This table shows that 
the leakage rate is higher when nitrogen is the diluent than when helium is 
used, and this difference is increased as the pressure is increased (corre- 
sponding to an increase in diluent fraction). Also, the weight of nitrogen- 
oxygen leakage increases relative to helium-oxygen leakage as hole size is 
increased. 

TABLE 3-H 

RATIO OF NITROGEN-OXYGEN TO HELIUM-OXYGEN 
LEAK RATES BY WEIGHT FOR CAPILLARY FLOW 

Hole diameter 
(P) 

1.0 1.170 

3.0 1.219 

10. 0 1.281 

30.0 1.320 

5 psia 

Total pressures 

7 psia 10 psia 

1.354 1.633 

1.473 1.850 

1.540 2.095 

1.716 2.220 

In reference 3-5, Mason also calculates the number of leakage paths 
required to produce 1 lb/day leakage and concludes that this number is 
prohibitively large for holes smaller than 1 p . According to his data, 
9.7 x lo7 capillaries of 1 mm length and 1 p diameter would be required for 
1 lb/day leakage; only 590 are required if the diameter is increased to 30 p. 
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As shown in the following derivation and subsequent test data, there is a 
fault in Mason’s theory and the resulting equation (3-6). He assumes the 
entering pressure to the tube is at cabin pressure, and the discharge pres- 
sure is at free space pressure, with the pressure loss distributed along the 
length of the tube and a gradual transition from laminar continuum flow to 
free molecular flow within the tube. Actually, as shown by several investi- 
gators, the pressure loss in the tube causes a gradual decrease in fluid den- 
sity and a corresponding acceleration. The limiting velocity in the tube is 
the acoustic velocity, which can only be reached at the outlet end of the tube. 
If this velocity is reached, the pressure at the outlet of ,the tube is deter- 
mined by upstream conditions and further reduction in downstream (external) 
pressure cannot influence the flow. Calculations of pressure drop along real 
capillaries show that this is generally the case except when they are very 
small or very long. The pressure at the outlet of the tube is very much 
higher than in free space, the remaining pressure loss is in the supersonic 
expansion external to the tube, and pressures are sufficiently high so that 
continuum flow is maintained within the tube. 

If the flow within the tube can be assumed to be laminar, continuum flow, 
at constant temperature the pressure drop is given by the following equation 
(equation (168), page 186, of reference 3-15) 

Pf - P2 2 = fLV12 

pl 
2 

d g P1vl 

(3-7) 

in which the subscript 1 refers to tube inlet conditions and 2 to the outlet. 
By the perfect gas law, 

P, = $ = RT (3-8) 

or 
P 

P= RT 

According to the Hagen-Poiseuille law for laminar flow, (page 154, Ref. 3-6), 

64 
f = R”D 

where ReD = pDU 
P 

Substituting into equation (3-7) results in: 

64pL Ul 

g d2 PI 

(3-9) 

(3-10) 
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By the continuity equation, 

i! A = P” = pl”l = f92 

or 

Substituting equations (3-8) and (3-11) in equation (3-lo), 
2 

p1 -p2 
2 = %2 RT % 

By definition of Mach number, 

Ma =* 

At the outlet of the tube, 

u2 = Ma2 ,/m (3-14) 

Substituting equations (3-8) and (3-14) in equation (3-11), 

IQ P2U2 = 
x = 

3 Ma2dm 
RT 

iL A = p2 Ma2 ;& 
J 

(3-11) 

(3-11) 

(3-12) 

(3-13) 

(3-15) 

Substituting equations (3-15) into (3-12) and dividing by P12, 

l-(z$J- = [y] [2 @][bpFq ? (3-16) 

Defining CL: 

and substituting in equation (3-16) results in 

p2 
t2CLP- l= 0 

1 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 
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Equation (3-18) may be solved by the quadratic equation: 

2 = -,,+dT (3-19) 

Note that the positive sign is used because only positive solutions for 
pressure ratio are desired. Also, the expression for CL (equation 3-17) 
includes three groups of symbols. The first depends on tube geometry; 
the second upon flow conditions, and the third upon the gas composition. 

Direct solution of equation (3-19) depends upon knowledge of the tube 
inlet pressure Pl. If the inlet velocity head is negligible, this pressure is 
equal to the cabin pressure. However, if there is appreciable velocity at the 
inlet this reduces P 1’ and an iterative solution is required. 

Because velocity is inversely proportional to pressure for the 
isothermal flow, 

M - M 5 
al - “2 p1 

(3-20) 

The inlet pressure of the capillary can then be found from the following 
equation. 

PO 
Pl = (lt Y-l Ma2) “’ - ’ (3-21) 

2 1 

For the typical flow condition in which a significant excess pressure 
remains at the outlet of the capillary, the flow solution can be found as 
follows: 

(1) Evaluate CL from equation (3-17) for Ma2 = 1.0 and assuming 
Pl = PO (cabin pressure). 

(2) Solve equation (3-19) for P2/ Pl. 

(3) Evaluate equation (3-21). If Pl is sufficiently different from 
that assumed previously, in evaluating CL, re-evaluate and 
return to step 2. 

(4) Find P2. 

(5) The flow through the capillary is given by equation (3-15): 

w 
A = P2 & II- 
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The above procedure has been followed for capillaries having diameters 
from 1 to 300 JJ at cabin pressures of 5, 7, and 10 psia, with helium- 
oxygen or nitrogen-oxygen atmospheres. In all cases, the partial pressure 
of oxygen is 3.5 psia. Figure 3-2 shows the capillary outlet pressure P2 as 
a function of these variables and figure 3-3 shows W/A. Figure 3-4 shows 
the ratio of nitrogen-oxygen flow to helium-oxygen flow rates, by weight, 
from the above solution. 

For the case in which CL is large (capillary diameter is small or 
length is large), an approximate solution of equation 3-19 is possible. 
First, factor -CL: 

Representing the square root by the first term of the series expansion, 

p2 1 - 1 - 

-CL [ 

1 

-- 
pl - 2 CL 2 1 

Therefore, 

p2 1 -=- 
pl 2 cL 

Because CL is large, Ma1 is small and 

pl = P 
0 

Therefore, 
P 

p2 = 2EL 

The weight flow rate is 

w -. - 

A - p2 ITT J yg = 

(3-22) 

(3-23) 

For two-gas mixtures, denoted by the subscripts A and B, with other 
parameters equal, the ratio of weight flow rates is given by 

wA ,= s&iJ 
wB 

(3 -24) 
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and 

Therefore, 

. 
WA t*B RB -=- - 
wB pA RA 

(3-25) 

(3-26) 

Equation (3-26) is an expression for the asymptote approached by the 
weight flow ratio of two gases as hole diameter is reduced. The other 
asymptote, as hole size is increased, is given by the orifice flow, (eq. 3-1 
or table 3-I). Table 3-111 shows the weight ratio calculated by equation 3-26 
for nitrogen-oxygen and helium-oxygen mixtures. Note that the ratios 
tabulated for the mixed flow theory of Mason, from table 3-11, approach the 
values from table 3-111 as hole diameter increases. 

TABLE 3-III 

RATIO OF NITROGEN-OXYGEN TO HELIUM-OXYGEN LEAR RATES, 
BY WEIGHT, FOR LAMINAR FLOW IN SMALL CAPILLARIES 

I -. I 
5 psia 7 psia 10 psia 

I 1.395 1.890 2.59 I 

The validity of the assumption of laminar flow must be tested. On the 
upper end of the range, the Reynold’s number, based on hole diameter, for 
the 300 p orifice is predicted to be about 2350 for 10 psia, 02 - N2 mixtures 
and 1370 for 10 psia, 02 - He mixtures. This appears to indicate that 
transition from laminar flow is near. 

At the lower end of the range, the boundary will be the transition to 
molecular flow. This will undoubtedly cause flow rates less than theoret- 
ical but the effect on flow rate ratio is not clear. The curve of mean free 
molecular path for nitrogen-oxygen equal to the capillary diameter, is 
indicated on figures 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4. As this indicates, the accuracy of 
the laminar continuum flow theory becomes questionable for hole diameters 
below 30~ at the length and inlet pressures considered. 
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STEADY-STATE AND TRANSIENT LEAKAGE TEST PROCEDURE 

The test set-up for steady-state leakage is- shown in figure 3-5. The 
test gas was mixed before the test and was contained in a high-pressure 
cylinder . During the leakage test, gas left the cylinder and passed through 
a regulator where gas pressure was reduced. Only sufficient gas was passed 
through the metering valve to maintain total pressure upstream of the test 
specimen at the test pressure; pressure was monitored on a mercury 
manometer. Flow was measured with a precision wet-test meter. A vacuum 
pump maintained downstream pressure at a low value, and this pressure was 
monitored with a mercury manometer. 

Three test specimens were used for the steady-state testing. The se 
simulated very small diameter leakage paths similar to those which might 
be found in spacecraft. A brief description of these follows: - 

(1) Sintered metal plug --O..OOOZ in.. (5..04l~.) mean pore opening 
(3/8 diam x l/8 in. thick). 

(2) Sintered metal plug --0.0013 in. (32.7 p) mean pore opening 
(3/8 diam x l/8 in. thick). 

(3) Plate drilled with five 0. 0135 in. (340 p) diameter holes. 

Pressure decay tests were run with the Douglas space cabin simulator 
air lock (156. 5 cu ft) to simulate a space cabin. The air lock was charged 
by metering in the test gas to the partial pressures corresponding to the 
test atmospheres. The test hole, which simulated a large leakage path, 
was drilled in a l/4-in. thick plate and mounted at the entrance of the 
vacuum duct leading from the air lock. The air lock atmosphere was 
dumped through a quick-opening valve to a large-capacity vacuum system. 
The vacuum source was of sufficient capacity to maintain a critical pressure 
ratio across the hole. Temperatures and pressures of the atmosphere just 
upstream and downstream of the orifice were recorded. 

Transient And Steady-State Leakage Data 

Data taken from steady-state leakage tests are presented in Table 3-W. 
The weight ratio of nitrogen-oxygen flow to helium-oxygen flow from these 
data is plotted on figure 3-6. In addition, the theoretical values for weight 
ratio, from figure 3-4, are repeated for comparison. The agreement 
between theory and test is good at 5 and 7 psia cabin pressure. Even at 
10 psia the trend is indicated. Of course, the theory was developed for a 
smooth, constant area capillary while the test data were for porous plugs and 
for drilled holes having a relatively small length to diameter ratio (less than 
10). 

Pressure decay tests were run on the airlock as explained above, with 
hole sizes of 0. 5 and 1.0 in. and initial pressures of 5, 7, and 10 psia. 
Data were obtained using helium and nitrogen as diluents with the oxygen 
partial pressure held at 3.5 psia. In addition, pure oxygen was tested at 
5 psia. 
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TABLE 3-W 

RESULTS OF STEADY-STATE LEAKAGE TESTS 

Gas mixture 

N2 - O2 

He - O2 

N2 - O2 

He - O2 

N2 - O2 

He - O2 
-------------- 

O2 

N2 - O2 

He - O2 

N2 - O2 

He - O2 

N2 - O2 

He - O2 
-------------- 

O2 

N2 - O2 

He - O2 

N2 - O2 

.He - O2 
- 

N2 - O2 

\ He - O2 
_---_---- ___- - 

O2 

1. 08 
2. 46 0.0002 

0. 44 

0. 57 
1. 96 

0. 29 

0. 28 
1. 22 

0. 23 
.-o.2;-.- ------ 

7. 13 
1. 67 

4. 26. 

4. 87 
1. 73 0.0013 

2. 81 

2. 65 
1. 29 

2. 05 
- -2; ;8 - - -. _ - _ - - - 

12. 35 
.l. 27 

9. 76 

9. 78 
1. 28 

7. 60 

7. 28 
1. 16 

6. 15 
- -7,.-& - - . -- _- -- 

0.0135 
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Data from these tests are shown in figures 3-7 through 3-13. During 
the test runs, the temperature drop of the gas was from 7“ to 23°F. If the 
pressure decay were adiabatic, a temperature drop of 100” to 220 “F would 
be predicted from theory. Therefore, the temperature decay indicates a 
nearly isothermal process. On the other hand, pressure decay rates follow 
the theory for an adiabatic process more closely than for an isothermal 
process. A check of the temperature instrumentation yielded no explanation 
for the nearly isothermal temperature behavior. A plot of a typical tempera- 
ture history is shown in figure 3-14. It can be seen that temperature drops 
rapidly at the start of the test but then becomes nearly stable near the end 
of the test. This general behavior suggests heat transfer between the gas 
and the chamber walls. A calculation of free convection heat-transfer shows 
that the heat transfer calculated between the wall and atmosphere is 
sufficient to maintain the atmosphere at a nearly constant temperature. 
Therefore, results of the pressure decay tests indicate a nearly constant 
temperature behavior with pressure decay following a nearly adiabatic 
process. The theoretical adiabatic process is shown with the test data in 
figures 3-7 through 3-13. The flow coefficients for these calculations were 
based on final pressure and time. These are shown as a function of Reynolds 
number in figure 3-15. The flow coefficients vary only slightly from 0. 6 for 
all tests and gas mixtures. This is very near the value determined by other 
investigators (refs. 3-l and 3-2). 

HELIUM LEAKAGE INTO ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

Permeation of helium for different glasses has been investigated. A 
rather extensive literature survey was made and the most pertinent 
references are listed at the end of the section (refs. 3-7 through 3-10). It 
was found that gas permeation through solids is a process of adsorption, 
solution, diffusion, and desorption. Permeation through a plane section of 
material may be expressed by the relation: 

QG = 
K’A (P-Pin) t 

tW 

(3-27) 

This equation was used to predict internal helium pressure for different 
glasses and times. It was found that, depending on the type of glass envelope, 
the life of a vacuum electronic component will range from seconds to years. 
The most commonly used glass, Pyrex Brand No. 7052, is not satisfactory 
for extended use in helium-rich environment because of its high permeation 
constant. Glasses such as those of lead borate composition are expected to 
greatly increase tube life-in the helium atmosphere. This example has not 
treated factors such as metal-to-glass seals, tube warmup, or outgassing, 
which may accelerate permeation rates. 

During the Phase I testing in the space cabin simulator, premature fail- 
ure of some types of electronic equipment was noted. One pertinent finding 
was that seven vidicon television monitoring tubes failed in the helium-oxygen 
space cabin atmosphere. During 13 days of testing with three tubes inside the 
simulator, the average tube life was about 60 hr. It appears that helium 
diffused either through the glass or through the tube seal between the electrode 
and the glass portion of the tube. Helium gas entered the tube and raised its 
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internal press‘ure causing a gaseous tube condition. No failures occurred 
during any of the 42 days of tests with nitrogen diluent, or during a 2-day 
checkout test with helium-oxygen. 

In addition, a 5-day Phase II test was performed with a helium-oxygen 
atmosphere at 5 psia. Electronic equipment installed in the cabin consisted 
of three television monitor cameras and a standard 17 in. RCA television 
monitor set. Lights in the cabin consisted of 40 W fluorescent overhead 
lights, a 100 W incandescent bulb, and l/25 W miniature neon bulbs. New 
vidicon tubes and one new light in each area were installed before the test. 
The television monitor was turned on after 36 hr of exposure and turned off 
immediately when the crew noticed hissing and crackling noises. Unit opera- 
tion was satisfactory before and after the test at sea-level conditions. A 
5-in. DuMont oscilloscope was sent into the chamber on the 4th day and 
operated normally for the remainder of the test (approximately 8 hr). No 
vidicon tube failures occurred during the 5-day test as had occurred during 
the previous 18-day test. Quality of the pictures did not seem to deterior- 
ate, except for some bright spots on one monitor screen. Previous failures 
occurred after operation at total pressures of 5, 7, and 10 psia, and a con- 
stant 3. 5 psia O2 partial pressure. The higher partial pressure of helium 
may account for the difference. No failure or decrease in brightness 
occurred with the fluorescent, incandescent, or neon lights. 

Helium concentration for several components was measured with a mass 
spectrometer after a 5-day space cabin simulator test. The incandescent 
bulb had over 763 mg/m3 helium and-the fluorescent light had 5. 9 mg/m3 
helium. The vendor stated that essentially no helium should be present in 
new bulbs.. This was substantiated when no helium was measured in the new 
bulbs tested. 

Helium contamination of electronic gear appears to be a definite prob- 
lem. At the present, it is not known whether the leakage occurs through the 
glass or through the metal-to-glass seals. Additional testing is necessary 
to determine the nature of the leakage and to define satisfactory solutions to 
the problem. However, based on present knowledge, the problem of contam- 
ination of electronic components can be solved by the use of special design 
techniques or nonpermeable materials. 

LEAKAGE PENALTY 

A review of previously conducted studies was made to determine the 
predicted leakage rates for spacecraft of varying design requirements and 
the experimentally determined leakage data for the various components that 
may contribute to leakage. From this information, typical leakage rates 
may be determined. The data previously presented in this section then 
allow an estimate of the comparative leakage levels based upon pressure 
level and diluent selection. The associated weight penalties can then be 
estimated by using the storage vessel weights from Section 5 in addition to 
the gas leakage rates. 
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A MORL-type space station for a 4- to 9-man crew was designed to 2 lb/ 
day leakage, and a 24 to 36 man LORL lost 4. 75 lb/day (refs. 3-11 and 3-12). 
The major normal leakage occurred through hangar and hatch seals. Sources 
and orders of magnitude of leakage used for these vehicles for a 7 psia 
nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere are shown in table 3-V. 

TABLE 3-V 

LEAKAGE SOURCES AND ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE 

Leakage source Order of magnitude 

Hatches and hangar door seals 

Electrical leads 

O-ring seals (replaceable) 

Valves 

Seams and joints (welded) 

Diffusion through vehicle skin 

in. 2. 85 -5 x 10 to 7 -3 x 10 lb/day/ 
1o-7 lb/ day/in. (negligible) 

10-9 lb/ day/in. (negligible) 

1o-3 lb/day/valve (negligible) 

1o-4 lb/day (negligible) 

lo- l4 lb / day (negligible) 

The major leakage source should occur through hatches or hangar seals, 
except for the emergency situation of a meteoroid penetration, seal failure, 
or other type of inherent failure. The assumed seal leakage (7 x 10-3 lb/day/ 
in. ) is based on MIL Standard S8484 for gaskets and is comparabie to the 
lowest recorded value for Mercury capsule missions (12. 1 x IO-3 lb/day/in., 
if all leakage was through the hatch). This value is also of the same order of 
magnitude as Gemini and Apollo design goals. Approximately 12 ft of seal 
will result in a leakage of 1 lb/day, based on the values above; therefore the 
value of 7 x 10D3 lb/day/in. appears to agree with present vehicle design 
goals. 

Actual seal leakage test data were obtained for a flight-type airlock by 
Douglas under NASA Contract NASL-3893. A number of different hatch seals 
was used. Internal pressure of 14. 7 psia was simulated with external pres- 
sure on the order of 10-6 mm Hg. Maximum leakage for an inflatable seal 
after 50 hatch operations was 17. 3 cc per 24 hr, which amounts to 
2. 85 x 10m5 lb/day/in. The usage of 7 x 10D3 lb/day/in. for seals appears 
to be a conservative value for design use for N2-02 and pure 02 at 7 psia. 
The equivalent leak rate for helium-oxygen would be 4. 21 x 10-3 lb/day/in. 

The foregoing data appear to indicate that most spacecraft atmosphere 
loss will occur from hatch and seal leakage. A relatively large range of 
hole sizes is probably present. So that the effects of leakage on atmosphere 
selection can be evaluated, the arithmetic mean of test data presented in 
figure 3-6 will be used to predict loss rates. The mean values of weight 
ratios used for steady-state leakage calculations are given in table 3-VI. 
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TABLE 3-VI 

MEAN VALUES OF STEADY-STATE LEAKAGE DATA 

Total pressure (psia) 
I- 

Ratio of N2 - O2 to He -, O2 

5 1. 23 

7 1. 66 

10 1. 80 

Basic leakage rates of 1 and 2 lb per day with 50% N2-50% 02 mixture 
at 7 psia were chosen for analysis. The weight ratios presented in table 3-VI 
were used to predict equivalent losses with helium diluent. For a given 
mixture, leakage was assumed proportional to cabin pressure. Weight 
penalties include the weight of supercritical cryogenic storage vessels from 
data in Section 5. Figures 3-16 and 3-17 present the results of the weight 
penalty evaluation for the basic I- and 2-lb/day leakage rates respectively. 

The weight penalty associated with leakage is basically not affected by 
diluent selection for a 5 psia cabin pressure because the additional storage 
vessel weight counteracts the lower weight rate of leakage. The selection of 
the helium diluent will result in savings of about 21% at 7 psia and 36% at 
10 psia compared with nitrogen. This increasing advantage basically results 
from the reduced weight rate of leakage, as shown in table 3-VI. 
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The previous discussion evaluates penalties only for those leaks causing 
continuous gradual loss of atmosphere. Provisions must also be made for 
sudden transient leaks such as those caused by meteoroid penetration, and 
seal or valve failure. Make-up gas must be provided for maintenance of 
atmosphere until the crew is safe following such a puncture and for repres- 
surizing the compartment following repairs. The time for leak detection, 
location, and repair can be evaluated for estimated hole sizes and the 
corresponding amount of gas loss can be calculated. 

Besides the weight penalty associated with a sudden puncture, the 
relative time available for crew protection during the pressure decay 
depends upon selection of atmospheric pressure, diluent, and oxygen partial 
pressure. Pressure decay rates can be estimated for specific cabin volume 
and hole sizes from previously presented data. This indicates that pressure 
loss rates initially are faster than predicted by theory but analytical models 
are followed relatively closely at lower pressures. Use of a flow-coefficient 
of 0. 6 with sonic orifice flow and adiabatic decompression yields accurate 
pressure transients although the temperature decay is considerably less than 
that predicted by adiabatic expansion theory. 
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The safe time available to the crew in the event of puncture may be 
defined as the time for the cabin to decompress to an oxygen partial pressure 
of 70 mm Hg. Figure 3 -18 shows the safe time for a cabin of 400 cu ft and 
a hole diameter of 0. 5 sq in. This curve indicates that safe times are less 
using helium as a diluent than using nitrogen. The difference varies from 
12% at 5 psia to 40% at 10 psia. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Analysis of the effects of leakage can be made with the information 
presented. In general, representative normal leakage rates obtained from 
past studies have been 1 lb/day for a small (2 to 3 man), tightly-sealed 
vehicle; 2 lb/day for a 4- to 9-man, well-sealed orbiting laboratory (MORL); 
and as high as 5 lb/day for a larger 24- to 36-man vehicle such as LORL. 
Leakage rates for these vehicles were based on 7 psia nitrogen-oxygen 
atmospheres. 

Corresponding leakage rates for 7 psia helium-oxygen atmospheres 
would be 60% of the values given above based on the mean leakage data given 
in table 3-VI. If the laboratory design details are known, particularly the 
length of the hatch and the hangar door seal, then a mo_r5e direct number can 
be obtained by using as values a minimum of 2. 8 5 x 10 lb /day/in. and a 
maximum of 7 x 10e3 lb/day/in. for 7 psia nitrogen-oxygen. Test data indi- 
cate that the greater part of space cabin leakage is around hatches, doors, 
and seals. The comparable leakage rate for 7 psia helium-oxygen is from 
1. 72 x IO-5 to 4. 22 x IO-3 lb/day/in. 

Cabin gas-loss penalty for emergency conditions such as that produced 
by a meteoroid penetration can be accounted for by assuming partial or total 
loss of gas in at least one compartment. The safe time to take corrective 
action such as repairing a leak, donning a space suit, or leaving the compart- 
ment can be approximated for different hole sizes. The difference in weight 
penalty incurred between the different atmospheres can be obtained by using 
the information presented. For example, the difference in relative penalty 
between using helium-oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen mixture for a four- to 
nine-man vehicle is shown in table 3-VII for the following conditions. 

(1) Duration of system usage without resupply = 90 days. 

(2) Cabin pressure = 7 psia. 

(3) Cabin volume = 5,360 cu ft. 

(4) Oxygen partial pressure = 3. 5 psia. 

(5) Leakage rate for 7 psia N2 - O2 = 2 lb/day. 

(6) Leakage rate of 7 psia He - 02 = 1. 2 lb/day (factor of 1. 66 lb. 
N2 -02/lb He-O2 is from table 3-VI). 
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TABLE 3 -VII 

RELATIVE PENALTY DIFFERENCE 

Penalty weight (lb) 

Item N2-02 He-O2 

rTorma1 leakage 

Oxygen gas leaked 96. 0 96. 3 

Oxygen tank weight 27. 8 (0. 29 lb tank/ 27. 9 (0. 29 lb 
lb gas) tank/lb gas) 

Diluent leaked gas 84. 0 12. 0 

Diluent tank weight 42. 0 (0. 5 lb tank/ 60. 0 (5 lb tank, 
lb gas) lb gas) 

:epressurization of cabin 

Weight of oxygen 106. 0 (0. 29 lb tank/ 106. 0 (0. 29 lb 
lb gas) tank/lb gas) 

Oxygen tank weight 30. 8 30. 8 

Diluent ‘weight 92. 0 13. 0 

Diluent tank weight 46. 0 (0. 5 lb tank/ 65. 0 (5 lb tank 
lb gas) lb gas) 

Total Weight 524.6 411.0 

(7) Cabin repressurization = 1 repressurization. 

(8) Gas storage penalty from Section 5 based on supercritical 
storage. 

(9) Oxygen consumption rate is 2. 06 lb/man day. 

The cabin decompression time should be sufficiently long to allow the 
crew to take corrective actions. For example, a 2 sq in. hole would allow 
a decompression time of 11. 3 min from a 7 psia total pressure to 70 mm Hg 
of oxygen partial pressure with nitrogen as diluent and 8. 2 min for He-02. 

A more precise leakage calculation may be made if the detailed vehicle 
design is known. The theoretical equations (3-1, 3-6, or 3-15) may be used 
to calculate steady-state leakage directly for the majority of anticipated hole 
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geometries. Adiabatic pressure decay theory is recommended (eq. (3-5) or 
fig. 3-l) for cabin decompression calculations with flow coefficients from 
figure 3-15. Although actual pressure may decay slightly faster than 
equation (3-5) predicts, the times for pressure to decay to dangerous levels 
will be accurately predicted with the recommended theory. Storage penalties 
may be calculated with data on storage vessel design given in Section 5. 

These recommended equations may also be used for argon and neon 
mixtures. Because the properties of these mixtures fall generally within 
the range covered by He-02 and N2-02, the leakage penalties will not be 
greatly different from the mixtures considered. The results of steady-state 
leakage show that the total weight flow of nitrogen-oxygen will be greater 
than for helium-oxygen. Leakage loss of oxygen may be greater for helium- 
oxygen than for nitrogen-oxygen. 

Leakage of helium into electronic equipment has been shown to be a 
problem. Further effort is recommended to determine the nature of this 
helium contamination. When the source of leakage is established design 
modifications can be made to rectify the problem. Additionally, more 
complete testing is needed on various hatch seal configurations with a varia- 
tion of pressure levels and potential cabin gas atmospheres, particularly 
He-02. 
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Section 4 

AIRLOCK SYSTEM 

Space vehicles and laboratories may have an airlock for extravehicular 
activities. The airlock permits entering and exiting of the vehicle without 
subjecting the entire crew and equipment to vacuum and also, for most 
laboratories, reduces the total weight penalty. The penalty resulting from 
the airlock depends on the pump-down and repressurization system design, 
and the type of atmosphere used. If airlock usage is minimal and/or the 
vehicle is small, the cabin may be used as the airlock. This situation exists 
for Gemini and Apollo. Analysis is presented to evaluate the penalty of 
atmospheric selection on various potential airlock pressurization systems 
proposed for space laboratories. The space laboratory and vehicle size 
range and airlock types considered include those that have been considered 
in many vehicle studies, including 3-man AAP, 4- to 9-man MORL and 24- 
to 36-man LORL. 

The simplest airlock pressurization system is an expendable gas system. 
All or a portion of the airlock atmosphere is expended overboard for each 
airlock use. An alternate method saves most of the airlock atmosphere by 
pumping most of it from the airlock into the cabin or a separate receiver for 
re-use. The major penalties associated with an expendable system are 
simply the weight of the gas expended, valving, and storage system. The 
penalty associated with a pump-down system is the weight of residual gas 
expended after each pump-down, the pump-down system, reservoirs, power 
penalty, and the gas supply tankage penalty. 

Representative airlock expendable gas systems for one and two airlock 
configurations are shown in figure 4- 1. If the vehicle under consideration 
incorporates a second airlock for other operational requirements, a 30% 
saving of expended gas penalty can be realized by utilizing the secondary 
airlock as a receiver. A dual airlock with a pump-down system can be 
evaluated by applying the one airlock pump-down system analysis. 

Airlock “pump-down systems, ‘I using an adjacent compartment or a 
separate tank as a reservoir, are shown in figure 4-2. The pump-down to 
.receiver system was considered for high airlock usage rates where the ratio 
of cabin to airlock volume is small and pumping directly into the cabin would 
increase cabin pressure beyond an acceptable limit. If, for a particular 
vehicle and mission, the airlock is to be used only a few times, the expended- 
gas system appears more attractive than the pump-down system, since 
pumping penalties may be greater than the weight of gas discarded. However, 
for a much larger number of airlock uses per mission, the expendable-gas 
system may discard an amount of gas greater than the total pump-down system 
weight and gas penalty. The pump-down system will result in less weight 
penalty if the airlock usages exceed three to five per mission. 
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The total penalty for both the pump-down and expendable-gas systems 
were determined for the following atmospheres: 

(1) Pure oxygen at 5 psia 

(2) Nitrogen-oxygen at 5. 0, 7. 0, and 10 psia total pressure, with 
oxygen partial pressure of 3.5 psia 

(3) Helium-oxygen at 5. 0, 7. 0, and 10 psia total pressure, with 
partial pressure of 3.5 psia 

oxygen 

(4) Atmospheric air at 14.7 psia 

The presented information may be utilized for vehicle airlock optimiza- 
tion studies. 
lems. 

However, no attemptwas made to optimize for the example prob- 
The candidate atmospheres were compared under identical conditions. 

In this study, the following assumptions were made: 

(1) Isotope-Brayton power penalty = 503 lb/kW 

(2) Solar cell/battery power penalty: 

Panel Array = 140 lb/kW 

Nickel-cadmium Batteries = 50 lb/kWh 

(3) Fuel cell power penalty: 

Equipment = 86 lb/kW 

Oxidizer and fuel = 1. 28 lb/kWh 

(4) Initial cabin and airlock gas temperature was set at 70°F 

(5) Final airlock pressure after pump-down was set at 0. 1 psia 

(6) Pumping system efficiency was set at 40% 

(7) An ideal gas adiabatic process was assumed during pump-down 

(8) The pump volumetric flowrate was assumed constant during 
pump-down 

(9) Weight of airlock not included in the analysis 

Analyses are included which show the total expendable-gas system weight 
penalty and the pump-down system total penalty including power penalty. 
Penalty factors associated with the pump-down system are included to per- 
mit calculation of total pump-down system weight penalties for most vehicle 
configurations and missions. Analysis indicated that penalties associated 
with the candidate atmospheres are ranked primarily in the order of initial 
density, with the most dense atmosphere having the greatest penalty for both 
the expendable-gas and pump-down systems. Table 4-I shows the results 
for representative vehicle systems analyzed. 
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Vehicle 

3 -man space 
station of 200 ft3 
with the cabin 
used as an 
airlock 

4 to 9 man space 
station of 
10 000 ft3 
with a 100 cu ft 
airlock 

TABLE 4-I 

COMPARISON OF AIRLOCK SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 

Time between 
resupply or 

total mission 
(days 1 

30 

100 

ut 
(uses) 

30 

100 

Vehicle 
power 
system 

Fuel cell 

Isotope-Bray-ton Expendable 
cycle dual airlock 

Airlock 
system 

Expendable 
single airlock 

Pump-down to 
receiver 

Pump-down to 
cabin 

Atmospherea 

5.0 psia 02 

5. 0 psia He-02 

5. 0 psia N2-O2 

5. 0 psia O2 

5. 0 psia H -02 e 

5. 0 psia N2-02 

7. 0 psia H -02 273 e 

7. 0 psia N2-O2 342 

7. 0 psia H -02 e 

7. 0 psia N2-O2 

Total 
system 
penalty 

(lb) 

217 

188 

223 

71.2 

72. 5 

71.4 

38. 1 

40. 3 

a3. 5 psia oxygen partial pressure for all mixtures 



AIRLOCK SYSTEM OPERATION, USAGE, AND THEORY 

An airlock is required to provide vehicle egress and ingress for EVA 
and maintenance in space. The airlock can also be used to transfer men and 
supplies from one vehicle to another and for emergency conditions. Airlock 
atmospheric pressure must be equalized to that of cabin pressure before a 
suited crewman may enter the airlock from the cabin. After entering the 
airlock and before exiting into space, 
sure to nearly that of space. 

the crewman must reduce airlock pres- 
This process must be reversed to permit the 

crewman to re-enter the cabin. The analysis will consider various methods 
of performing this operation and the associated penalty for different cabin 
atmospheres. 

A typical operational sequence of an expendable-gas system with a single 
airlock, shown in figure 4-1, is as follows. The airlock is pressurized by 
opening the valve from the cabin or atmospheric supply system. The airlock 
is depressurized by venting the valve to space. 

For vehicles using the expendable-gas airlock system, a portion of the 
gas normally expended overboard may be saved by bleeding the gas to a 
secondary airlock or receiver as shown in figure 4-l. The operation is as 
follows: 

(1) At the start of airlock operation, the secondary airlock is at a 
pressure somewhat below the primary airlock pressure which is 
equalized at cabin pressure by opening valve 1 from the cabin or 
atmospheric supply source while valves 2 and 3 are closed. 

(2) Valve 2 is now opened and the pressure equalizes between the pri- 
mary and secondary airlock at a pressure somewhat below that of 
the cabin. 

(3) Valve 2 is then closed and valve 1 is vented to space to bleed the 
remaining airlock gas overboard. 

(4) For re-entry, the airlock is repressurized by first closing valve 1 
and opening valve 2 to equalize the pressure again between the 
primary and secondary airlocks. 

(5) After the pressure stabilizes, valve 2 is closed and valve 1 is 
vented to the cabin to equalize pressures. 

Operation of the pump-down from airlock to cabin system, shown in 
figure 4-2, is as follows: 

(1) At the start of airlock operation, valves 1 and 2 are vented to cabin 
to equalize pressures. 

(2) Valve 2 is then vented to the pump and the airlock is pumped down 
to a predetermined final pressure, while the cabin is slightly 
pressurized. 



(3) The airlock residual gas is now dumped overboard, thereby equal- 
izing airlock pressure with space by venting valves 1 and 2 to space. 

(4) For re-entry to the cabin, the airlock is repressurized by venting 
valves 1 and 2 to the cabin and/or the atmospheric supply tankage. 

Operation of the pump-down from airlock to receiver system, shown in 
figure 4-2, is as follows: 

(1) At the start of airlock operation, valves 1, 2, and 3 are vented to 
cabin to equalize pressures. 

(2) Valve 3 is then closed and valve 2 is vented to the-pump. The air- 
lock is now pumped down while the receiver is pressurized. 

(3) Airlock residual gas is now dumped overboard by venting valves 1 
and 2 to space. 

(4) For re-entry to the cabin, the airlock is repressurized by first 
venting valves 1 and 2 to the receiver, then opening valve 3 to 
equalize airlock and cabin pressure. 

Equations for Airlock Expendable-Gas System 

The penalty for an expendable-gas system is the total weight of atmos- 
pheric gas dumped overboard during a mission plus the cryogenic tankage 
weight for storage of this gas. Total weight of gas expended is found by the 
following: 

m = a, i VaPa iUt , 

Cryogenic storage factors are expressed as total poundage, gas, and tankage 
per pound of gas. For a one-gas atmosphere, the total system penalty is: 

PEN 
SYS 

= ma i F 
, 

PEN 
SYS = Va P, iUtF 

However, if a two-gas system, consisting of oxygen and a diluent (He or N2), 
is considered, the cryogenic storage factor must be expressed as a percent- 
age (by weight) of the two gases. For a two-gas system, the total system 
penalty is: 

PEN = va Pa i 
Md P’d i Fd ’ Mo P’ 

’ MG pa i 

0, i Fo 

SYS , > Ut (4-la) 
f 

If a dual airlock system is considered, weight of the gas normally 
expended overboard may be reduced by utilizing the second airlock as a 
receiver. Gas is saved by an amount equal to that which is bled to the 
receiver (secondary airlock) during the pressure equalization process when 
the crewman is leaving the cabin via the airlock. 
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An isothermal process is assumed since this pressure equalization 
process must be slow to prevent the bends. Therefore, expressions may be 
written for the receiver at the end of the various operational steps. At the 
start of each airlock operation, initial weight of gas in the receiver. is: 

mR, i = 144 Mp pk, i vR 
RT 

Initial weight of gas in the airlock, after equalizing with the cabin, is: 

P 
m k iKvVR 

a, i =144 ‘RT 

After equalizing airlock and receiver pressure in the first operation, 
receiver pressure is: 

m 

pR,l = 
a, i t mR,i > RT 

144 va t VR > 

By substitution: 

Pk i Kv t M 
P , 

a,1 = 1tK 
V 

Gas dumped in this first operation is: 

m 
a, 1 (4-2) 

Gas saved and remaining in the receiver is: 

mR,l = 144* 

After re-entry and repressurizing, the airlock with receiver gas: 

( PR,2 = Pk(li +K;v+2Mp) 

At the start of the mission, receiver pressure may be at nearly any 
pressure and will probably be at cabin pressure. However, analysis has 
shown that after six airlock operations, receiver pressure at the start of the 
airlock operation will reach a steady-state value. Therefore: 

pR,6 = pR, i 
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and 

M = 1 
P 2 t kv 

By substituting equation (4-3) into equation (4-2), gas lost per operation is: 

= 144pk3i R V Kv(l + KJ 
m a R T (2 t Kv) (4-4) 

Gas loss will be reduced as receiver volume increases over airlock volume, 
thereby reducing K,* 

However, due to receiver weight penalty, receiver volume is limited to 
a reasonably small size. An optimum receiver may be found considering 
weight of expended gas and receiver weight. Calculations were made based 
on receivers sized for a variable volume ratio (K,). It was found that due 
to the low pressures involved, tank thickness was extremely thin for tanks 
sized from stress considerations. If the receiver wall thickness was made 
great enough to withstand handling, vibration, and mounting loads, no mini- 
mum occurred. This was due to the very slight increase in gas saved while 
the tank weight decreased rapidly as volume ratio increased. Therefore, for 
most practical applications, it would not be advantageous to use a receiver 
to save expended airlock gas. 

However, the occasion may arise where two airlocks are needed for 
safety or operational requirements and these may be operated in the manner 
discussed previously to reduce expended gas. In this case, no penalty can 
be assigned to the second airlock. 

Assuming identical airlocks (K, = 1), equation (4-4) becomes: 

m = 
a G vapa j f 

which is merely 2/3 of the single airlock system gas loss, and equations 
(4-l) and (4-la) become: 

PEN = 
SYS ~ Va ~a , i Ut F 

PEN 
SYS 

= f Va pa i 
Md Pi i Fd ’ MO P:, i F. , , 

M P Ut (4-5a) 
t G a,i 

Penalty Evaluation For The Expendable-Gas System 

Expendable-gas system penalties, for both the single and dual airlock 
system, were calculated for the eight candidate atmospheres using equations 
(4-l), (4-la), (4-5), and (4-5a). The following variables were fixed at 
representative values: 
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(1) Airlock volume (Va) = 100 ft3 

(2) Initial airlock temperature (T a, i) = 70°F 

(3) Number of airlock usages (IJ,) = 1. 0 

Results of these calculations are shown on fig. 4-3. Total systempenalty 
for any other airlock volume and usage may be obtained from the following 
relationship: 

PEN va ‘t 
SYS 

= 100 (PENSys, fig. 4-3) (4-b) 

Equations For The A.irlock Pump-Down System 

In this analysis the pumping process is assumed to be adiabatic. How- 
ever, the actual process will be polytropic (between isothermal and adiabatic). 
The actual process will depend on the amount of heat rejected to the vehicle 
structure and environmental control system. The higher the heat loss from 
the gas, the closer the process will approach a true isothermal process. This 
heat loss is dependent on vehicle detail design and must be considered in the 
design of an actual system. However, since the purpose of this section is not 
the detail design of a pump-down system but a comparison of atmospheres, 
the adiabatic process was assumed as being the more conservative approach. 

The analytical procedure used was to combine the conservation equations 
for mass and energy. The resultant differential equation is then solved to 
determine parameters, namely; final pressures, final temperatures, pumping 
work, and gas flow rate, at a certain time or to find the time at which these 
par ameters reach certain values. In this instance, the end value of two of the 
parameters, final airlock pressure (P ) and the time (0,) to reach that 
value of the parameter, have been assu%efd to be fixed. For this reason, the 
technique used here was to take successive finite increments of mass from 
the airlock until final pressure was reached. When this has been accomplished, 
the sum of all volume increments, divided by the total time, determines the 
volume flow rate which was assumed to be constant. In this study, the equa- 
tions were solved using a Fortran computer program. 

During pump-down, the airlock was considered to be adiabatic. With the 
assumption of an ideal gas, airlock conditions (a) after removing an increment 
of gas (Am) are as follows: 

m =m - Am 
a a, i 

V a =v .m a, 1 a, i ‘ma 

Pa = (Va 
t 

i/Va )' pa 
I 

i 

Ta = 144 Pa Va MG/ma RU 

(4-7) 

(4-B) 
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The enthalpy removed from the airlock is: 

AHa = ma 
, 

i ha 
, 

i - ma ha 

Assuming constant pressures over the increment, the ideal incremental 
amount of work required to pump Am pounds is: 

Am RU Ta iY 

Aw’ = 778MG (Y’- 1) 

Assuming an overall (motor and pump) efficiency of qp, the actual incremental 
work requirement is : 

AwA = AW’/‘lp 

The cabin or receiver specific enthalpy (hk) is now: 

hk = 
‘mk, i hk, i ’ 4Ha + AwA 

m. 

where: 

k 

mk 
=m 

k,i t Am 

Assuming a thermally perfect cabin atmosphere 
results: 

T 
k 

= (hk + hk, $/Cp + 

and: 

pk = mk Ru Tk/MG Vk x 144 

The volume of air pumped during this increment of Am is: 

AV = va 
t 

i Am 

The power required would be: 

(constant Cp) yields the 

Tk, i (4-9) 

(4-10) 

PWR = 0. 01765 AWA/Aep 
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However, the time increment (AC),) will not be known until the end of the 
pump-down when the total volume pumped becomes available. Therefore, the 
parameter of specific energy (SE) is chosen as: 

SE = AW,/AV 

In the same manner, successive increments of cabin atmosphere may be taken 
until P = pa f by replacing all initial values, i. e., sub-i values, in the 
above etuation’s with the most recent values. As this is done, successive 
volume increments (AV) are summed until the process is complete. Volume 
flowrate is then: 

aG = ZZAV/ep 

as the volume flowrate has been assumed constant. In the same manner, 
work increments (AW A ) are summed and the total work is: 

wA = cAwA 
The average power is: 

PWR avg - - 0. 01765 WA/ep (4-11) 

During pump-down, specific energy (SE) values are surveyed and the maximum 
(SE max 

) is selected. Thus, maximum power is: 

PWRmax = 0. 01765 (SEmax) QG (4-12) 

Total pump-down system penalty consists of the pump power penalty, pump 
equipment weight penalty, expended residual gas penalty, and receiver weight 
penalty (if a receiver is required). The exact determination of these penalties 
is dependent upon vehicle configuration and mission. 

The pump power penalty is normally determined from a weight to power 
factor relating kilowatts to pounds and is dependent upon the type of power 
system used in the vehicle, i. e., isotope Brayton cycle, fuel cell, solar cell, 
batteries, etc. This factor is expressed in units of lb/kW (9) or in units of 
lb/kWh (9’), if the power system is time sensitive. This power penalty for 
continuous us age is: 

PEN 
PO 

= 4 WRaVg ) (fraction of use/day) 

or 

PEN 
PO 

= 9’ (PWRavg) (use time) 
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However, the pump is used only for a fraction of time per day.. Therefore, 
the penalty is: 

PEN 
PO 

= + (PWRavg) I y4;; 2 m 
(4-13) 

or, 

PEN ePUt 
PO 

= +’ (PWRavg) 60 (4-13a) 

The pump equipment weight penalty can be expressed as a function of 
volumetric flow ( QG). In a recent study an airlock pump was sized (ref. 4-l). 
For this study, flow will be assumed to be 25 cu ft/min with a 15-lb equipment 
weight. A basic weight of 5 lb will be assumed for the pump motor. There- 
fore, the pump equipment weight penalty is as follows: 

PENp = 0.4 Q, t 5 (4-14) 

The expended residual gas penalty represents the amount of gas left in the 
airlock after pump-down and includes the cryogenic storage penalty, which is 
discussed in the storage vessel penalty section of this report. For a one-gas 
system (i. e. , 5-psia pure oxygen), this penalty is: 

PEN ex = Va P, fFUt , 
(4-15) 

However, if a two-gas system is considered, the cryogenic storage factor 
must be expressed as a percentage (by weight) for the two gases. As s uming 
that the percentages remain constant during pump-down, this penalty is: 

PEN = ex vapa f 
Md P& i Fd’ MO P:, i Fo 

(4-15a) 
, ’ MG Pa i ’ > Ut 

, 

The receiver weight penalty (if required) is simply the material weight of the 
receiver structure. Assuming a sphere, the weight was calculated using the 
following equations (ref 4-2): 

t 
PR di (SF) 

= 
W 4F 

tY 
(di in inches) 

PENR = I’ PRM = 4rr(ri)2 PRM tw 
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Combining the equations: 

3 

PENR = 
. 2'm(ri) pRM PR (SF) 

F 
tY 

The volume of the spherical receiver is: 

vR =-------- 4 3 r(ri)3 1,728 
3 3 r i =2-y- vR x 1,728 

by substitution: 

3 VR PRM PR (SF) 1,728 
PENR = 2 F 

tY 

let: 

(SF) = 2 

PENR = 
5,184 PR VR 

The total pump-down system penalty is: 

PEN sys - - PENpo t PENp t PEN ex 

If a separate receiver is required 

PEN = PEN 
SYS PO 

t PENp t PENex + PENR 

(4-16) 

(4-17) 

(4-17a) 

Evaluation For The Airlock Pump-Down System Penalty 

Aside from the eight candidate atmospheres, determination of the pump- 
down system penalty was dependent upon several other independent variables, 
namely, pump-down time, pump efficiency, number of airlock usages, 
initial temperature, airlock volume, cabin volume (or volume of separate 
receiver, if used), and final airlock pressure. Of these, the following were 
fixed at representative values: 

(1) Pump efficiency (*Ip) = 40% 

(2) Airlock volume (Va) = 100 ft3 

(3) Initial temperature (Ta, $ = 70°F 
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(4) Pump-down time (9,) = 15 min 

(5) Final airlock pressure (Pa, f) = 0. 1 psia 

(6) Number of airlock usages (U t) = 1. 0 

The remaining variable, cabin or receiver volume wa treated as a parameter. 
This parameter was given values from 10 to 10, 000 ft 3 . 

Using these fixed values, pumping equations were solved using a Fortran 
computer program. These results are shown on figs. 4-4 through 4-7 and 
table 4-II. 

The pump average power (fig. 4-4) is in terms of average power (kilo- 
watts) as a function of cabin (or receiver) to airlock volume ratio for the 
eight candidate atmospheres. Average power for other airlock volumes and/ 
or pump-down times may be calculated by selecting the proper factor from 
fig. 4-4 for the desired volume ratio and atmosphere, and computing actual 
power from the following relationship: 

PWR = 0.15 
av 

2 (PWRaVgs fig. 4-4) (4-18) 

The pump power penalty is calculated by substituting equation (4-18) into 
either equation (4- 13) or (4 - 13 a), depending upon the type of vehicle power 
system. The pump power penalty is now: 

PEN “t va 
PO = 96oot (PWRaVg, fig. 4-4) 

m 

or 

PEN = 
WJ, va 

PO 400 (PWRavg, fig. 4-4) 

(4-19) 

(?-19a) 

Although not used in the penalty calculation, maximum power is important, 
since if peak power during pump-down exceeds the vehicle available power, 
the pump-down system is impractical. This power is shown in fig. 4-5. The 
use of this curve is identical to the average power curv,e. Actual maximum 
power for any airlock volume and/or pump-down time is: 

V 

PWRmax = OS ’ 5 < (PWRmax, fig. 4-5) (4-20) 

The pump equipment weight penalty, expended residual gas penalty, and pump 
volumetric flow are shown in table 4-11 for each candidate atmosphere. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

ATMOSPHERE I 

5 PSIA O2 1 i 
1.5 PSIA He - 3.5 PSIA 0 

2 
2 
E, 

3.5 PSIA He - 3.5 PSIA O2 

6.5 PSIA He - 3.5 PSIA O2 

;~ 

;, 

1.5 PSIA N2 - 3.5 PSLA O2 

3.5 PSIA N2 - 3.5 PSIA O2 

6.5 PSIA N2 - 3.5 PSIA O2 : I; 

14.7 PSIA AIR 3 
- 

I. 1 1. 0 10. 0 100 
CABIN OR RECEIVER VOLUME/AIRLOCK VOLUME. 

‘FIGURE 4-4 AVERAGE AIRLOCK PUMP POWER REQUIRED 



ATMOSPHERE 

1. 5 PSIA O2 

2. 1.5 PSIA He - 3.5 PSIA 0, 

4. 6.5 PSIA He - 3.5 PSIA O2 

5. 1.5 PSIA N2 - 3.5 PSIA 

6 . 3.5 PSIA N2 - 3.5 PSIA O2 

7. 6.5 PSIA N2 - 3.5 PSIA O2 

8. 14.7 PSIA AIR 

0.1 1. 0 10. 0: 
CABIN OR RECEIVER VOLUME/AIRLOCK VOLUME 

FIGURE 4-5 MAXIMUM AIRLOCK PUMP POWER REQUIRED 
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TABLE 4-11 

AIRLOCK PUMP-DOWN PENALT Y 

Atmosphere 

5 psia 02 

5 psia He - O2 

7 psia He - O2 

10 psia He - O2 

5 psia N2 - O2 

7 psia N2 - O2 

10 psia N2 - O2 

14.7 psia air 

Pump Weight Expendable Weight Pump out rate 

(lb) (lb/use) (cu ft/min) 

12.3 0.218 18.25 

11.9 0.221 17.30 

12.3 0.241 18.25 

12.7 0. 264 19.36 

12.3 0.221 18.25 

12.7 0.259 19.36 

13.3 0. 298 20.69 

13.9 0.331 22. 36 

Note: (1) Both penalties: 100 ft3 airlock 

(2) 0. 1 psia final airlock pressure 

(3) Pump penalty for 15-min. pump-down 

(4) 3.5 psia oxygen partial pressure for all mixtures 
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Actual values for any airlock volume and/or pump-down time are: 

V 
PENP = 0.15 5 

P. 
(PENp, table 4-II)-51 t 5 

V 

PENex = s tJt (PEN ex’ table 4-11) 

QG = 0. 15 L (Q,, table 4-H) 
eP 

(4-21) 

(4-22) 

(4-23) 

Final cabin (or receiver) pressure and temperature, expressed as the ratio 
of final to initial condition, are shown on figs.4-6 and 4-7 respectively. This 
analysis considered the pumping process to be adiabatic. However, since the 
actual process will be somewhere between adiabatic and isothermal, the 
isothermal pressure ratio is also shown on fig.4-6 for comparison. 

The actual pressure and temperature ratios will depend on the amount of 
.heat rejected to structure and the vehicle environmental control system. This 
factor must be considered in the design of an actual system but cannot be 
considered in this study due to the many unknowns. Therefore, the adiabatic 
pressure and temperature ratios will be used to compare the candidate 
atmospheres. 

For cases in which the cabin pressure, temperature and/or the heat load 
from pump-down is excessive for the vehicle under consideration, the air- 
lock atmosphere must be pumped into a separate receiver. The weight penalty 
for this receiver must be added to the total system penalty. 

Since the receiver may normally be located in an area of high heat loss, 
the receiver was evaluated at a temperature less than the maximumcomputed 
(adiabatic) receiver gas temperature. In addition, the receiver was stressed 
at a pressure less than the maximum computed (adiabatic) gas pressure. The 
temperature selected was 600°F and the pressure selected was 137 psia. The 
material selected was a titanium alloy (4Al-3Mo-lV, ST and AGED) which has 
a strength-to-density ratio of 820,000 at 600°F (ref. 4-3). Using these values, 
equation (4- 16) now becomes: 

PENR = 0.865 VR (4- 24) 

The total pump-down system penalty is now obtained from either equation 
(4-17) or (4-17a). 

COMPARISON OF AIRLOCK PENALTY FOR DIFFERENT ATMOSPHERIC 
CONDITIONS AND AIRLOCK DESIGNS 

Airlock configurations previously discussed include those from a com- 
pletely expendable system to those that provide gas conservation by adding a 
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pump-down system. Gases in the pump-down system are either stored in the 
vehicle compartments or in a reservoir. Reservoir storage is attractive 
where increased cabin pre.ssure would not be attractive from a sudden decom- 
pression standpoint or the airlock gas and/or increased cabin pressure could 
interfere with a controlled experiment. In this section, the use of the 
parametric data, tabular data, and equations will be illustrated by example 
calculations. Two representative vehicle configurations and missions are 
considered and evaluated for various atmosphere compositions and pressure 
levels. 

Airlock Penalty Evaluation for a Representative Small 
Labor atory 

A 3-man spacecraft was assumed to be the equivalent size of the com- 
bined Apollo Command Module and the LEM and have a fuel cell power sys- 
tem. The problem specifications for this example are as follows: 

(1) Mission time (t,) = 30 days 

(2) Total airlock uses (U,) = 30 

(3) Cabin volume (Vk) = 200 ft3 

(4) Airlock volume (Va) = 200 ft3 

(5) Fuel cell power system 

(6) Initial cabin temperature (Tk i 
> ) = 70”F 

The three-man space laboratory example problem will be presented for 
expendable and pump-down systems for atmospheric conditions of 5 psia pure 
02, 5 psia N202, and 5 psia He-OZ. 

Fuel Cell Penalty. - - TWO fuel cell units are assumed (ref. 4-4) - 

+ 
SYS 

= 2 (86 $+) = 172% 

The weight penalty for fuel and oxidizer (H2 and 02), without the cryogenic 
penalty, without redundancy, is as follows (ref. 4-4) 

@’ = 0.93 & 

However, the cryogenic storage penalty must be included. Assuming a fuel 
flow of 5 lb/day for hydrogen (ref. 4-2): 

F 
h 

= 2.1 
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The oxygen cryogenic factor is obtained from the storage vessel penalty 
section of this report: 

FO = 1.29 

Approximately 8 lb of oxygen are used per lb of hydrogen and 1 lb of fuel is 
required per kWh. Therefore: 

F _ 8x1.29+2.1 = 1 38 
sys - 9 

. 

+‘,ys 
= 1.38x0.93 = 1.28 j-& 

The actual power penalty is the sum of equations (4-19) and (4-19a) and 
becomes : 

pENpO = up + 
a 9,600 tm t & ( PWRaVg, fig. 4-4) 

PENpo- = 22. 7 (PWRavg, fig. 4-4) 

Case No. 1: 5 Psia O2 Atmosphere 

1. Assume: Pump-down to cabin 

ep = 15 min 

The pump weight is obtained from equation (4-21): 

PENp = ‘* ‘:T 2oo [(PENN, table 4-11) - 5 ] t 5 

PENp = 2(12.3 - 5) t 5 

PENp 3. 19. 6 lb 

The expended gas penalty is obtained from equation (4-22): 

PENex = 20~~030 (PENex, table 4-11) 

PENex 
= 60 (0. 218) = 13. 1 lb 

(4-25) 

Since Vk/V, = 1. 0, the average power from equation (4-18) is: 
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PWR 
= 0.15~200 

avg 15 (PWRaVg, fig. 4-4) 

PWR 
avg 

= 2 (0.390) = 0.780 kW 

The power penalty is obtained from equation (4-25): 

PENpo = 22. 7 (0. 390) = 8. 85 lb 

Total system penalty is obtained from equation (4-17): 

PEN = 19.6 t 13. 1 t 8.85 = 41.55 lb 
SYS 

Final cabin pressure and temperature is obtained from figs.4-6 and 4-7 
with Vk./Va = 1. 0: 

pk, f = 15 psia (adiabatic) 

pk, f = 10 psia (isothermal) 

Tk, f = 370°F 

Even if the isothermal pressure is considered, the pressure rise is 
e.xcessive. In addition, the heat added to the cabin might be excessive. 
Therefore, a receiver should be considered. 

2. Assume: Pump-down to receiver 

eP = 15 min 

vR = 20 ft3 

The pump and expended gas penalties are the same as in 1 above: 

PENp = 19.61b 

PEN = 13.1lb ex 

Since VR/Va = 0. 1, the average power is: 

PWR 
avg 

= 2(1.25) = 2.5 kW 

PENpa = 22. 7 (1. 25) = 28. 5 lb 
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Receiver penalty is obtained from equation (4-24): 

PENR = 0.865 (20) = 17. 3 lb 

Total system penalty is obtained from equation (4- 17a): 

PEN = 19.6 t 13.1 t 28.5 t 17.3 = 78.5 lb 
SYS 

However, average power is excessive. Maximum power is obtained 
from equation (4- 2 0): 

PWR = 0.15 x 200 
max 15 (PWRmax, fig. 4-5) 

PWR max = 2 (2) = 4 kW 

Since the maximum power available per fuel cell on the Apollo module 
is 2.5 kW, this system is impractical and a longer pump time must be 
considered. 

3. A.s sume: Pump-down to receiver 

CP = 30 min 

vR = 20 ft3 

The expended gas, power, and receiver penalties are the same as in 
2 above: 

PENex = 13. 1 lb 

PEN = 28. 5 lb 
PO 

PENR = 17.3 lb 

Since 8 P is larger, the volumetric flow of the pump decreases and the 

pump penalty becomes: 

PENp = O. l5 ;0200 (12.3-5) t 5 

PENp = 1.0 (7.3) t-5 = 12.3 lb 

Total system penalty is: 

PEN = 12.3 t 13.1 t 28.5 t 17.3 = 71.2 lb 
SYS 
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Although the power penalty is the same as 2 above, actual powers are: 

PWR - ‘- l5 ;0200 (1.25) = 1.25 kW 
avg - 

PWRmax = O- l5 x 2oo (2) = 2. 0 kW 
30 

Therefore, with the longer pumping time, the system becomes feasible. 

4. As s ume: Expendable gas system 

For this analysis, only one airlock is available and the penalty is 
obtained from equation (4-6): 

PEN sys - - 2ool:io (PENsys, fig. 4-3) 

PEN sys - - 60 (3. 63) = 217 lb 

Case No. 2: 3.5 Psia02 - 1. 5 Psia He Atmosphere 

1. Assume: Pump-down to cabin 

cl = 15 min 
P 

The same procedure is followed as in Case No. 1. However, the proper 
atmosphere curves and tabular data must be utilized. 

PENp = 2(11.9-5) $5 = 18. 8 lb 

PEN ex = 60 (0.221) = 13. 3 lb 

PWR 
avg 

= 2(0.390) = 0.780 kW 

PEN 
PO 

= 22.7 (0.390) = 8.85 lb 

PEN = 18.8 t 13.3 t 8.85 = 40.95lb 
SYS 

pk, f = 15 Psia (Adiabatic) 

pk, f = 10 Psia (Isothermal) 

Tk,f = 370”F 
Again, the pressure and temperature rise is excessive and a receiver is 
required. 
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2. Assume: Pump-down to receiver 

eP 
= 15 min 

vR = 20 ft3 

The pump and expended gas penalties are the same as in 1 above: 

PEN = 18.8 lb 
P 

PENex = 13.3 lb 

Receiver penalty is identical to Case No. 1: 

PENR = 17.3lb 

Since VR/V, = 0. 1: 

PEN = 22. 7 PO (1. 32) = 30 lb 

PEN = 18. 8 t 13. 3 t 17. 3 t 30 = 
SYS 

79.4 lb 

However, power is again excessive: 

PWR 
“g 

= 2 (1. 32) = 2.64 kW 

3. Assume: Pump-down to receiver 

ep = 30 min 

vR 
= 20 ft3 

The expended gas, power, and receiver penalties are the same as in 2 
above: 

PEN = 13. 3 lb ex 

PEN = 301b 
PO 

PENR = 17.3lb 

Pump penalty is: 

PEN = 1. 0 (11.9-5) t 5 = 11. 9 lb 
P 
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Total penalty is: 

PEN - - 11.9 t 13. 3 t 30 t 17.3 = 72.5 lb sys 

The actual powers are: 

PWR = 1.32KW 
avg 

PWR - 1. 0 (2) = 2 KW max - 

Therefore, this system is feasible. 

4. Assume: Expendable gas system 

From Figure 4-3 and equation (4-6): 

PEN 
SYS 

= 2ool;030 (3. 14) = 188 lb 

Case No. 3: 3. 5 Psia 02 - 1. 5 Psia N2 Atmosphere 

1. Assume: Pump-down to cabin 

8 15min p= 

PENp = 2 (12.3-5) t 5 = 19.6 lb 

PEN ex = 60 (0. 221) = 13. 3 lb 

PWR 
avg 

= 2 (0.390) = 0.780 kW 

PEN = 22. 7 
PO 

(0. 390) = 8. 85 lb 

PEN = 19.6 t 13.3 t 8.85 = 41.75 lb 
SYS 

From figures 4-6 and 4-7: 

Pk,f = 15 Psia (Adiabatic) 

Pk,f = 10 Psia (Isothermal) 

Tk,f = 370°F 

Therefore, a receiver must be considered. 
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2. Assume: pump-down to receiver 

8 
P 

= 15 min 

vR 
= 20 ft3 

PENp = 19.6 lb 

PENex = 13. 3 lb 

PENR = 17. 3 lb 

Sine e VR / va = 0. 1, from figure 4-4: 

PWR 
avg 

= 2 (1.25) = 2.5 KW 

From equation (4-25): 

PENpo = 22. 7 (1. 25) = 28. 5 lb 

Therefore: 

PEN = 19:6 t 13. 3 t 17. 3 t 28. 5 = 78.7 lb 
SYS 

However, since power is excessive, a longer pumping time must be 
considered. 

3. Assume: pump-down to receiver 

eP = 30min 

vR 
= 20 ft3 

The expended gas, power and receiver penalties are the same as in 2 
above: 

PEN = 13.31b ex 

PFNpo = 28. 5 lb 

PENR = 17.31b 

Pump penalty is: 

PEN 
P 

= 1.0 (12.3-5) f 5 = 12.3 lb 
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Total penalty is: 

PEN = 12.3 t 13.3 + 28.5 t 17.3 = 71.41b 
SYS 

The actual powers are: 

PWR = 1.25 KW 
aw 

PWRmax = 2.OKW 

Therefore, this system is feasible. 

4. Assume: Expendable- gas s ys tern 

From figure 4-3 and equation (4-6): 

PEN 
SYS 

= 2ool~030 (3. 72) = 223 lb 

These results are shown in table 4-111. 

Airlock Penalty Evaluation for a Representative Large Space Laboratory 

A 4 to 9 man space laboratory was assumed to be the equivalent size of 
the Manned Orbital Research Laboratory. The on-board power system is a 
Isotope Brayton unit. 

The problem specifications for this example are: 

(1) Mission duration (tm) = 100 days 

(2) Total airlock uses (U,) = 100 

(3) Cabin volume (V,) = 10, 000 ft3 

(4) Airlock volume (V, ) = 100 ft3 

(5) Isotope Brayton power system 

(6) Initial cabin temperature (Tk, i) = 70°F 

The 4 to 9 man space laboratory example problem will be presented for 
both expendable-gas and pump-down systems for atmospheres of 7 psia N2- 
O2 and He-O2 with 3.5 psia oxygen partial pressure. 

Isotope Brayton Power ,System Penalty. - - The isotope Brayton cycle power 
penalty factor given below was obtained from reference 4-5. 

Q 
SYS 

= 5, 281 lb (System Weight) _ 503 lb,kW 
10. 5 KW (System Power) - 
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TABLE 4-111 

AIRLOCK SYSTEM ATMOSPHERE PENALTY COMPARISONS 
(SUMMARY FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEMS) 

Total Penaltv (lb) r r Expendable-Gas 
Systemb 

Pump-Down 
Sys temb 

Vehicle Single Dual 
Power Airlock Airlock 

System (lb) (lb) 

To 
Receiver 

(lb 1 

To 
Sabin 

(lb) Vehicle 
eP 

(Min) 
lis sion 
Time 

h, 

3 

Atmospherea Remarks 

3-man 
space 
station 
with 
two, 
200 
cu ft 
cabins 

4 to 9 
man 
space 
station 
with a 

0 days 5 psia O2 

5 psia He - O2 

5 psia N2 - O2 

1 00 days 7 psia He - O2 

Fuel cell 

Isotope 
Brayton 
cycle 

217 

188 - 

223 - 

406 273 

7 psia N2 - O2 512 342 

15 
30 

15 
30 

15 
30 

15 

15 

78. 5 
71.2 

79.4 
72. 5 

78. 7 
71.4 

- 

- 

41. 6 
- 

41.0 

41. 8 
- 

38. 1 

A. receiver is 
recommended 
to prevent 
excessive 
cabin pressure 
rise. A. 30-mi 
pump time wa: 
required to 
eliminate 
excessive 
power 
consumption. 

A. receiver wa 
not shown due 
to the large. 
cabin to air- 
lot k volume 
ratio. 

40. 3 
100 
cu ft 

, airlock i 

a3. 5 psia oxygen partial pressure for all mixtures. 

b Weight of an airlock not included. 
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Power penalty for the isotope Brayton cycle is obtained from equation 
(4- 19): 

+Ut va 
PEN = 9 6oo t PO ' 

(PWRavg, fig. 4-4) 

PEN 
PO 

= 5.24 (PWR avg’ fig 4-4) 

Case No. 1: 3.5 Psia 07. - 3.5 Psia He Atmosphere -~ 

1. Assume: pump-down to cabin 

ep= 15min 

The pump weight penalty is obtained from equation (4-21): 

PENp = ‘. I5 x loo 15 [ 
(PENp, table 4-11) - 5] t 5 

PENp = 1.0 (12.3 - 5) t 5 = 12.3 lb 

The expended-gas penalty is obtained from equation (4-22): 

PENex = lool~oloo (PEN,,, table 4-11) 

PEN ex = 100 (0.241) = 24. 1 

Since Vk/V a = 100, the average power from equation (4-18) is: 

PWR 0.15 x 100 = -75 15 (PWRavg, fig 4-4) 

PWR - - 1. 0 avg (0. 320) = 0. 320 kW 

The power penalty is obtained from equation (4-26): 

PEN 
PO 

= 5. 24 (0. 320) = 1. 68 lb 

(4-26) 

Total system penalty is obtained from equation (4-17). 

PEN = 12.3 t 24.1 t 1.68 = 38. 08 lb 
SYS 
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2. 

3. 

Final cabin pressure and temperature is obtained from figures 4-6 
and 4-7 with Vk/Va = 100: 

Pk,f = 7. 0 Psia 

Tk,f = 70°F 

Since there is no change in cabin temperature or pressure, a receiver is 
not required. 

Assume: expendable-gas system utilizing one airlock only. 

The total penalty is obtained from equation (4-6): 

PEN = 
SYS 

’ ool~ol O” (PENsys, fig 4-3) 

PEN - iOO(4. 06) = 406 lb sys - 

Assume: expendable-gas system utilizing two airlocks 

PEN 
SYS 

= 100 (2. 73) = 273 lb 

Case No. 2: 3. 5 Psia 02 - 3.5 Psia N2 atmosphere 

1. Assume: pump-down to cabin 

8 15min p= 

The same procedure is followed as was done in Case No. 1. However, 
the proper atmosphere curves and tabular data must be utilized. 

PENp = 1. 0 (12. 7-5) t 5 = 12. 7 lb 

PEN - -. 100 (0. 259) = 25. 9 lb ex 

PWR avg (0.320) = 1. 0 = 0. 320 kW 

PEN PO 320) = 5. 24 (0. = 1. 68 lb 

PEN = 12. 7 t 25. 9 t 1.68 = 40. 28 lb 
SYS 

pk , f = 7. 0 Psia 

Tk ,f = 70°F 
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Again the pressure and temperature remains unchanged and a receiver 
is not required. 

2. Assume: expendable gas system utilizing one airlock only. 

From figure 4-3 and equation (4-6): 

PEN 
SYS 

= 100 (5. 12) = 512 lb 

3. Assume: expendable gas system utilizing two airlocks 

PEN 
SYS 

= 100 (3.42) = 342 lb 

Table 4-III presents a tabulation of the penalty results for both the small 
and large space laboratories. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The penalty of airlock usage for a wide range of vehicle sizes and 

configurations can be evaluated from an atmospheric selection standpoint 
from the presented analysis. Table 4-111 presents penalty data for a repre- 
sentative small 3-man space laboratory and a larger 4 to 9 man space 
laboratory. In general, for both types of airlock systems, expendable-gas 
and gas conservation by pump-down, the atmosphere with the lowest density 
provides the lightest system. In most instances, gas conservation by’pump- 
down and gas storage is much lower in total penalty than an expendable-gas 
system where the airlock must be used frequently and/or the cabin volume is 
large. A tradeoff analysis of the four- to nine-man space laboratory showed 
that pump-down resulted in a weight savings after three airlock operations 
with 7 psia N2-02 in comparison with expending the atmosphere at each 
usage. 

The major development problem for a pump-down system design is the 
development of a flight-type, flight-weight, pump, and motor combination. 
Since actual flight-type airlock pump-down hardware has not been developed, 
the pump weight penalty calculations, contained in this analysis, were based 
on the limited information available. For this analysis basic assumptions 
were made for the airlock pump design: 

l Pumping efficiency = 40% 

0 Final airlock pressure = 0. 1 psia 

l Volumetric flow constant 

l Equipment weight based on best vendor information available and 
engineering judgment 

For a final optimization study more information must be available to evaluate 
the design of an actual system. However, since this study is concerned with 
the comparison of atmospheres, the basic conclusion, that the minimum 
penalty occurs with least-dense atmosphere for any airlock system, is valid. 
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Section 5 

ATMOSPHERIC SUPPLY SYSTEM 

Information required to determine system volume and weight penalties 
incurred for the storage of atmospheric gas constituents is presented in this 
section. No attempt has been made to generate new data for storage vessel 
design because an abundance of.data that can be used to evaluate storage 
ves se1 penalty is available. 

Atmospheric gas supplies will be needed for crew breathing, leakage 
makeup, airlock usage makeup, and cabin repressurization. If an oxygen 
recovery subsystem is used in the spacecraft, the gas storage requirements 
are primarily limited to those needed for makeup gases. 

The penalty charged to the atmosphere supply system depends primarily 
on the method of storage used. The storage methods for constituent atmos- 
pheric gases discussed in this section have been divided into the following 
classes: 

(1) High pressure gaseous storage at ambient temperature 

(2) Supercritical storage at cryogenic temperature 

(3) Subcritical storage at cryogenic temperatures. 

High pressure gaseous storage is the heaviest supply system for most 
applications; subcritical storage has the smallest penalty. During subcrit- 
ical storage, the two phases of saturated liquid and saturated vapor exist 
simultaneously in the vessel. For an atmosphere supply system, it is 
preferable to draw off the vapor rather than the liquid. This allows for a 
greater design heat leak, which reduces the requirement for insulation. 
Techniques to selectively draw off vapor are currently under development 
but have not been flight qualified. Supercritical storage circumvents the 
two-phase problem and has been used in Gemini vehicles. Saturated liquid, 
thermally pressurized at constant density, is heated above the critical pres- 
sure and maintained at constant pressure during withdrawal until critical 
temperature is exceeded. The pressure is allowed to decrease after passing 
the critical temperature, until the tank contents are exhausted. The penalty 
for supercritical storage is somewhat higher than that of subcritical storage 
primarily because the higher operating pressure of supercritical storage, 
as compared to subcritical storage, requires a heavier vessel wall. Gaseous 
storage at ambient temperature requires high pressure and large tank 
volumes for most applications. The high pressures require vessels which 
are relatively heavy. Therefore, for nominal use rates, high-pressure 
storage penalties are much greater than those for supercritical storage. 
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However, in instances of very low use rates or long standby times, high- 
pressure storage may be advantageous. The data collected and the informa- 
tion for evaluating penalty for high pressure storage and supercritical and 
subcritical storage are presented. 

A computer program was used to evaluate the weight penalties of 
cryogenic storage tanks. The computer program incorporated the latest 
vendor and current technology and data, particularly for helium storage 
vessels. The interacting effects of storage volume, pressure, heat leak, 
standby time, usage rates, insulation effectiveness, and storage time on 
the weights of systems used for the cryogenic storage of helium, nitrogen, 
and oxygen were considered. Data concerning high-pressure gaseous storage 
tanks were collected from the large amount of information in the literature 
which describes the current systems. 

HIGH-PRESSURE GASEOUS STORAGE 

Figure 5-l shows the representative hardware and controls needed for a 
typical high pressure gas storage system (ref. 5-l). High-pressure tanks 
for both oxygen and nitrogen are near minimum weight at a fill pressure of 
3, 000 to 3, 500 psi and near a minimum volume at a pressure of 20,000 to 
30,000 psi. High gas pressure tankage weight and volume penalties for 
oxygen and nitrogen are shown in figures 5-2 and 5-3, for a nominal fill 
pressure of 7,500 psi. Spherical vessels are assumed to be made of 
SAE 4340 steel in the case of oxygen and titanium Tic-120 Av in the case of 
nitrogen. The weight and volume of spherical titanium helium tanks are 
shown as a function of nominal fill pressure in figure 5-4 where the data 
were limited to pressures below 6,000 psi. 

SUPERCRITICAL STORAGE 

Supercritical storage of atmospheric constituent gases at cryogenic 
temperatures provides for storing fluids at relatively high density and lower 
operating pressures. In turn, this leads to lower specific weight and volume 
of the cryogenic tankage. Weight and volume criteria used for supercritical 
storage are based on the properties of cryogenic fluids and storage vessel 
design data listed in table 5-1, as well as references 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 for 
oxygen, nitrogen, and helium, respectively. 

Supercritical storage tanks are first filled at a low pressure level with 
saturated liquid and a small amount of entrapped vapor. The vessel is then 
capped and heated at constant density to a pressure higher than critical. 
This mixture acts in the supercritical pressure state as a homogeneous one- 
phase fluid. Fluid can then be withdrawn from the tank at a constant pressure 
if the pressure level is maintained by the addition of heat to the storage 
space. Heat input, q, to the fluid at constant pressure, p, is given by the 
following relationship (ref. 5-l). 
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TABLE 5-I 

PROPERTIES OF CRYOGENIC FLUIDS AND SUPERCRITICAL 
STORAGE VESSEL DESIGN DATA 

Critical Pressure, psia 

Critical Temperature, OR 

Normal Boiling Point, OR 

Heat of Vaporization, Btu, 

Liquid Density, lb/cu ft 

Design Pressure, psia 

Maximum Pressure, psia 

Inner Shell Material 

Type of Insulation 

Outer Shell Material 

Liquid Fraction at Fil 

Ves se1 Shape 

Oxygen Nitrogen 

739 492 

278 227 

162.3 139.2 

91.6 85. 2 

71.2 50.4 

800 800 

880 880 

Inconnel Ti-5Al-2.1 
718 SnELI 

Super Super 
insulation insulation 

Al 6061- 
T6 

0.95 

Spherical 

Al 6061- 
T6 

0. 95 

Spherical 

Helium , 

40.6 

9. 36 

7.6 

8. 84 

7. 8 

2 300 

3 000 

Ti-5Al-2. 5 
SnELI 

Super insulation 
plus vapor - 
cooled shields 

Al 6061-~6 

0.95 

Spherical 

- ah 
q-w Papp [( )I 

where w is fluid weight, p is density, and h is enthalpy, in consistent units. 
The vessel heat leak is selected to match a minimum heat input at minimum 
delivery rate. Tank insulation design is based on the minimum allowable 
vessel heat leak. Storage fluid acts as a compressed gas when the vessel is 
almost empty. In this state of operation, pressure may thus be allowed to 
fall, without incurring liquid separation. Heating requirements are usually 
relaxed during this last phase of delivery until a design cutoff temperature 
is reached. Delivery of fluid from the tank may be continued after the cut- 
off temperature is attained by the addition of more heating to the fluid. 
Both heating and temperature requirements increase rapidly when the vessel 
is almost empty. 
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. 

Typical supercritical tanks are double-walled spherical vessels with 
layers of aluminized Mylar super insulation in the annular space between the 
two spheres. The annular space is also evacuated to a high vacuum, and 
compressed fiber glass pads separate the two spheres. Inconel 718 steel is 
used for oxygen tank inner shells, and a titanium alloy, such as Ti-5Al-2.5 
SnELI, is used for nitrogen and helium tank inner shells (ref. 5-5). The ’ 
titanium alloy is not compatible with oxygen under pressure. A number of 
one’or more vapor-cooled shields, in which the fluid leaving the tank inter- 
cepts heat being transferred through the insulation, may also be used in 
addition to the super insulation. A typical supercritical cryogenic fluid 
storage system is shown schematically in figure 5-5 (ref. 5-6). The acces- 
sories shown in figure 5-5 have a total weight of approximately 14 lb. The 
weight and size of accessories is, in most instances, independent of the size 
of the storage vessel. However, this conclusion does not apply to such items 
as heat exchangers, the sizes of which are directly proportional to the 
amount of required heat transfer, and therefore, the required expulsion rate. 
Design data from computer runs and a brief description of each of the storage 
systems are given for oxygen, nitrogen, and helium supercritical storage. 

Supercritical oxygen storage tanks are usually designed for a maximum 
pressure of approximately 880 psi, which is sufficiently above the oxygen 
critical pressure of 739 psi to ensure single-phase operation. A near- 
ambient design cutoff temperature of 500” to 510”R is usually used. Total 
system weight penalties per pound of useful fluid are given in figure 5-6 for 
representative oxygen use rates. Supercritical nitrogen tanks are consid- 
ered to be designed for the same maximum pressure as oxygen tanks, 
although nitrogen has a much lower critical pressure. The high pressure of 
880 psi permits an increased rate of delivery for emergency repressurization 
or fire extinguishing. A near ambient design cutoff temperature of 500 o to 
510”R is also used for nitrogen. Figure 5-7 shows the total weight penalties 
per pound of useful fluid for representative nitrogen use rates. 

The major factor affecting the design of helium supercritical storage 
tanks is that a very low mass flow of fluid is normally required. The helium 
tankage weight penalty is principally determined on the basis of heat leakage 
to the tanks. Figure 5-8 shows representative tank heat leaks for 02, N2 
and helium (.ref. 5-5). Helium supercirtical tanks are operated at relatively 
high pressures due to heat leakage into the unit. There are two methods of 
fluid withdrawal from supercritical helium tanks: (1) fluid is discharged at 
constant pressure, and (2) operating pressure is allowed to rise during low 
flow periods and dropped to a minimum when a high mass flow is required. 
Figure 5-9 presents the weight penalty incurred by supercritical helium 
tanks for a number of typical flow rates. It should be noted that the weights 
given are only for the basic tank and fluid, and do not include accessory 
structures, heater power, and instrumentation. Tank insulation included the 
use of a number of vapor-cooled shields. 

SUBCRITICAL STORAGE 

Subcritical storage of atmospheric constituents at cryogenic tempera- 
tures offers all of the advantages cited above for supercritical storage. In 
addition, subcritical storage offers further weight savings due to low-pressure 
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operation. Two methods of fluid expulsion from subcritical cryogenic tanks 
have been considered. Early prototypes were built in which the fluid was 
contained in a bladder and expelled by pressurizing with a gas. This 

. approach has been discarded because of the low reliability of the bladders at 
cryogenic temperatures. The second method of expulsion used in current 
de signs , uses thermally pressurized vessels, as in the supercritical design. 

Delivery of a single-phase fluid under zero-g conditions is the major 
problem encountered in subcritical storage. Successful tests have been 
conducted with a configuration that uses an internal heat exchanger located 
within the inner shell of the tank. Fluid is circulated through the heat 
exchanger after throttling and is heated by the mass of the stored fluid to 
ensure vapor delivery. Figure 5-10 illustrates the fluid withdrawal process 
used on a pressure-enthalpy diagram for one promising method of tank-heat 
addition. Pre-use pressurization is similar to the process described for 
supercritical storage. In the absence of gravity, the mass sampled at any 
point in the tank may consist of liquid and vapor in any proportion. Sampling 
state may thus range from point 2 to point 2’ on figure 5-l 0. Fluid to be 
delivered is first passed through a valve and throttled to a pressure lower 
than the tank pressure. However, during the throttling process, the fluid 
temperature falls below the storage temperature. Passage of the vent fluid 
through a heat exchanger, within the storage tank, transfers energy along 
paths 3 to 4 of 3’ to 4 at nearly constant pressures. The fluid is evaporated 
and superheated slightly before being discharged at a temperature close to 
that of the stored fluid, but at a lower pressure. Tank heat addition for 
pressurization is similar to that for supercritical storage. The delivered 
fluid is heated to ambient temperature. Fluid quantity measurement is 
possible by use of several techniques including a matrix-type capacitance 
gage - The described design can provide automatic phase separation during 
venting for gas delivery under zero-g conditions. Tankage must be designed 
to minimize heat leaks into the cryogenic fluid during storage, and to be 
compatible with the design gas use rate. 

Weight penalty of subcritical oxygen and nitrogen storage tanks are pre- 
sented in figures 5-11 and 5-12, for a number of typical use rates. An 
aluminum tank inner shell was used for oxygen and a titanium inner shell 
was used for nitrogen. A maximum design pressure of 150 psi was con- 
sidered for both fluids. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

High-pressure gas storage systems are in the most advanced state of 
development and are most reliable. However, high-pressure gas storage 
has a prohibitive weight and volume penalty for most spacecraft applications. 
High-pressure gas storage has major applications in backup, short-time, 
emergency usage and for providing relatively low total quantities of gas. 
A two-gas atmospheric supply system which uses helium as a diluent, may 
use high pressure storage of the helium because of the high penalty for super- 
critical storage of helium. The potential weight increase. of high pressure 
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helium storage as compared with supercritical helium storage may be offset 
from a tradeoff standpoint on the basis of cost and development time. Super- 
critical oxygen systems are well developed because of projects Gemini and 
Apollo.. 

Although supercritical storage is more complex than high-pressure 
storage, it will make longer duration missions feasible. Supercritical stor- 
age of oxygen, nitrogen, and helium offers many advantages over high- 
pressure storage, such as lower weights and lower operating pressures. 
The major disadvantage of supercritical systems, especially for helium, is 
their sensitivity to heat leaks. Supercritical storage of oxygen and nitrogen 
costs aminimum weight penalty at the present state-of-the-art. Supercritical 
storage of helium is not as well developed as supercritical storage of nitro- 
gen and oxygen. The future development of subcritical storage with systems 
and gas delivery will produce additional major weight savings which will 
further extend mission time. The two major subcritical storage develop- 
ment problems which require flight qualification, are fluid transfer and fluid 
measurement. Subcritical storage, as indicated by the weight penalty 
curves, represents an additional 180/C weight saving over supercritical 
storage, in addition to the safer low operating pressure levels. 

The weight penalties associated with various storage methods can best 
be demonstrated by providing an example problem that uses the previously 
presented information. Design conditions and assumptions for the example 
given below are as follows: - 

l Number of crew 

l Mission duration without 
resupply 

l Cabin pressure 

l Diluent 

l Vehicle volume 

l Airlock size 

l Airlock utilization 

l Airlock pump down 

l Leakage 

l Leakage 

l Emergency repressuriza- 
tion 

l Metabolic oxygen consump 
tion 

3 men 

90 days 

7. 0 psia 

nitrogen or helium 

5, 360 ft3 

100 ft3 

1 use/day 

7 psia to 0. 1 psia ‘in 15 minutes 

2 lb/day (7.0 psia N2 - 02 atmosphere) 

1. 2 lb/day (7. 0 psia He - 02 atmosphere) 

once/mission 

2.06 lb/man-day 
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The gas and tankage weights for a 90 day period are given below. 
Storage penalties are obtained from the figures in this section with minimum 
use rates based on metabolic and leakage requirements. The breakdown of 
the constituent atmospheric gas requirements for the 90-day mission is as 
follows: 

Gas Weight 
(lb) 

N2-02 He-O2 

Metabolic oxygen 556.0 556.0 

Oxygen leakage loss 96.0 96.3 

Diluent leakage 10s s 84. 0 12.0 

Oxygen for cabin repressurization 106.0 106.0 

Diluent for cabin repressurization 92. 0 13.3 

Oxygen lost in airlock operation 8. 87 10.6 

Diluent lost in airlock operation 7.74 1.34 

The breakdown of the stored gas and tankage weight requirements for the 
above conditions is as follows. 

Storage and Gas 
Weights 

(lb) 

Total oxygen requirements for N2-O2 
atmosphere 

766.8 

Oxygen tank- - su percritical storage 200. 0 (figure 5-6 with 
7.25 lb/day use rate) 

Oxygen tank- - subcritical storage 61.3 (figure 5-l 1 with 
7. 25 lb/day use rate) 

Total oxygen requirements for He-O2 
atmosphere 

768.9 

Oxygen tank--supercritical storage 200.0 (figure 5-6 with 
7. 25 lb/day use rate) 

Oxygen tank- - subcritical storage 61.4 (figure 5-11 with 
7. 25 lb/day use rate) 
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Total nitrogen requirement 183.7 

Nitrogen tank-- supercritical storage 

Nitrogen tank--subcritical storage 

96.4 (figure 5-7 with 
0.94 lb/day.use rate) 

18.4 (figure 5-12 with 
0.94 lb/day use rate) 

Total helium requirement 26.64 

Helium tank --supercritical 132.00 (figure 5-9 with 
0.13 lb/day use rate) 

Helium tank--high pressure gas 400.00 (figure 5-4 at 
5000 psia) 

The above data have been used to compare weights of the helium-oxygen 
and nitrogen-oxygen atmospheres with different combinations of storage 
technique s . The resulting system weight penalties are as follows. 

System Weight 
(lb) 

Supercritical nitrogen/supercritical 
oxygen system 

1247 

High pressure helium/supercritical 
oxygen system 

1396 

Supercritical helium/supercritical 
oxygen system 

1128 

Supercritical He/subcritical O2 system 
(still in development) 

989 

Subcritical N2/subcritical O2 system 
(still in development) 

1030 

The above comparisons show the relative system weight savings with the 
more advanced concepts such as subcritical oxygen and supercritical helium 
storage methods. Supercritical storage is currently the most probable choice 
for long duration missions because additional development is required for 
subcritical storage. Supercritical storage for both helium and oxygen repre- 
sents a saving of 290 lb, or approximately 20’$~, over a comparable system 
with high-pressure helium and supercritical oxygen for the typical space- 
craft example. The supercritical helium-oxygen system is 119 lb lighter 
than the corresponding nitrogen-oxygen system. 
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Section 6 

THE EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE SELECTION ON 
COMPONENT HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER 

A number of key components in space environmental control systems 
rely on heat and mass transfer processes for operation. Examples of such 
components are heat exchangers, gas to liquid condensers, and adsorption 
beds. Cabin atmospheric gas is used to reject the cabin heat load and, in 
some cases, a portion of this gas is processed to remove carbon dioxide and 
small amounts of water vapor. Since heat and mass transfer rates together 
with pressure drops depend, to some extent, upon the physical properties of 
the process gas, the performance and size of the Environmental Control 
System (ECS) components can be affected by atmospheric composition. There- 
fore, tests were conducted on typical spacecraft components that were con- 
sidered to be influenced the most by cabin atmosphere. Test atmospheres 
consisted of helium-oxygen (He-02) and nitrogen-oxygen (N2-02) mixtures at 
5, 7, and 10 psia total pressure, pure oxygen at 5 psia, and air at 14.7 psia. 
The mixed gas atmospheres were composed of 3.5 psia oxygen with the bal- 
ance consisting of a nitrogen or helium diluent. Transient mass transfer 
tests were conducted for carbon dioxide adsorption on molecular sieve and 
water vapor adsorption on silica gel. Adiabatic bed designs were used in both 
cases. Steady-state heat transfer tests were run on a typical space type heat 
exchanger and transient heat transfer tests were performed with the molecular 
sieve and silica gel adsorption beds. Pressure drop data were obtained for 
both adsorption beds and the heat exchanger. 

Results of the tests indicate that the weights of heat exchangers and 
adsorption beds may be slightly greater for He-02 atmospheres than N2-O2 
atmospheres. However, fan power is generally lower. The total weight 
penalty, which includes the heat exchanger or adsorption bed weight and a 
weight penalty for fan power, depends on the particular system design cri- 
teria and vehicle power system used. For example, the sample problem cho- 
sen assumed that a heat exchanger for a three-man system using a 7 psia 
N2-02 atmosphere weighed 10 lb, required 15W of fan power, and was 
accessed a power penalty of 0. 503 lb/W. As shown in a sample problem, 
when designed for a He-02 atmosphere at equivalent heat loads and tempera- 
tures, a reduction of 1. 5 lb in system weight, including power penalty, is 
obtained. For adsorption beds, based on a three-man system, adiabatic bed 
designs, and the above power penalty, the total weight penalties generally 
differed less than 5% between He-02 and N2-02 atmospheres. In general, as 
indicated in section 7, the heat exchanger and adsorption bed weight savings 
incurred by changing atmospheres are small compared to the total system 
weight penalty. A more significant penalty decrease is realized, as indicated 
in section 2, by using a He-02 mixture which permits a higher allowable cabin 
temperature level than a N2-02 mixture at equivalent cabin pressure. Sec. 7 
presents tradeoff data considering this point. 
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In the evaluation of the experimental data, it was found that the applica- 
tion of the standard Colburn moduli for heat and mass transfer did not result 
in satisfactory data correlation. Additional terms had to be applied to the 
heat exchanger heat transfer data to account for the low Prandtl numbers of 
the He-02 mixtures. The heat exchanger pressure drop data also required 
a correction factor which incorporated the Prandtl number. The adsorption 
bed test data appeared to 1i.e in a transitional flow region and the Colburn 
moduli did not provide satisfactory correlations. However, the adsorption 
bed heat transfer data were correlated by plotting Nusselt number/Prandtl 
number versus Reynolds number and the mass transfer data were correlated 
by plotting Sherwood number/Schmidt number versus Reynolds number. Also 
a relationship between heat and mass transfer was obtained for the test data. 
The adsorption bed pressure drop data were successfully correlated in two 
different manners, both of which agree well with published data. 

In the following discussion, the standard correlation techniques are pre- 
sented and the anticipated performance differences are noted between atmos- 
pheres. Testing procedure is discussed and the test data is shown in 
correlated form. Finally, typical penalties for applicable ECS equipment 
are given, based on the correlated test data. 

HEAT EXCHANGER AND CONDENSER EVALUATION 

Heat Exchanger Theory 

An atmosphere comparison study must include the effects of atmospheric 
composition on heat exchanger and condenser performance. Most current 
vehicles rely on some active thermal control using a heat exchanger. The 
most practical method of humidity control is by condensing moisture in a 
condensing-type heat exchanger. In both applications, cabin atmosphere is 
cooled by a cold liquid in a compact heat exchanger. Efficiency of the cooling 
process is largely dependent upon the physical properties of the atmosphere, 
1. e., thermal conductivity, viscosity, and molecular weight. Because the 
unusually high thermal conductivity and specific heat, as well as low molecu- 
lar weight of helium gas, He-02 mixtures have physical properties consider- 
ably different from N2-02. 

It should be emphasized at this point that a truly rigorous comparison of 
at.mospheres must compare the weights of optimum heat exchangers, which 
takes into account fluid pumping power as well as heat exchanger weight. 
This will be done in section 7. In the following paragraphs, the general 
theory for heat exchangers will be developed and approximate weight com- 
parisons will be made. Weight comparisons are particularly useful to dis- 
cern the major influencing parameters. The amount of sensible heat that is 
transferred in the heat exchanger is given by the following equation 

;1 = UAATM (6-l) 
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In turn, UA is related to the heat exchanger area, fin effectiveness, and heat 
transfer coefficients by the following expression: 

(y. hA) 
UA = g 

(71, hAj (6-2) 

l+* 
0 

I 

For liquid to gas heat exchangers, the liquid side conductance (‘lo hA) ’ 
large compared to the gas side conductance. Using this result, eq. (6zi)‘zan 
be simplified as follows: 

UA=(nohA) +- 
g M 

(6-3) 

Heat transferred in the heat exchanger can be obtained by calculating the 
change in fluid heat content through the unit: 

. . 
q = wB cp, 1 (Ta 0 - Ta,i) = ~g Cp g (Tg,i - Tg o) (6-4) , , , 

Mean temperature can be accounted for by using the NTU method (number of 
transfer units) described in ref. 6-l. The NTU can be written for either heat 
exchanger fluid and is written below for the gas: 

NTU 
g 

+- 
M 

Eq. (6-5) can be used with eq. (6-3) to obtain the 
The number of transfer units is a function of the 

(6-5)' 

heat exchanger required UA. 
thermal capacity ratio of 

the fluids and temperature effectiveness. These two parameters are written 
as follows : 

. 

z = wg cP,g 
g *I cp, I 

(6-b) 

T . - T 

Eg = Tg’l - Tgyo 
(6-T) 

g,i l,i 

Ref. 6-l gives N.TU as a function of thermal capacity ratio and temperature 
eff ectivenes s. For multiple-pass exchangers a relationship can be used to 
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find effectiveness per pass. The NTU is found for each pass and the total 
NTU is obtained simply by multiplying single-pass NTU by the number of 
passes. The expression is as follows: 

Eg (l;:;yn- 1 
-= 

pass (‘;‘;,“gy’n _ zg 

(6-B) 

Once the mean temperature difference and heat transfer rate is known, 
eq. (6-l) is used to calculate the required UA, which is basically a measure 
of heat exchanger size. An approximate heat exchanger size can be obtained 
by assuming that heat exchanger weight is proportional to UA. The propor- 
tionality factor depends on the type of heat exchanger, but a good factor for 
space-type equipment is 25 Btu/hr- “F-lb. After the required UA has been 
determined, the performance of actual heat exchanger surfaces is used to 
find a heat exchanger design that yields the required UA. This design, for 
the most part, is a trial-and-error process, which can be done manually or 
by using a computer. Basic fin designs are arranged into a core geometry 
and fin performance curves are used to calculate available UA. Core geom- 
etry is established, based on envelope considerations, or the heat exchanger 
may be optimized, taking fluid pumping power into consideration. 

Heat exchanger fin performance is normally correlated in the form of 
the Colburn modulus or j factor. The j factor [eq. (6-lo)] may be obtained by 
rearranging the basic equation of forced convection heat transfer [eq. (6-V)], 
as follows : 

N”D = C3 Rek Pr 1’3 (b-9) 

N”D 
j = Pr ReD 

pr2/3 - h -- 
GC 

pr2’3 = C Re n-1 
3 D 

P 
(6- 10) 

The factors C3 and n are functions of fin geometry and Reynolds number. 
The j factor may be conveniently plotted with Reynolds number on logarithmic 
paper to obtain a nearly linear relationship. Eq. (6-10) may be used along 
with core geometry, gas properties, and j curves to calculate the average 
film coefficient (h) for each heat exchanger fluid. 

Fin effectiveness is a function of film coefficient and properties of the 
fin. The equation for fin effectiveness is as follows: 

‘1 = tanh mB 
f mP (6-11) 
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where 

m= 

Because of the general form of the equation for UA, it is convenient to 
establish fin effectiveness in terms of overall fluid passage area, as follows: 

rl0 
= 1 - Af 

A(1 - rlf) (6-12) 

Eqs. (6-10) and (6-12) are used with heat exchanger area for each fluid 
side to calculate UA, as given in eq. (6-2). If the calculated UA matches the 
required UA per eq. (6-3), the heat exchanger has adequate capacity. 

Heat Exchanger Pressure Drop 

Because of the relatively large pumping power penalties, heat exchanger 
pressure drop characteristics are of prime concern. Pumping power charac- 
teristics are a major influencing factor in system tradeoff. The heat 
exchanger optimization trades off power penalty and heat exchanger weight. 
Other tradeoff studies involving heat exchanger pressure loss include mani- 
fold design and number of passes for the heat exchanger. Pressure drop in 
the heat exchanger is primarily a function of gas density, flow rate, viscos- 
ity, and heat exchanger geometry. A number of pressure losses occur in the 
heat exchanger because of entrance effects, exit effects, and frictional losses 
in the core. The basic equation for heat exchanger pressure loss is as 
follows : 

GS2 AP =- 
2g l 

[( 

1 -K e (6- 13) 

The friction factor (f) is theoretically a function only of Reynolds number and 
core geometry. Heat exchanger friction loss is conveniently correlated by 
plotting friction factor f as a function of Reynolds number on logarithmic 
paper. Losses for manifolds are accounted for separately in the same 
manner as duct losses. 
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Heat Exchanger Test Description 

Test data were obtained for a space type heat exchanger, using the Douglas 
Generalized Equipment Performance Test Facility (GEPTF). The heat 
exchanger tested was a plate-fin unit constructed of aluminum. Flow 
arrangement was cross counter-flow with one pass on the gas side and four 
passes on the liquid side. The liquid fin was an offset rectangular fin; a 
wavy fin was used on the gas side. Water at a high flow rate was circulated 
on the liquid side so that the gas side conductance was controlling heat 
exchanger performance. Temperature measurements were taken with 
thermocouples and recorded. Gas flow rates were measured with standard 
ASME orifice plates and coolant flow was measured with a rotometer. Liquid 
side flow was maintained constant for all tests so that differences in gas side 
conductances would be more discernable. Approximately 10 different flow 
rates were obtained for each of the eight candidate atmospheres. 

Heat Exchanger Correlation Data 

Heat transfer test data were reduced by using equations listed in the 
foregoing theory and core information supplied from the heat exchanger 
manufacturer. When the Colburn modulus was plotted as a function of 
Reynolds number, a good correlation did not result. After attempting a 
number of corrections for Prandtl number, the correction given by the 
following equation showed good correlation (the result is shown in fig. 6-l): 

.I Nu 
J = - 

Pr Re c 
1 - 8 35 Re-0’479 (Pr - 1) 

I 
= Cl Re c2 

. (6- 14) 

where C 1 and C2 are constants to be determined. 

This correlation was obtained by first plotting the conventional j factor 
on logarithmic paper for He mixtures and for N2 mixtures. The two curves 
were rotated and shifted analytically until the two curves coincided. The 
expression of the result is as follows: 

.I 
J = 0.079 Re-0*345 (6- 15) 

This expression differs somewhat from the theoretical eq. (6-10). The form 
of eq. (6-15) is similar (in general form) to the equation for turbulent flow 
(ref. 6-2). This is not too surprising because of the general nature of the 
gas flow path in the test unit. The wavy flow path would be more likely to 
produce local separation at certain points and very thin boundary layers 
would result, as in turbulent flow. Based on the results and analysis of 
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heat exchanger data, the following expression gives the Prandtl number 
correction to the standard Colburn modulus: 

.I j 
J = 

Pr 2’3 [ ’ - 8*35 Re 
-“*479 (pr _ 1) 

I 
(6il6) 

Friction factor correlation was not as good as heat transfer data. How- 
ever, a correction for Prandtl number improved the correlation. The corre- 
lated friction factor is given in fig. 6-2. In a manner similar to that used 
above, the following expression for friction factor resulted: 

f’ = [13.9 (1 - Pr) - l)] = 115 Re -0.745 
(6- 17) 

As in the case of heat transfer, a Prandtl number correction was needed to 
correlate He-02 data with the N2-02 data. Based on the friction loss data, 
eq. (6- 17) may be used to correct conventional friction factor data to account 
for Prandtl number effects. 

Heat Exchanger Penalty Comparison 

It is of interest to compare the heat exchanger penalty for a typical 
application to investigate general penalty trends and determine which param- 
eters have a major influence. A number of restrictions may be used for 
heat exchanger design and the set of restrictions used has a major influence 
on the resulting weight penalty. From a strict weight tradeoff, heat 
exchanger weight is traded off with the fluid pumping power penalty. In most 
cases where this is done, an unrealistic geometry results. Such optimiza- 
tions, typically result in geometric shapes that could not possibly be packaged 
effectively in the space vehicle. In general, the heat exchanger must be 
nearly cubical with no one dimension greater than twice or three times. that 
of any other. Therefore, for the purpose of calculating typical penalties, 
the heat exchanger will be designed so that the basic shape of the unit is 
retained. 

For comparison of heat exchanger penalties, consider the case where 
overall fluid temperatures and amount of heat transfer remain constant so 
that the UA remains fixed. The only fluid property that is allowed to ,vary 
is the gas side flow rate and this is varied to result in a constant heat 
capacity on the gas side. 
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It was shown earlier [eq. (6-3)] that the overall UA is nearly equal to 
gas side conductance. Based on the assumption that UA is the same for all 
of the heat exchanger designs made, the ratio of gas side conductances for 
the He-O2 and N2 -02 design is given as follows: 

. 

(11 o h A) 
He = (UA)He 

ho hAIN (UA)N = ’ 
2 2 

(6- 18) 

For the designs considered, the fin ef.fectivenesses are nearly independ- 
ent of gas composition. Additionally, heat exchanger weight may be assumed 
to be proportional to gas side area and the following relationship results: 

WTN *N 2z 2 - - E hHe --- 
WTHe AHe hN2 

(6-19) 

Equation (6-15) is now solved for the film coefficient for each candidate 
atmosphere and substituted into eq. (6-19) as follows: 

WTN 2 WTHe 
o*345 (G ’ C ) 1 - 8.35 Re-0e479 (Pr - PHe 1) 1 N2 - (6-20) 

Gs Cp) 1 - 8.35 Re 

-o*479 

(pr _ N2 1) 3 He 

This equation may be reduced further by considering a particular design case 
in which the gas flow length of the heat exchanger is scaled to meet the per- 
formance. The heat exchanger frontal area will remain constant and, as 
stated previously, heat capacity will remain constant. Based on these 
assumptions the following equations can be written: 

. 
WN tcp) = &He tcp) 

2 N2 He 

and since flo% area is constant 

(Gs Cp) 
N2 

= GsCp) 
He 

(6-21) 

(6-22) 
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When eqs. (6-22) and (6-20) are combined, the ratio of heat exchanger 
weights are obtained as follows: 

8.35 Re-0*479 (Pr - 1) 1 N2 

-“*479 (Pr - l)l 
L J He 

Where the Reynolds number ratio is obtained from eq. (6-22) and the 
definition of Reynolds number or, 

Re 
NZ= 

(PC 1 
’ He 

ReHe (PC ) 
pN2 

(6-23) 

(6-24) 

Eqs. (6-23) and (6-24) were used to determine the ratio of heat exchanger 
weights for a typical Reynolds number of 100 for the N -02 mixture. The 
Reynolds number for He-02 was obtained from eq. (6- 24). The results are 
as follows: 

Pressure 
(psia) 

WTN 2 

WTHe 

5 0.892 
7 0.925 

10 0.960 

Therefore, it can be seen that the N2 heat exchangers are from 4% to 11% 
lighter than He-02 units when the exchangers are compared on the basis of 
equal frontal areas. A similar analysis may be made for heat exchanger 
friction pressure drop and fan power. Using eqs. (6-13), (6-17), and (6-22), 
and the perfect gas law, the following expression is obtained for the assump- 
tion of constant heat exchanger frontal area: 

0.745 A 

N2 pHe 
[ 13.9 (1 -Pr) - 11 

-- 
*He I-L 

He (6-25) 
N2 [13.9 (1 - Pr) - l] 

N2 
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and the ratio of fan power may be written 

PWRN 
2 

GN AP, 

PWRHe = ;He APHt (6-26) 

Based on the same assumptions as the heat exchanger analysis, the ratio of 
pressure drops and powers were calculated for the candidate total pressures 
as follows: 

Pressure 
(psia) 

AP 
-3 

P WRN 
2 

APHe PWRHe 

5 1.77 1.63 
7 1.67 1.43 

10 1.69 1.38 

It can be seen that pressure drop and power are higher for the nitrogen- 
oxygen mixtures although heat exchanger weight is lower. A typical example 
is calculated for an application where the weight of the nitrogen-oxygen heat 
exchanger is 10 lb and the fan power is 15 W. The heat exchanger and fan 
power for the He-02 unit may be found as follows: 

10 lb 
WTHe = WT 

N2 / WTHe 

15 w 
PWRHe = PWR 

N2 I PWRHe 

The following listing compares the weight penalty of a typical heat 
exchanger, using the values for comparative weight and power ratios dis- 
cussed above. The power penalty used is 0.503 lb per W, typical of an 
isotope Brayton cycle. The operating pressure is assumed to be 7 psia, but 
consistent results are also obtained at 5 and 10 psia. 
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Diluent 

Heat exchanger weight, lb 

Fan W power, 

Power weight penalty, lb 

Total penalty, lb 

N2 

10 

15 

7.6 

17.6 

He 

10.8 

10.5 

5.3 

16.1 

The above listing shows that the weight savings for He-02 mixture amounts 
to about 1.5 lb at 7 psia. 

The information presented above may be used to determine heat 
exchanger requirements for a particular application. The procedure is to 
assume a design, then the performance is checked using the theoretical 
eqs. (6-l) th rough (6-12) and the fin set performance in a form similar to 
fig. 6-1. If calculated performance satisfies the requirements, then the heat 
exchanger design is adequate. If calculated performance is greater or less 
than that required, then the design is changed until agreement is reached. 
Because numerous designs may be found that satisfy the performance require- 
ments, an optimization procedure may be used to find the most satisfactory 
solution. One such procedure is given in ref. 6-3, which trades off the heat 
exchanger weight and fluid pumping penalty. Envelope limitations must 
normally be used with this optimization procedure to obtain designs with 
reasonable dimensions. This procedure is used in the weight comparison 
study in Sec. 7. A small savings in penalty can be obtained with He-02 
atmospheres for most heat exchanger applications. The results of a weight 
comparison depend greatly on the design constraints used and the values of 
heat exchanger and fluid pumping parameters. 

The effect of weight and penalty on heat exchangers when integrated with 
a life support system is presented in Sec. 7. The significance of increasing 
allowable cabin temperature level on system power penalty for different 
atmospheres is given also in Sec. 7. Adsorption heat and mass transfer 
theory, test data, test data correlation and application of test data to a 
regenerative CO2 removal system are presented in the remainder of this 
section. 

ADSORPTION BED TESTS AND EVALUATION 

Adsorption Bed Heat Transfer Theory 

Two major adsorption bed materials proposed for the next generation 
spacecraft ECS systems are silica gel and zeolites. Zeolites are generally 
used to remove carbon dioxide and the silica gel is used to remove water 
vapor. The ECS usually bypasses a small amount of cabin air first through 
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a silica gel bed, then through the zeolites. This is done because the zeolites 
adsorb water vapor in preference to carbon dioxide and a small amount of 
water vapor will “poison” the zeolite’s capability to adsorb carbon dioxide. 

The adsorption of gas on adsorbent material is an exothermic process. 
The amount of heat released depends on the bed material’s adsorbate con- 
centration and temperature and also on the amount of gas adsorbed. The 
amount of heat released per unit mass of gas adsorbed is termed the heat of 
adsorption. This is generally considered to be a constant during the adsorp- 
tion cycle. This heat of adsorption contributes to a temperature rise in the 
adsorbent material, which, in turn, reduces its adsorption capability. Con- 
vective heat transfer between the carrier gas and the bed material is the 
major mode of heat rejection. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the 
convective heat transfer coefficients so that an efficient bed design may be 
realized. The following discussion will develop the necessary theory for 
correlation of convective heat transfer coefficients for packed granular beds. 

Convective heat transfer coefficients depend on gas properties, bed 
geometry, and gas flow rates. Dimensional analysis may be applied to the 
characteristic variables to arrive at a functional relationship between certain 
dimensionless groupings. For forced convection heat transfer the relation- 
ship is as follows: 

Nu = C Reb Prd (6-27) 

The values of C, b, and d are constants that are determined from the 
correlation of experimental data. The dimensionless groupings are familiar; 
however, definitions of certain variables differ for packed beds. These vari- 
ables are the superficial mass velocity (G,) and the particle diameter (Dp). 
The superficial mass velocity is used in the Reynolds number and is based on 
the total bed cross-section, excluding particles. Particle diameter is the 
characteristic length used in both the Nusselt number and the Reynolds 
number. Particle diameter is defined by the following equation: 

D = Sp) P v s 

a v = Area of particle surface per unit volume of bed (ft2/ft3) 

P = Bed porosity 

(6-28) 

PB = Density of the packed bed (lb/ft3) 
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pP 
= Density of the individual particles (lb/ft?) 

4s = Shape factor for non-spherical particles 

A more detailed description of these parameters and methods of evalua- 
tion will be found in ref. 6-4. 

Convective heat transfer data for packed beds have also been correlated 
in the form of the Colburn heat transfer modulus (jh). Paselk presents jh 
factor data for packed beds in ref. 6-3. Also included in this reference are 
friction factor data and mass transfer data for packed beds. Paselk suggests 
that this data be used in the design of ECS adsorption beds; however, the data 
were determined by the evaporation of water in air for R, = 45-5000 and 
extrapolated in the lower regions because of agreement with other test data 
for mass transfer in liquids at lower values of Reynolds number. Typical 
spacecraft adsorption beds designs, generally, have values of R, < 60 for 
gas mixtures; therefore, the data presented in ref. 6-3 may not be applicable. 
This was found to be true for the tests run at Douglas and will be discussed 
further in the data correlation section. The following section discusses mass 
transfer theory in adsorption bed, and the analogy between heat and mass 
transfer for turbulent flow. 

Adsorption Bed Mass Transfer Theory 

The rate of convective mass transfer of adsorbate gas between the 
carrier gas stream and the exterior surface of the bed material is defined 
by the following equation: 

. 
WA = kG MA av AF LB Pag - Pab) (6-29) 

The adsorbate gas is generally present as a very dilute mixture in the 
cabin atmosphere and (because only a small amount of cabin air is passed 
through the adsorption bed) pressure of the adsorbate gas at the inlet to the 
bed tends to remain at a relatively constant level during normal operations. 
Any significant excursions in the adsorbate gas inlet pressure are, of 
course, functions of the bed size, bed temperature, cycle time, and produc- 
tion rate within the cabin. Pressure of the adsorbate at the surface -of the 
bed material is a function of bed temperature and concentration. The mass 
transfer coefficient, like the heat transfer coefficient, is a function of the 
gas properties, bed geometry, and gas flow rates. Dimensional analysis 
may also be applied to the characteristic variables involved in mass transfer 
to arrive at functional relationships between certain dimensionless groupings. 
For forced convection mass transfer the relationship is as follows: 

Sh = C Reb Scd (6-30) 
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The values of C, b, d are constants which are determined from the 
correlation of experimental data. As discussed previously, the superficial 
mass velocity (G,) is used in Reynolds number computations for packed beds, 
and the characteristic length used for Reynolds number and Sherwood number 
is the particle diameter (D,). 

Convective mass transfer data for packed beds have also been correlated 
in the form of Colburn mass transfer modulus (j,). Ref. 6-3 presents the 
correlation of j, for a range of Reynolds numbers. These data of ref. 6-3 
indicate the heat and mass transfer analogy, which states that j 

= jm = f’2 for turbulent flow. This relationship was determined for turbu F ent flow in 
straight tubes by using Reynolds analogy and empirically correcting the 
equations for the resistance of the laminar sublayer (ref. 6-5). However, 
heat, mass, and momentum transfer equations are composed of two compo- 
nents : (1) molecular transport in the laminar sublayer and (2) eddy diffusivity 
in the buffer zone and turbulent core. In the turbulent flow regime, the eddy 
diffusivity or turbulent mixing term becomes the most dominant factor and 
the analogy is valid. However, for flow conditions in the transition or 
laminar flow regimes, this analogy may not be valid. 

The heat and mass transfer analogy for turbulent flow yields the following 
relationship for mass transfer and heat transfer coefficients: 

kG = (6-3 1) 

where the gas properties are those pertaining to the carrier gas. 

The test data correlation provided a heat and mass transfer coefficient 
relationship somewhat different from that expressed in eq. (6-31). This is 
discussed further in the data correlation section. 

Adsorption Bed Pressure Drop Theory 

Pressure drop characteristics of adsorption beds are very important 
because of their effect on the fan power required in the ECS system. The 
most dominant pressure losses generally occur as frictional losses within 
the bed, therefore, the theory as applied to this case only is discussed. 
Entrance and exit loss calculations may be readily determined from any 
standard text on fluid dynamics. 

The frictional pressure drop in packed beds is primarily a function of 
the gas density, viscosity, and flow rate together with the bed geometry. 
Many different forms of pressure drop data correlations have been proposed 
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for packed beds. These generally involve bed porosity (p) and particle shape 
factor (4 ), however, the most straightforward method appears to be applica- 
tion of thg Fanning friction factor equation as follows: 

(6-32) 

Where, again, particle diameter (Dp) is used together with superficial 
velocity (V,) or mass velocity (G,). The Fanning friction factor (f) is plotted 
versus Reynolds number (Re) based on D 

3 
and G,. Ref. 6-3 includes f data 

plotted in this manner for beds packed wi h either cylinders or spheres and 
for Re = 60-4000. The adsorption bed test data are in excellent agreement 
with that presented in ref. 6-3. 

Another convenient method of presenting pressure drop data is a plot of 
u AP/LB vs G, for a given bed material and particle size. 
og AP/LB data for Linde, 

Ref. 6-6 contains 

g. type 5A, l/8 in. zeolite pellets, and ref. 6-7 con- 
tains the same type of data for Davidson, grade 40, 6-12 mesh silica gel. 
The test data are also plotted in this manner and are in good agreement with 
the referenced data. The data correlation section contains the graphical 
results for the pressure drop correlations. 

Adsorption Bed Test Description and Procedure 

Pressure drop, mass transfer, and heat transfer tests for typical 
adsorption bed designs were run on the Douglas Generalized Equipment Per- 
formance Test Facility (GEPTF). Pressure drop data were easily obtained 
and required only measurements of flow rate, bed temperature, gas temper- 
ature, total pressure, pressure drop across the bed, and composition of the 
atmosphere. These tests were run at steady-state conditions. The adsorp- 
tion process is never a steady-state process and, therefore, must be tested 
under transient conditions. Ref. 6-8 outlines a method for determination of 
mass transfer coefficients from transient data, providing the following 
conditions are met. 

(1) The adsorbate concentration is constant throughout the bed at the 
start of the run. 

(2) A step change in the adsorbate gas concentration at the bed inlet is 
made at the start of the adsorption test and this inlet concentration 
is held constant throughout the run. 

(3) Inlet temperature and carrier gas flow rates are held constant 
throughout the run. 

(4) The adsorption isotherm of the adsorbate on the adsorbent material 
may be linearized over the range of bed concentrations encountered 
during the run. 
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Mass transfer tests require measurement of flow rate, bed temperatures, 
gas temperatures, adsorbate gas inlet and exit pressures, total pressure, 
and composition of the atmosphere. 

The heat transfer coefficients for adsorption bed materials may be 
measured under steady-state conditions only if the bed material can be main- 
tained at a constant temperature level different than the atmosphere passing 
through it. This is difficult to do because of the low thermal conductivity of 
the adsorbent material. It would require a very efficient heat exchanger 
surface in direct contact with the bed material (i.e., loading of bed material 
into a compact heat exchanger core). However, as in the case of mass trans- 
fer, the heat transfer coefficients may be determined from transient test 
data providing certain conditions are met. Ref. 6-8 outlines a method for 
determining heat transfer coefficients from transient data taken under the 
following conditions. 

(1) Temperature is constant throughout the bed at the start of the run. 

(2) A step change in the inlet gas temperature is introduced at the start 
of the heat transfer test and this temperature is held constant 
throughout the run. 

(3) Inlet gas flow rates are held constant throughout the run. 

(4) Specific heats of the gas and bed are constant over the range of 
temperatures encountered during the run. 

Heat transfer tests require measurement of flow rate, bed temperature, 
gas temperature, total pressure, and composition of the atmosphere. Tem- 
perature measurements were taken with thermocouples and recorded on strip 
recorders and/or paper punch tape during the tests performed in the GEPTF. 
Gas flow rates were measured with ASME standard orifice plates, pressure 
drops with slant tube manometers, and total pressures with Bourdon gages. 
Carbon dioxide pressures were measured with MSA Lira gas analyzers and 
water vapor pressures were determined from measuring wet and dry bulb 
thermocouple temperatures and total system pressure at the bed inlet and 
exit. An insulated canister for the adsorbent bed material was prepared 
which would conveniently fit in the GEPTF. Eighteen thermocouples were 
provided for monitoring bed and gas temperatures in the insulated canister 
which was 16 in. long and 8 in. wide. Flow through the canister was vertical. 
Two bed depths were used during the tests: (1) an 8.875-in. depth for adsorp- 
tion tests and (2) a Z-in. depth for heat transfer tests. 

Mass transfer test conditions’were selected such that the superficial gas 
velocity (Vs) was approximately 60 ft/min for all atmospheres. This velocity 
was recommended in refs. 6-6 and 6-7 as a good design. The gas flow into 
the bed during mass transfer tests was controlled nominally at 50°F and was 
saturated for the silica1 gel tests. The molecular sieve mass transfer tests 
used dry gas with an inlet pressure of carbon dioxide equal to 5 mmHg. These 
conditions are representative of values used in typical ECS systems. The 
adsorption beds were purged with predried room air heated to 300°F before 
each run. Following the purge cycle, the b.eds were pumped down to vacuum 
conditions. The proper atmosphere was added to the GEPTF and the bed was 
cooled to 50°F. Following the cooldown, a step change in the inlet adsorbate 
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gas concentration was made by metering in either carbon dioxide or steam. 
This level of inlet adsorbate gas concentration was then held constant until 
the end of the run. Gas and bed temperatures together with adsorbate 
pressure levels were monitored throughout the run. 

min. 
The heat transfer test conditions were also chosen such that V, = 60 ft/ 

During the tests, a dry bed was heated up and allowed to soak until the 
nominal bed temperature was 180”F, at this time the bed was subjected to a 
cold gas stream at a nominal temperature of 60°F. Gas and bed temperatures 
were monitored during the cooldown. The pressure drop tests were conducted 
at ambient temperature for each atmosphere with flow rates varied in incre- 
mental steps over the full range capability of the blower in the GEPTF. 

Adsorption Bed Data Correlation 

The following geometry characteristics were used in the reduction of 
test data for the adsorption bed materials: 

Dp (ft) av (ft2/ft3) 

Linde, type 5A, l/8-in. zeolite pellets 0.0119 309 

Davidson, grade 40, 6-12 mesh silica gel 0.0071 396 

Adsorption Bed Heat Transfer Data Correlation. --Heat transfer coeffi- 
cients for the various atmospheres and bed materials were determined using 
the methods outlined in ref. 6-8. - The dimensionless groups specified in 
eq. (6-27) were calculated for each test and a correlation in the form of 
eq. (6-27) was sought. The data are plotted on fig. 6-3 as Nu/Pr vs Re. A 
good correlation of these data appears to be represented by the following 
equation: 

Nu = 0.181 Relez2 Pr (6-33) 

However, ref. 6-l points out that from theoretical considerations the 
value of Nusselt number approaches a constant value of two for a Prandtl 
number of unity. This suggests that perhaps the minimum value of Nu/Pr 
approaches two for the data in fig. 6-3. An attempt was made to correlate the 
data using the Colburn heat transfer modulus, jh, and to match the data pre- 
sented in ref. 6-3. A jh versus Re correlation was very poor for the test 
data; however, the data did show good agreement with that presented in 
ref. 6-3 for the higher values of Reynolds Number (Re > 50). This suggests 
that the test data, which represents typical spacecraft bed designs, lie in a 
transition region, which is governed by a different type of heat transfer cor- 
relation. This observation also agrees with the limiting valve of Nusselt 
number mentioned above which generally occurs in fully developed laminar 
flow. One other point that should be made, is that the mass transfer corre- 
lation discussed later is of a similar form with the same exponent for 
Reynolds number. 
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Adsorption Bed Mass Transfer Data Correlation. --Mass transfer 
coefficients for the various atmospheres and the zeolite bed material were 
determined using the methods outlined in ref. 6-8. The silica gel mass 
transfer data could not be reduced in this manner because of inadequate 

-control of the inlet pressure of the water vapor and the large temperature 
changes that occurred in the bed because of the high heat. of adsorption for 
water vapor and the large amounts of water adsorbed. Correlation of the 
silica gel mass transfer data would require the use of a computer program 
to allow for the large variations in the inlet conditions and bed temperatures 
together with a trial-and-error method of data correlation. The dimension- 
less groups specified in eq. (6-30) were calculated for the zeolite mass trans- 
fer data. Since there is a similarity in heat and mass transfer, the logical 
correlation to try appeared to be Sh/Sc vs Re. The data are plotted for these 
coordinates in fig. 6-4. A good correlation of these data appears to be 
represented by the following equation: 

Sh = 0.0107 Re1*22 SC 

Again, an attempt was made to correlate the data using a Colburn mass 
transfer modulus, jm, and to match the data in ref. 6-3. This also proved to 
be an inadequate method of correlation and the mass transfer data did not 
correlate with that given in ref. 6-3. Even at the higher Reynolds numbers, 
the j, values appeared to be an order of magnitude lower than those of 
ref. 6-3. 

Eqs. (6-33) and (6-34) were solved for Reynolds number and combined to 
yield a relationship between the heat and mass transfer coefficients to com- 
pare with eq. (6-31). This combination produced the following relationship: 

where the gas properties are those pertaining to the carrier gas. 

Heat and mass transfer correlations were used in an adsorption bed com- 
puter program to verify the zeolite adsorption test data. The case chosen for 
verification was the 14.7-psia air atmosphere. Inlet carbon dioxide was 
assumed to have a constant value of 5.10 mmHg. The test data and results of 
the analysis are shown in fig. 6-5 and are in good agreement. 

Adsorption Bed Pressure Drop Data Correlation. --Pressure drop data 
were reduced and plotted in the two forms discussed in the pressure drop 
theory section. Figs. 6-6 and 6-7 show the u 
data for Davidson, grade 40, 6-12 mesh silic 5 

AP/LB as a function of G, 

l/8-in. zeolite pellets. 
gel and Linde, type 5A, 

Fig. 6-8 shows the data in a more general form (f 
versus Re), which can be applied to all bed materials. Theo AP/L curves 
are in good agreement with similar data presented in refs. 6-g and 6B7 and 
the f data are in excellent agreement with the data of ref. 6-3. In both cases, 
the new test data extended into the lower flow rate and Reynolds number 
regions, which are of interest in the design of spacecraft ECS systems. 
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Application of Experimental Data to Adsorption Bed Design 

The following discussion considers molecular sieve/silica gel bed com- 
binations for various gas atmospheres and pressures at a component level. 
A comparison of the effect of atmosphere composition and pressure on weight 
penalty for an integrated CO2 regenerative molecular sieve/ silica gel sys tern, 
using the test data presented, is given in Sec. 7. The experimental heat 
transfer, and pressure drop data presented in fig. 6-3, 6-4, 6-6, and 6-7 
were used together with a computer to arrive at typical adsorption bed designs 
for a three-man life support system. These results may be linearly scaled, 
with respect to the number of men in the system, if the design conditions are 
similar. ‘A bed weight and power penalty comparison, based on these designs, 
is presented to illustrate the effect of atmosphere composition and pressure. 
A hand calculation method may be used to determine approximate adsorption 
bed designs (ref. 6-8). A sample problem using this method is presented and 
the results are compared to the computer generated designs to give an indi- 
cation of the. accuracy and consequences of the simplifying assumptions inher- 
ent in the readily usable hand calculation method. 

The molecular sieve/silica gel beds were designed for the following set 
of conditions: 

(1) Three-man system (also a nine-man system for molecular sieve). 

(2) Carrier gas flow rate through bed for three-man unit = 10 cu ft/min. 
Carrier gas flow rate through bed for nine-man unit = 30 cu ft/min. 

(3) Bed superficial gas velocity = 60 ft/min. 

(4) Carrier gas temperature at bed inlet = 52.5”F.. saturated gas for 
silica gel 

= 50°F. for molecular sieve 

(5) Carbon dioxide pressure in cabin = 5 mmHg. 

(6) Carbon dioxide generation rate = 2.25 lb/man-day. 

(7) Regenerative silica gel for HZ0 removal and regenerative molecular 
sieve for CO2 removal. 

(8) Silica gel bed is designed to limit the amount of water passing through 
the bed to 0. 5% of the downstream molecular sieve bed weight. 
(This is done to prevent poisoning of the molecular sieve. ) 

(9) One of two molecular sieve / silica gel bed combinations is always 
desorbing. 

The independent variables chosen for the bed designs were atmospheric 
gas composition and initial bed concentration. Gas mixtures of N2-O2 and 
He-O2 at 5, 7, and 10 psia were used for the molecular sieve designs and 
mixtures. at 5 and- 7 psia were used for the silica gel designs. Initial bed 
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concentrations were varied from 0 to 3% for molecular sieve designs and from 
1 to 6% for silica gel designs. A nine-man system, using a carrier gas flow 
rate of 30 cu ft/min was also designed for molecular.sieve beds. These 
data verified the supposition that the bed designs could be scaled linearly in 
direct proportion to the number of men in the system. Adiabatic bed designs 
were assumed for the molecular sieve and, for the design conditions, the bed 
temperature changes were small; therefore, a cooled bed design would not be 
significantly different in size. However, because of the high heat of adsorp- 
tion of water vapor and the large amounts of water entering the silica gel bed, 
it was necessary to run both adiabatic and isothermal bed designs for silica 
gel. These data provide bounds for the size of an actual cooled silica gel bed 
design. 

The basic equations, presented in ref. 6-8, governing the heat and mass 
transfer relationships in an adsorbing bed were placed in a finite difference 
form and combined using a lumped capacitance representation of the bed 
material. A computer program using these equations was prepared for rapid 
analysis of bed designs. The program allows for convective heat and mass 
transfer between the carrier gas and the bed, the heat of adsorption released 
during the adsorption process, and the use of equilibrium isotherm test data. 
It also allows for uniform heat addition so that it can be used to analyze purge 
gas desorption. Another program, which uses experimentally determined 
coefficients, was used to predict the amount of heat required for vacuum 
desorption of the molecular sieve beds. Fan power required to overcome 
pressure drop in the beds was computed by hand from the design conditions 
and the data presented in figs. 6-6 and 6-i. 

First, the molecular sieve bed sizes were calculated using the design 
conditions and the experimental heat and mass transfer data. The molecular 
sieve bed weights provided the necessary design conditions for the silica gel 
beds (i. e. , the amount of water passing through the silica gel bed is limited 
to 0. 5% of the weight of the downstream molecular sieve bed). After the 
molecular sieve and silica gel bed sizes were determined, the heat required 
for desorption and the fan power required for overcoming the pressure drop 
in the beds were calculated. 

The molecular sieve bed designs for a three-man system are presented 
in table 6-I. Bed length and weight together with fan power to overcome bed 
pressure drop and thermal power required for vacuum desorption are shown 
for the independent variables of atmospheric gas and initial bed concentra- 
tions. It should be noted that, for indicated design conditions, the He-O2 bed 
designs are generally larger than the beds designed for N2-02, but they 
require less fan power. The lightest beds correspond to low initial concen- 
trations, but they require more thermal power for desorption. Higher pres- 
sure atmospheres result in smaller beds; however, as initial bed 
concentration decreases this effect is less significant. 

Table 6-11 presents the same data as 6-I except it is for a nine-man sys- 
tem and considers only the 5- and 7-psia pressure levels. These designs 
were presented to demonstrate the feasibility of linearly scaling the designs 
on the basis of the number of men. The same superficial face velocity was 
used as in the three-man system, but the gas flow rate was varied in 
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TABLE 6-I (page 1 of 2) 

EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION AND PRESSURE ON A THREE-MAN ADIABATIC 
MOLECULAR SIEVE BED DESIGN 

f Designs based on experimental data of figs. 6-3 through 6-8 ] 

Atmosphere 

aInitial bed 
concentration 

(lb adsorbate/ 
lb bed) 

b Adiabatic 
bed length 

Ut) 

Bed Fan power Thermal power for 
material to overcome 30-min vacuum 

weight pressure drop 
(lb) w 

desorption of CO2 
W) 

5 psia N2-O2 0 0.375 2.69 0.424 102.5 
0.01 0.485 3.47 0.545 65.9 
0.02 0.727 5.21 0.818 48.3 
0.03 1.320 9.46 1.485 0 

5 psia He-O2 0 0.393 2.82 0.414 102.5 
0.01 0.520 3.73 0.548 67.4 
0.02 0.780 5.59 0.823 45.4 
0.03 1.430 10.23 1.509 0 

7 psia N2-O2 0 0.337 2.41 0.423 102.5 
0.01 0.417 2.98 0.524 63.0 
0.02 0.567 4.06 0.712 49.8 
0.03 1.030 7.38 1.293 0 



I 
I 
z 

TABLE 6-I (page 2 of 2) z 

Atmosphere 

aInitial bed 
concentration 

(lb adsorbate/ 
lb bed) 

b Adiabatic 
bed length 

(ft) 

Bed Fan power 
material to overcome 

weight pressure drop 
(lb) PJ) 

Thermal power for 
30-min vacuum 

desorption of CO2 
w 

7 psia He-O2 0 0.363 2.60 0.395 102.5 
0.01 0.457 3.27 0.496 64.4 
0.02 0.653 4.68 0.710 48.3 
0.03 1.220 8.74 1.324 0 

10 psia N2-O2 0 0.310 2.22 0.463 102.5 
0.01 0.370 2.65 0.552 60.6 
0.02 0.470 3.37 0.701 50.7 
0.03 0.720 5.16 1.074 26.4 

10 psia He-O2 0 0.335 2.40 0.368 102.5 
0.01 0.410 2.94 0.450 62.9 
0.02 0.555 3.98 0.609 50.6 
0.03 0.910 6.52 0.998 9.4 

aInitial gas temperature entering bed from silica gel bed and condenser = 50’F. 

bCross-sectional area of all beds is l/6 ft2, based on the design conditions. 
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TABLE 6-II 

EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION AND PRESSURE ON A NINE-MAN ADIABATIC 
MOLECULAR SIEVE BED DESIGN 

[Designs based on experimental data of figs. 6-3 through 6-81 , 

Atmosphere 

aInitial bed 
concentration 

(lb adsorbate/ 
lb bed) 

b Adiabatic 
bed length 

WI 

Bed 
material 

weight 
(lb) 

Fan power 
to overcome 

pressure drop 
W) 

Thermal power for 
30-min vacuum 

desorption of CO2 
(WI 

5 psia N2-O2 0 0.360 7.74 1.210 293 
0.01 0.468 10.06 1.578 194 
0.02 0.728 15.63 2.455 138 
0.03 1.424 30.60 4.80 0 

5 psia He-O2 0 0.380 8.21 1.200 293 
0.01 0.500 10.75 1.580 195 
0.02 0.796 17.10 2.520 138 
0.03 1.520 32.70 4.81 0 

7 psia N2-O2 0 0.324 6.97 1.220 293 
0.01 0.400 8.60 1.505 188 
0.02 0.548 11.78 2.065 150 
0.03 1.064 22.90 4.01 0 

7 psia He-O2 0 0.348 7.48 1.132 293 
0.01 0.440 9.46 1.432 191 
0.02 0.640 13.75 2.083 144 
0.03 1.280 27.50 4.17 0 

aInitial gas temperature entering bed from silica gel bed and condenser = 50°F. 

bCross-sectional area of all beds is l/2 ft2, based on the design conditions. 
z CD 



proportion to the number of men. As shown in table 6-11 the bed frontal area 
for the nine-man system is three times as large as that for the three-man 
system. The fan powers and thermal powers for desorption are approxi- 
mately three times as large as the three-man system, and the bed lengths 
are about equal. 

Table 6-111 presents the adiabatic silica gel bed designs that complement 
the 5- and 7-psia molecular sieve designs shown in table 6-I. A complemen- 
tary silica gel bed design (using initial concentrations of 0. 01, 0. 02, 0. 04, 
and 0. 06) was attempted for each molecular sieve design. In some cases, 
the silica gel beds designs were unable to remove the required amount of 
water, and no designs were obtained. The silica gel bed designs indicate the 
same general trends as did the molecular sieves: (1) the He-02 bed designs 
are larger, but require less fan power, and (2) a low initial concentration 
results in a lighter bed. The required weight of silica gel decreases as the 
initial concentration of the molecular sieve increases. This results from the 
fact that higher initial CO2 concentrations result in heavier molecular sieve 
weights. Therefore, the silica gel beds are smaller because they retain less 
water (that is, the silica gel design is based on passing an amount of water 
equal to 0. 5% of the downstream molecular sieve bed weight). Table 6-111 
also tabulates the amount of thermal power required for purge gas desorption 
of the silica gel beds. 

The purge gas desorption of silica gel beds requires the addition of rela- 
tively large amounts of heat, which results in significant temperature rises 
in the bed material. Because the thermal capacity of the carrier gas is 
small, this requires the use of a heat exchanger to heat the bed directly and 
also to pre-cool it before the adsorption cycle. A heating period of 20 min 
and a pre-cooling period of 10 min was chosen for the silica gel desorption 
analysis. After consdering the results presented in table 6-111 and noting the 
necessity for a heat exchanger to heat and pre-cool the bed during desorption, 
it became obvious that the heat exchanger should also be used during the 
adsorption cycle to cool the bed. A cooled bed greatly reduces the amount of 
bed material required during adsorption, therefore, a series of cases which 
considered the bed to be isothermal were run. Table 6-IV presents the data 
for the isothermal cases. The actual design for a silica gel bed with an inte- 
gral heat exchanger should lie between the bounds described by the data in 
tables 6-111 and 6-IV. 

The molecular sieve bed data presented in table 6-I and the silica gel 
data presented in table 6-111 were used to develop weight penalty trends. The 
minimum weight bed will depend upon the penalty factors assigned to fan 
power to overcome bed pressure drop and thermal power required for 
desorption, together with bed material weight and associated heat transfer 
equipment required for desorption. The following equation was used to 
arrive at weight penalties: 

WTT = 
PWRF 
~ t Thermal Power for Desorption 

rlF 1 PPF + 1.75WTB (6-36) 
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A fan efficiency of TF = 0.20 and a power penalty factor for an isotope 
Brayton electrical power system of PPF = 0. 503 lb/W were assumed. The 
fan power to overcome bed pressure drop, PWRF, may be read directly from 
the tables. The second term in the brackets is assumed to be zero if waste 
heat is available. If electrical heat is used for desorption, the value may be 
obtained directly from the table for the case of silica gel. However, for the 
molecular sieve beds an additional amount of heat is added to account for 
desorption of the 0. 5% concentration of water which passed through.the silica 
gel bed. The heat of desorption for water was assumed to be 1400 Btu/lb 
and the 0. 5% concentration of water was assumed to be desorbed over the 
30 min vacuum desorption cycle. This resulted in an additional amount of 
thermal power for the molecular sieves which was added to the value in 
table 6-I. The 1. 75 multiplying factor on the last term of the above equation 
was assumed to account for an integral heat exchanger, enclosing canister, 
and weight of the bed material. Table 6-V presents the results of the weight 
penalty trends. 

The weight panelty trend data, for the case of waste heat desorption, 
indicate that low initial concentrations for both beds are desirous. For this 
case the effect of the atmospheric gas is small with the higher pressure, 
more dense gas yielding a slight weight advantage. The weight penalty data 
using electrical heat for desorption indicates an opposite trend with high 
initial bed concentrations yielding the minimum weight penalties. 

An approximate bed design can be determined by hand calculations using 
data presented in ref. 6-8 together with the experimental mass transfer data. 
The following discussion will explain the necessary steps and calculations 
required to obtain a bed design that should approach the isothermal case. 
Fig. 6-9, taken from ref. 6-8, presents the necessary dimensionless mass 
transfer relationships, nomenclature, and basic assumptions required for the 
use of the data. Probably the most stringent of the assumptions is that the 
slope of the isotherm be constant. If inlet gas concentrations are large 
and/or the heat of adsorption for the adsorbate gas is high, the bed heats up 
and is not isothermal, therefore, the assumption of a linear isotherm is 
invalid. This will become apparent when the results of the example below 
are compared to the computer designs which are not restricted to the linear 
isotherm assumption and which account for the heat of adsorption and con- 
vective heat transfer. 

The first example chosen was the design of a molecular sieve bed for a 
7 psia N2-02 gas mixture with an initial bed concentration wi = 0. The design 
criteria used is identical to that described above for the computer cases. 
The following gas and bed properties were used. 

TG 
= 50°F 

c = 0.233 Btu/lb”F 
P 
lu, = 0. 0446 lb/ft-hr 

k = 0. 0144 Btu/hr-ft”F 
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- 1 

HEAT OR MASS TRANSFER IN A PACKED BED 

01234567 6 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 l? 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

DIMENSIONLESS LENGTH PARAMETER, ax 

Symbol Definition’ Dimwnions 

a, Bed material superficial Sq. Ft./Cu. Ft. 
surface area 

C Absorption isotherm lb. adsorbate in gas/lb. gas 
effective slope lb. adsorbate in bed/lb. bed 

CB 
Effective specific heat BTU/lb. OF 
of bed material 

CP Specific heat of carrier BTU/lb. “F 
gas at constant pressure 

G Mass velocity IbJhr. sq. ft. 
h Beat transfer coefficient BTU/hr.-sq. ft.-? 

k Bass transfer coefficient lb. moles/hr.-sq. ft. atmm. 

M4 
Mdecular weight of lb./lb. mole 
carrier gas 

5 Total pressure of gas atmospheres 
t Time hrs. 

TB Temperature of bed 4: 

Tei Initial temperature of “F 
bedatt=O 

TG Temperature of gas stream “F 

T GO Inlet temperature of gas “F 
stream at x= a 

W Adsorbate concentration lb. adsorbate/lb. bed 
in bed 

wi Initial adsotbate concen- B./lb. 
tration in bed at t = 0 

WO Equilibrium concentration lb./lb. 
of adsorbate in bed 
corresponding to yo 

X Bed length ft. 

Y Adsorbate concentration lb. adsorbate/lb. 
in carrier gas carrier gas 

yi Adsorbate concentration lb./lb. carrier gas 
in carrier gas corres 
sponding to equilikium 
with initial bed conditions 
wi 

yo 

PB 

Adsorbate concentration lb./lb. carrier gas 
in carrier gas at inlet of 
bed, x=0 
Bed density Ib./&!;ft. bed 

Figure 6-9 Heat or Mass Transfer in a Packed Bed 



P = 0. 0384 lb/ft3 

D 
P 

= 0. 0119 ft 

a 
V 

= 309 ft2/rt3 

pB 
= 43 lb/ft3 

from the design criteria 

VsAF = 10 cu ft/min 

Vs = 60 ft/min = 3600 ft/hr 

Re = 
P VsDp 

P 

= 0. 0384(3600)0. 0119 
0. 0446 

= 36.9 

from the mass transfer data in fig. 6-4 

kGPtMGDp=O 87 . 
El. 

kGPtMG= 0. 87 (;I if;‘; 

= 3.26 

To use the dimensionless mass transfer data presented in fig. 6-9, the 
dimensionless time parameter (bt) must be determined. 

bt = 
c kG av MG Pt t 

pB 

for the adsorption cycle, t = 0. 5 hr. 

bt = c(309)3.26( 0. 5) 
4. 3 

= 11.73 c 
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Fig. 6-10 presents carbon dioxide isotherm test data for Linde 5A 
molecular sieve material obtained from NASA Contract No. NAS9-3541. 
These data are required to determine the slope of the isotherm (c). The 
slope is determined by picking two values from the isotherm on which the bed 
operates. One value should be near the initial bed concentration and the 
other value should correspond to a bed saturated at the inlet adsorbate pres- 
sure or, if known, the average bed concentration at the end of the run. 

From fig. 6-10 at a bed temperature of TC = 50°F 

w1 = 0. 008 lb adsorbate/lb bed w2 = 0. 079 lb adsorbate/lb bed 

Pl = 0.1 mrnHg P2 = 5 mmHg 

for dilute solutions of adsorbate gas, the inlet gas concentration is 

44 
= p 362(30) 

= 0.00405P 

. . . y1 = 0. 00041’lb adsorbate/lb gas 

Y2 
= 0. 02025 lb adsorbate/lb gas 

Y2 - Y 1 - 
C= 

_ 0. 02025 0. 00041 
w2-w1 0.079 - 0.008 

= 0.2795 

. . . bt = 11. 73 (0. 2795) 

bt = 3. 28 
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next, the dimensionless length parameter (ax) is evaluated 

ax=kGavMGPtX 
G 

S 

3.26(309)x 
= 0.0384 (3600) 

= 7.31x 

solving for x 

x = El ft 

next, the equation for the dimensionless bed concentration parameter (W) is 
solved for w 

w - w. 
W= 1 

W - w. 
0 1 

w = w. 
1 

- w (w - Wi) 
0 

for this case 

and 

w. = 0 
1 

W 
0 

= 0.079 

. . . w = 0. 079 W lb adsorbate/lb bed 

By using the calculated value of bt, corresponding values of W and ax are 
read from fig. 6-9. These values are tabulated, and, then, values for x 
and w are determined. The results for this case are shown in table 6-VI. 

Fig. 6-11 presents a plot of bed concentration (w) versus bed-length (x) 
after the 30-min adsorption cycle. The difference between w and wi can be 
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USING FIGURE 6-9 



TABLE 6-w 
MASS TRANSFER DATA FOR A 7-PSIA N2-02 MOLECULAR 

SIEVE BED FROM FIG. 6-9 

Dimensionless bed 
concentration Dimensionless length, Bed length, Bed concentration, 

parameter, W parameter, ax x w w (lb adsorbate/ 
lb bed) 

0.96 0.03 0.0041 0.0758 
0.90 0.45 0. 0616 0.0711 
0.80 1.05 0.1437 0.0632 
0.70 1.65 0.226 0.0553 
0.60 2.17 0.297 0.0474 
0.50 2.80 0.383 0.0395 
0.40 3.45 0.472 0.0316 
0.30 4.17 0.571 0.0237 
0.20 5.20 0.712 0.0158 
0.10 6.70 0.917 0.0079 
0.05 8.20 1.122 0.0004 

integrated along the length of the bed and multiplied by the weight of the bed 
per unit length to yield the weight of gas adsorbed. The equation describing 
this procedure is 

L 
WTA = 

I (w - Wi) PB AF dx 
0 

(6-37) 

Fig. 6-12 presents the results of this integration as a plot of adsorbed 
gas weight (WTA) versus bed length (x). 

To satisfy the bed design conditions, it is necessary to find the length of 
bed that yields the proper amount of adsorbed gas (WTA). For the molecular 
sieve designs, WTA is calculated by the following equation: 

WTA = (no. of men) (CO2 generation rate/man) 
(adsorption cycle time) 

WTA = 0. 1405 lb 
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BED LENGTH, x (FT.) 

FIGURE 6-12 WEIGHT OF CO2 ADSORBED VERSUS BED LENGTH 
FOR MOLECULAR SIEVE EXAMPLE 
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The bed length corresponding to this value of WTA is read from fig. 6-12. 

LB = 0.320 ft 

The procedure outlined above was also used for a bed with an initial con- 
centration Of Wi = 0. 03. Table 6-VII presents the results and shows the 
comparison between the computer designs and the hand-calculation method. 

TABLE 6 -VII 

COMPARISON OF MOLECULAR SIEVE BED LENGTHS 

Bed length (ft) 
Initial bed 

Atmosphere 

concentration Hand - Adiabatic 
(lb ad sorbate / lb calculated computer 

bed) de sign de sign 

7 psia N2-02 0 0.320 0.337 
0.03 0.567 1.030 

The bed length obtained by hand calculation is smaller than that determined 
by the computer, which accounts for the heat of adsorption and convective 
heat transfer. To determine the slope of the isotherm (required for the 
hand-calculation method), the bed was assumed to be isothermal. There- 
fore, this design is expected to be smaller than the adiabatic computer 
design. If the bed is adiabatic, it is difficult to estimate the effective slope 
of the isotherm that would yield the proper bed size; however, if the bed is 
cooled, the hand-calculation method should yield a reasonable bed design. 

Several silica gel beds for a 7-psia N2-02 gas mixture were also 
designed from the data on fig. 6-9. Table 6-VIII shows the results of these 
designs and also tabulates the adiabatic and isothermal computer designs for 
a comparison. Silica gel isotherm data were taken from ref. 6-7. 
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TABLE 6-VIII 

COMPARISON OF SILICA GEL BED LENGTHS 

Initial bed concentration 
(lb adsorbate/lb bed) Bed length (ft) 

Atmosphere 
Molecular 

sieve 

Hand - Isothermal Adiabatic 
Silica calculated computer computer 

gel de sign de sign de sign 

7 psia N2-O2 0 0.01 0.700 0.390 1.122 
0.04 ND 0.588 2.25 

0.03 0.01 0.370 0.228 0.492 
0.04 0.735 0.312 1.440 

ND = No design is obtainable. 

The silica gel bed lengths obtained by the hand-calculation method lie 
between the isothermal and adiabatic bed lengths obtained from the computer 
program. This probably yields a reasonable design for a cooled bed. It was 
anticipated that the bed length for the hand-calculated design would more 
closely match the isothermal computer design; however, the significant dif- 
ference indicated in table 6-VIII might result from the large amount of extra- 
polation required on the plot of silica gel concentration versus bed length. 
Only four points were available from fig. 6-9 because the slopes of the silica 
gel isotherm are an order of magnitude smaller than molecular sieve iso- 
therm slopes. The small slopes of the silica gel isotherms result in small 
values of the dimensionless time parameters (for the cases taken bt = 0. 044, 
0. 047). These small values of bt yield only four pairs of W and ax for each 
case (see fig. 6-9). The largest x value obtained was x = 0. 281 ft. It is 
apparent, for these cases, that the dimensionless bed concentration param- 
eter (W) on fig. 6-9 needs to be extended to lower values of W = 0. 02, 0. 01. 
This may be done by using the method outlined in ref. 6-8. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The major components affected by cabin atmosphere selection are those 
which are found in the cabin ventilation, humidification, temperature control, 
and purification systems. Analysis and simple tests were performed on a 
molecular sieve bed, a silica gel bed, and a heat exchanger configuration 
which could be used in a spacecraft life support system. The theory, experi- 
mental data, and typical design data presented can be used to determine the 
effect of cabin atmosphere and pressure level selection on the major life 
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support system components. Sec. 7 applies the data presented herein to 
determine effect of atmospheric selection on a total integrated life support. 
The weight panelty data presented in Sec. 7 indicates that the heat and mass 
transfer components provide very little influence upon the total system 
weight penalty. Table 6-IX indicates the effect of atmospheric selection on 
component weight, fan power, and total weight penalty for a typical three- 
man system. 

For the example heat exchanger cases evaluated, overall weight penalty 
savings were obtained for He-02 gas mixtures at increased cabin pressure 
level. The heat exchangers for N2-02 gas mixtures at equivalent design 
conditions weighed less; however, the pressure drop and power requirement 
were generally higher. The actual magnitude of weights for cabin air to 
liquid heat exchangers are very dependent upon the particular design 
application. 

For the example adsorption bed designs evaluated, overall weight penalty 
savings were generally obtained for N2-02 gas mixtures at increased cabin 
pressure level. Total weight penalties generally differ less than 5% between 
the He-02 and N2-02 atmospheres at equivalent design conditions. The 
example designs were generated by a computer program which used the 
experimental heat and mass transfer data. Molecular sieve designs were 
based on an adiabatic bed design, and, because the bed temperature did not 
increase significantly, no isothermal cases were run. However, both 
adiabatic and isothermal bed designs were used for silica gel. The high 
heat of adsorption and large amounts of water entering the silica gel bed 
produced significant changes in the bed temperatures for the adiabatic design, 
thereby requiring large beds. The isothermal silica gel bed designs were 
run to provide the minimum bed sizes, which were approximately l/3 to l/6 
the size of the adiabatic designs. An actual spacecraft silica gel bed design 
will probably be cooled during adsorption and, therefore, lie between size 
limits determined for the adiabatic and isothermal bed designs. 

From a comparison of the computer cases to hand-calculation cases 
based on ref. 6-8 and fig. 6-9, it was determined that the hand-calculation 
method was adequate for the design of cooled beds (nearly isothermal) but 
could give erroneous answers if applied to adiabatic bed design. This is 
mainly the result of the assumption of a linearized isotherm inherent in the 
derivation of the data presented in fig. 6-9 and in the difficulty of defining an 
effective isotherm slope for a noniosthermal bed design. 

The adsorption bed test data indicate a need for more heat and mass 
transfer testing in the lower Reynolds number regions which encompass 
spacecraft ECS bed designs. It is recommended that low adsorbate gas con- 
centrations be used and/or that the beds be cooled when future mass transfer 
tests are run. This will enable the bed to remain nearly isothermal and 
result in more accurate determination of the mass transfer coefficients and 
ease the task of data reduction. Following these tests, it is suggested that 
tests be conducted with bed material packed into a compact heat exchanger 
core. It is desirous that the adsorbent materials be cooled during adsorption 
(to increase adsorption capability and reduce required bed material weight) 
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TABLE 6-m 

EFFECT OF CABIN ATMOSPHERE ON TYPICAL COMPONENTS FOR A 
THREE-MAN SYSTEM 

Component 

bNet weight 
Nominal penalty 

Pressure weight Nominal Weight Fan power saving for 
level for fan power Ratio ratio He-02 gas 
(psi4 N2-OZ (lb) for N 2-02 (W) WTN /WTHe PWR /PWRHe mixture (lb) 

2 N2 

Heat exchanger 5 10 15 0.893 1.63 1.69 

7 10 15 0.926 1.43 1.47 

aMolecular sieve 5 4.7 0.42 0.952 1.03 -0.20 
canister 

7 4.2 0.42 0.924 1.07 0.36 

aSilica gel 
canister 

5 43 3.41 0.996 1.05 -0.26 

7 41 3.41 0.936 1.08 -0.39 

Total system 5 1.23 

7 1.44 

aAdiabatic bed designs with low initial bed concentrations and waste heat available for desorption. 

bA Brayton isotope power penalty of 0.503 lb/W was assumed. 
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and heated during desorption (to decrease desorption time, pumping power, 
and final bed concentration). This requires the use of a compact heat 
exchanger core in direct contact with the adsorbent and having a surface 
area comparable to the surface area of the adsorbent. This design appears 
to be the most probable for future spacecraft vehicles. Other areas of test- 
ing which need to be investigated in regard to molecular sieve bed design are 
the thermal/vacuum desorption characteristics, the effect of coadsorption of 
water vapor and carbon dioxide, and the possibilities of using molecular 
sieves in place of silica gel as a desiccant. Another area of testing required 
for silica gel is the study of purge gas desorption with heat addition. These 
tests are necessary to generate the data required for performing valid weight 
penalty tradeoffs and adsorption system studies. 
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Section 7 

THE EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE SELECTION ON 
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM PENALTY 

The experimental data and analyses from previous sections will be 
applied to an example problem to show the effect on an integrated life support 
system resulting from the selection of cabin atmosphere composition and 
pressure. Based on the review of experimental data and analysis, the major 
life’ support subsystems that are the most influenced by the selection of. 
atmosphere composition and pressure are the following: 

(1) Atmospheric Supply and Pressurization System. 

(2) Thermal Control System. 

(3) Atmospheric Purification and Control System. 

The following definitions of the functions of the above life support sub- 
systems will be used in the example problem. The atmospheric supply and 
pressurization system is used to provide oxygen for crew breathing as well 
as gas to compensate for leakage losses, recompression, and airlock loss. 
The thermal control system provides cooling for the cabin gas, humidity con- 
trol for the cabin and other equipment, as well as most of the ventilation. 
The atmosphere purification and control system is used to remove carbon 
dioxide, odors, and other contaminants from the processed gas. 

It is not intended to present material in this section for the development 
of a detailed life support computer program to complete general tradeoff and 
performance studies. The NASA/Douglas “G-189 Generalized Environmental 
Control and Life Support Computer Program,” and Air Force ASD TDR-63-328 
computer program, “Transient Performance of Atmosphere Control Systems, ” 
and similar programs can be used to complete this type of task. Therefore, 
simplified analyses and data were used to evaluate the thermal control system 
heat exchanger, condenser, fans, and distribution system penalty for the 
example problem to determine the differences in equivalent system weight 
caused by the choice of atmosphere composition and pressure. The procedure 
for evaluating the atmosphere supply and pressurization system penalty, air- 
lock penalty, and CO2 removal penalty was presented in sets. 1 through 6. 
The methodology for penalty evaluation for the example problem is given in 
the following discussion. 
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METHODOLOGY FOR PENALTY EVALUATION 

Atmospheric Supply and Pressurization System 

Cabin pressure level, gas composition, and temperature level for com- 
fort can be selected as a starting point from comfort zone test data in sec. 2. 
Spacecraft gas makeup to compensate for leakage, repressurization, and 
makeup requirements can be evaluated using sec. 3. Airlock penalty for a 
system which conserves gas by pumping it into the main cabin for eventual 
use is also given. Other types of airlock configurations may be evaluated by 
using the information given in sec. 4. The atmospheric supply and pressur- 
ization system weight to supply makeup gas and metabolic oxygen can be 
determined for different types of storage by using the data in sec. 5. A rep- 
resentative atmospheric supply and pressurization system weight and penalty 
comparison for helium-oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen gas mixtures is presented 
in the example problem in this section. 

Thermal Con’trol System 

The thermal control system includes the cabin heat exchanger, con- 
denser, fans, and liquid coolant from a radiator. The system arrangement 
analyzed, as shown in fig. 7-1, is a representative arrangement proposed for 
many vehicles under consideration. 

Thermal and Mass Balance. --Thermal and mass balances were obtained 
using the procedure discussed below for the system shown in fig. 7-l. For 
the thermal and mass balance evaluation, the condenser was considered to 
remove the water generated by the crew in the cabin, the CO2 adsorption 
subsys tern to remove the CO2, and the cabin heat exchanger to remove the 
total cabin sensible heat load minus the sensible load removed by the con- 
denser. Heat loads generated by the fans were also removed by the condenser 
and the heat exchanger. The fan heat loads effectively increased the speci- 
fied total sensible heat load. 

The required effectiveness values were determined for the condenser 
and the heat exchangers based on the thermal balance. The e.ffectiveness 
values were used to obtain corresponding values of heat exchanger UA from 
data for single-pass crossflow heat exchangers given in fig. 7-2 (ref. 7-l). 
This condenser and heat exchanger configuration was used because it repre- 
sents the typical method of fabrication for this type of heat exchanger. 

Representative correction factors for heat exchanger hardware weight 
difference , fan power penalty, and pressure drop differences using helium- 
oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen between 5 and 10 psia pressure are given in 
sec. 6. The correction factors indicate, in most instances, that a negligible 
weight and power penalty difference is incurred due to choice of atmosphere 
composition and pressure level as compared to the total thermal control sys- 
tem weight. The major savings in penalty in the thermal control system is 
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achieved by increased allowable cabin temperature level, which reduces gas 
mass flow and therefore fan power. Comfort tests reported in sec. 2 indicate 
that helium diluent permits a 5’ to 7 “F higher allowable cabin temperature 
level for comfort and, hence, reduces fan power penalty as will be shown 
later. 

Revised heat loads were determined from the heat exchanger/fan sizing 
computations. An iterative procedure was used to correct the thermal bal- 
ances as a result of revised fan heat loads. Input data for the evaluation 
included boundary conditions and combinations of gas flow rates to the cabin 
heat exchanger and the condenser, temperature rises for the liquid sides of 
the, heat exchangers, and trial temperature rises due to the fans. Thermal/ 
physical property data for the fluids from tables 7-I and 7-II were also used. 
The following steps were used in determining UA values for both cabin con- 
denser and heat exchanger. 

Water vapor flow rates into and out of the condenser were determined 
from the required condensing rate and the condenser gas flow rate as follows. 
From Dalton’s Law 

-1 

6 (7-l) 

G =& .-& 
v, 0 v, 1 v, en (7-a 

Vapor pressure and corresponding saturation temperature at the condenser 
exit were determined by the vapor flow. The condensing rate and sensible 
heat rate were added and a corresponding effective specific heat was obtained. 

(7-3) 

T the saturation temperature corresponding to P 
th2 r%;ationships in ref. 7-2. 

, was obtained from 
v, 0 

C 
=& 

v, gen 
AHv++ C g p g(Tk+ATF c-T v, 0 ) I , 

c % 
PI c = wg (Tk t ATF 

f 
c - TV, o) 

(7-4) 

(7-5) 
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P 
TABLE 7-I 

ATMOSPHERE AND HEAT EXCHANGER PROPERTIES 

Atmosphere 

Atmosphere 

Ratio of 
Specific specific Thermal Molecular Gas Prandl 

Viscosity heat heats conductivity weight constant number 
P CP Y k M R Pr Pr2/3 

1.5 psia O2 - 3. 5 psia He 0.0515 0.273 1. 44 

‘3. 5 psia He - 3. 5 psia 02 0. 0526 0. 332 1. 50 

6.5 psia 02 - 3.5 psia He 0.0533 0.413 1. 51 

1.5 psia O2 - 3. 5 psia N2 0.0497 0.227 1. 40 

3. 5 psia N2 - 3.5 peia O2 0.0480 0.233 1.40 

6. 5 psia O2 - 3. 5 psia N2 0.0470 0.237 1. 40 

5. 0 psia 02 0. 0520 0.220 1.40 

14. 7 pisa Air 0.0460 0.240 1.40 

0. 0,255 23. 6 65. 5 0.499 0.671 

0.0355 18. 0 0.624 

0.0450 13. a 0. 618 

0. 0152 30. a 0.807 

0. 0152 30. 0 

0.0152 29. 4 

0. 0152 32. 0 

0.0152 39. 0 

85.8 0.493 

112 0.486 

50. 1 0. 725 

51. 5 0.718 

52. 5 0.714 

48. 0 0.731 

53. 3 0.709 

0.804 

0.799 

0.811 

0.795 

Heat Exchanger 
Fin effectiveness Hydraulic diameter Surface density 

q DH-ft Km-lb/ftZ 

Gas side 0. 99 0.0085 100.0 

Liquid side 0. 97 0.0050 100.0 



TABLE 7-11 

HEAT EXCHANGER OPTIMIZATION DATA 

Fluid KjFj (hr-” F -lb/Btu) Kf Ff (ft /hr) 

3.5 psia He - 1. 5 psia O2 0.0400 0.00663 

3. 5 psia He - 3. 5 psia O2 0.0288 o. 00630 

3. 5 psia He - 6. 5 psia O2 0.0226 0.00520 

3. 5 psia N2 - 1.5 psia O2 o. 0576 o. 00326 

3.5 psia N2 - 3.5 psia O2 0.0579 0.00171 

3. 5 psia N2 - 6.5 psia 02 0.0580 0.00079 

5.0 psia O2 0.0574 0.00376 

14. 7 psia Air 0.0580 0.00037 

Water 0.0016 0.00056 



The sensible heat load imposed on the cabin heat exchanger was determined 
from the specified sensible heat load, the sensible heat load removed by the 
condenser, and temperature rise at the heat exchanger fan. The coolant flow 
rates, corresponding to the specified coolant temperature rises, and for 
given heat loads are determined for the condenser and the heat exchanger. 
The flow capacitance terms wCp, were obtained for both flow streams in each 
unit. The required effectiveness for each unit is expressed by the following: 

b+CP) 

E = (GCp) 

ri(Tk”TF 

min (Tk ’ ATF’ 

. -T ri, 0) 

, pyi - Tsec, i) 
(7-b) 

Based on the values for flow capacitance and effectiveness, 
values of UA were determined from the data in fig. 7-2. 

presented by Condenser and Cabin Heat Exchanger. --The procedure 
Paselk was used to determine the weights and the fan power requirements tar 
the cabin condenser and heat exchanger (ref. 7-3). 

the corresponding 

This procedure provides general relationships used to determine heat 
exchanger weights and power requirements. Methods for suboptimizing heat 
exchangers on the basis of the Reynolds numbers on each side of the heat 
exchanger are included. The term suboptimization, refers to an optimum 
solution based on variables which directly influence the component considered, 
the suboptimized solution does not reflect the effects of variables which pro- 
vide indirect influences. The suboptimum solution based on Reynolds num- 
bers is obtainable because increasing the Reynolds number improves the heat 
transfer coefficient at the expense of increased pressure drop. An improved 
heat transfer coefficient permits reduced heat transfer area, with consequent 
reduced heat exchanger weight. Increased pressure drop increases fan power 
requirements, with a consequent increased system weight penalty through the 

weight/power penalty factor. The suboptimization relationships conside red 
are based on the assumption that variables other than the Reynolds numbers 
on each side of the heat exchanger remain essentially constant. Both the 
Reynolds number optimization relationships and the general relationships 
discussed below are considered in the application of the heat exchanger test 
data from sec. 6. 

The general heat exchanger weight equation from,ref. 7-3 is as follows: 

WTT = UA [g)pri t(g)sej 
X t (f1Re3) pri (PPF . Kf Ff)pri 

t (f’Re3) set (PPF ’ Kf Ff)sec 1 (7-7) 
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$3 and Ff are the core and fluid heat transfer 
he quantities are, comprised of physical quantities 

unique to the test heat exchanger core and the fluids from section 6. 
Some of the quantities can be considered constant. One of the quantities, the 
fin effectiveness of the core, is a function of the local convective heat trans- 
fer coefficient and fin material thermal conductivity. The thermal/physical 
properties of the fluids used are temperature dependent. The gas density 
is pressure dependent. A review of test data in sec. 6 indicates that the use 
of average values for these dependent quantities would produce neglibible 
error. The quantities Kj, Fj, Kf, and Ff were therefore evaluated for aver-’ 
age conditions and maintained constant. The average physical properties 
used, and resultant values for the products (Kj .Fj)pri, (K-j Fj),,,, (Kf Ff)pri, 
and (Kf Fflseca are listed in tables 7-I and 7-II 

The relationships developed from the heat exchanger test data in sec. 6 
for the quantities j’ and f’, as functions of Reynolds numbers, for each side 
of the heat exchangers were used in the above weight equation. As eq. 6-14 
and 6-15 for j’ and eq. 6-17 for f’ indicate, a significant Prandtl number 
influence due to the different atmospheres was found in the correlations of 
these test data. Fig. 6-l and 6-2 show the correlated values of j’ and f’. 
The power penalty factors (PPF)pri and (PPF),,, as used in this analysis 
were defined as follows: 

(PPF)pri = 
PWRE * hWF 

PWRH pri (7-g) 

(PWsec = set (7-9) 

The total weight, WT 
T 

includes equivalent weights for the power used and 
weights for the fan an the pump. It was desirable to include the fan and pump 
weights, as well as the power requirements, in the above expressions in the 
suboptimization relationships. 

The suboptimized weight therefore included heat exchanger weight, fan 
and pump weight, and equivalent electrical power weight. To obtain these 
relationships, the derivatives of the total weight, WTT, with respect to the 
primary and secondary flow Reynolds numbers, were set to zero, and the 
corresponding Reynolds numbers were computed. From ref. 7-3, these 
Reynolds numbers are: 

Re 
314 
pri 

l/4 314 l/4 
-l/3 

b pri + Asec -b set 
)I (7-10) 
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Re 

whe re : 

pri 

b pri = (f’ PPF Kf Ff) pri 

l/4 314 l/4 
b pri + Asec b set 

A set set 

b set = (f’ PPF Kf Ff) set 

11) 

The suboptimized weight expression is: 

l/4 314 1 I’4 . 413 

b pri + Asec 
b 

set 1 (7-12) 

The suboptimized solutions were often geometrically impractical for the 
example problem because the no-flow dimension was generally excessive. 
The above solution is given for usage in making penalty comparisons where 
the answers result in a reasonable heat exchanger weight and shape. In cases 
where the solutions appear impractical, such as producing a narrow frontal area 
and/or an extremely long heat exchanger, or excessiveweight, bounds must be 
set for the liquid-flow length and for the no-flow length. These bounds were both 
set equal to 1. 0 ft for the example problem. For all of the cases evaluated, 
the suboptimized solutions exceeded at least one of these bounds. The vio- 
lating length was set equal to the bound value when the bound was exceeded. 
When only one bound was exceeded, the violating length was set equal to the 
bound, and with the gas flow cross-sectional area constant, the remaining 
new length was found. This value was compared with the appropriate bound 
value and subsequently was set equal to the bound value if it was too large. 
A bound can be set equal to any reasonable length, such as that established 
by the allowable heat exchanger envelope, and the same procedure as outlined 
above can be used. 

Fans. --The performance and weight of fans were determined on the basis 
of piecewise linear curves shown in fig. 7-3 and 7-4. The data are specified 
by the design pressure rise in inches of water. The flow is proportional to 
the square of the fan-impeller diameter, for axial fans with constant tip speed 
(ref. 7-4). Ref. 7-4 and 7-5 indicate that fan weight is approximately equal 
to the square of the fan impeller diameter. These factors lead to a linear 
relationship between flow and weight. The basis for plotting overall efficiency 
as a function of power is based on the general trends of (1) improved electri- 
cal motor efficiencies, and (2) reduced entrance, internal, and exit losses in 
fans with increased power levels. The efficiency and weight data from these 
curves were used to obtain the electrical power terms, PWRE, and the fan 
weight term, WF. 
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Atmospheric Purification and Control System 

CO7 Removal System. --A representative carbon dioxide adsorption sys- 
tem ‘integrated with the thermal control system is shown in fig. 7-l. The 
procedure used for determining component weights and system power require- 
ments is given. Molecular-sieve and silica-gel bed sizes, pressure drops, 
and desorption heat requirements can be obtained from the adsorption bed 
data reduced and presented in sec. 6. The experimentally obtained adsorp- 
tion bed heat transfer coefficients, mas s transfer coefficients, and friction 
factors for adiabatic conditions were used in the analyses in the example 
problem, since the bed did not contain an internal heat exchanger for cooling 
or heating . System weights were obtained by estimating the weight of valves, 
due ting , and mounting structure, and by adding to this weight the result of 
the computed weights of the packaged silica-gel beds, molecular-sieve beds, 
fan, and heat exchanger for each atmosphere examined. 

System pressure drop was obtained by evaluating the system pressure 
drop, exclusive of the silica-gel and molecular-sieve beds, and then adding 
the bed-pressure drops for each atmosphere evaluated. The system heat 
exchanger was sized with the assumptions that (1) the heat load imposed on 
the heat exchanger was equal to the sum of the adsorption heat load for the 
upstream silica-gel bed and the heat load due to the fan and (2) the gas stream 
Reynolds number in this heat exchanger was equal to the Reynolds number in 
the condenser. The latter assumption permitted the heat exchanger size to 
be determined from the condenser size through the ratio of UA values required 
for the two units as previously discussed in the thermal control presentation. 
Heat exchanger effectiveness data from fig. 7-2 were used to obtain the 
required UA value. Fan performance and weight can be obtained in the fan 
and blower presentation previously given. 

A weight of 80 lb for the valves, ducts, and supporting structure was 
estimated for the CO2 adsorption subsystem. This weight was estimated from 
an existing prototype unit with allowance for predicted flight weight system 
development. 

Pressure drops incurred in the prototype unit silica-gel bed and the 
molecular-sieve bed were obtained using the test data in sec. 6 and from bed 
dimensions. The predicted pressure drops were as follows: 

Adsorption bed Silica-gel Molecular-sieve 

Pressure drop 
for N2-02 at 
10 psia at 10 cfm 

0. 57 in. of 0. 69 in. of 
water water 

The resulting prototype unit CO2 removal subsystem pressure drop, exclu- 
sive of the adsorption-bed pressure drop, was 13. 1 in. of water for 10 cfm of 
gas flow for a lo-psia N2 - 02 atmosphere and is adjusted for the various 
other gas densities used. This pressure drop versus flow rate is comparable 
t-o that obtained from prototype units for space cabin simulators. 
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM COMPARING LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM 
PENALTY FOR DIFFERENT CABIN -ATMOSPHERES .- - --- -- ~~ - - ---- -. 

A representative space laboratory life support system was established 
to evaluate. the effects of the atmosphere selection on the design with the 
analysis and test data previously discussed in sets. 2 through 6 and with the 
analytical techniques previously presented in this section. Fig. 7-l presents 
an integrated atmospheric purification and thermal control part of the support 
system. The design conditions and assumptions for the example problem are 
as follows : 

Mission--Earth-orbital laboratory having a 90-day periodwithout resupply. 

Crew-- 3 to 4 men. 

Cabin volume--5360 cu ft. 

Airlock size--100 cu ft. 

Cabin leakage assumed to be 2 lb/day based on a 7-psia N2-02 condition. 

Cabin repressurization penalty for emergency allows for 1 
repressurization. 

Airlock usage --once per day. 

Airlock pump-down to cabin and return will be used for gas conservation. 

Oxygen consumption--Z lb/day/man. 

Crew average clothing factor-- 
used in He-02 atmosphere). 

0. 70 cl0 in N2-02 atmosphere (same suit 

Average metabolic load based on 24 hr--460 Btu/hr/man. 

Cabin average ventilation rate--50 fpm. 

Cabin pressure levels and average temperature for comfort that will be 
used for the penalty comparison is as follows (see sec. 2). 

5 psia 7 psia 10 psia 

02 

N2 02 

He 02 

70°F -- -- 

70°F 70°F 71 “F 

73. 5 “F 76.5”F 78 “F 
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Total cabin sensible heat load--2000 Btu/hr. 

Cabin dew point temperature--60 “F. 

Water vapor generation rate--O. 4 lb/hr. 

Carbon dioxide generation rate--O. 281 lb/hr. 

Power system--isotope-Brayton. 

Power system penalty--503 lb/kW. 

The major life support systems that could be directly affected by the 
selection of atmosphere composition and pressure, as previously discussed, 
are the atmospheric supply and pressurization, airlock, atmospheric purifi- 
cation and control, and thermal control systems. Separate examples on the 
use of the presented data from the study are also presented in each of the 
related sets. 2 through 6. The sample problem presented below is for each 
of the systems noted and uses the given design conditions and assumptions. 

Atmosphere Supply and Pressurization System 

Spacecraft penalty for gas makeup to compensate for leakage, repres- 
surization, and for metabolic use is shown in table 7-ICI. Airlock operation 
penalty is given in table 7-IV. Supercritical gas storage was used for this 
penalty tradeoff because it represents current technology. 

Atmosphere Purification Sys tern and Thermal Control Sys tern 

Fig. 7-1 shows the arrangement of the regenerative CO2 removal and 
humidity control loop, as it is integrated with the thermal control system. 
The atmospheric and thermal control system weight and power requirements 
were taken from fig. 7-5 through 7-9 and tables 7-V and 7-VI. 

Solutions were obtained for gas flow rates of 25, 50, and 100 lb/hr and 
coolant temperature rises of lo and 7 “F for the condenser loop, based on con- 
denser characteristics given in tables 7-I and 7-U. The combined penalty of 
condenser weight, fan weight, and fan power was generally lowest for the 
50 lb/hr gas flow rate except for the lo-psia N2-O2 atmosphere where the 
lowest combined penalty occurred at the lOO-lb/hr flow rate. Tabulated data 
for these solutions are.shown in table 7-V. The condenser weights are wet 
and include a 20% weight increase for headers and support structure. The 
condenser and heat exchanger characteristics used are given in tables 7-I and 
7-11. A gas flow rate to the regenerative CO2 adsorption system was 10 cfm, 
which produces a 60 fpm bed face velocity. The remainder of the gas flow 
leaving the condenser bypassed the CO2 adsorption system. The adsorption 
system weight and power requirements were obtained as outlined previously, 
and from the data in sec. 6 and table 7-VI. 
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TABLE 7 -III 

WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR STORED 
ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS 

Atmosphere 
Pi-es sure 

(psia) 
Oxygen storage Diluent storage Total atmosphere 

weight (lb) weight (lb) storage weight (lb) 

N2 -O2 5 953 130 1083 

7 978 269 1247 

10 1003 482 1485 

He-O2 5 

; 

956 90 1046 

975 153 1128 

10 1003 206 1209 

O2 5 1052 0 1052 

Notes: 

1. Exclusive of storage vessel penalty due to airlock operation (see Table 7-IV). 

2. Total storage vessel weight includes stored supercritical atmospheric 
constituent, tankage, and insulation taken from section 5. 

3. Gas use rates include oxygen consumption, cabin leakage, and a single 
repressurization for a 90-day mission. 



TABLE 7-IV 

WEIGHT AND POWER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR AIRLOCK OPERATION 

Atmosphere 
Pressure 

(pia) 

Average 
Pump power 

@WI 
Pump weight 

(lb) 

Total storage 
vessel weight 

(lb) 

N2 -O2 5 0.23 12.3 19. 9 

7 0.33 12.7 23. 3 

10 0. 48 13.3 26. 8 

He -02 5 0.22 11.9 19.9 

7 0.33 12.3 21.74 

10 0. 46 12.7 23. 8 

O2 5 0. 23 12.3 19. 6 

Notes : 

1. Total storage vessel weight includes stored supercritical fluid atmospheric 
constituents, tankage, and insulation taken from sections 4 and 5. 

2. Airlock operation is based on the 90-day mission with a single airlock 
usage per day, with airlock pumping into cabin (see section 4). 



TABLE 7-V 

CONDENSER LOOP WEIGHT AND 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 

Con- Con- Con- Con- 

’ Tsec 
denser denser denser denser 

Re Wsec 
Fan Fan 

Atmo- Press. Wpri weight outlet 
sphere (psia) (lb/hr) (“F) (lb 1 (btuyk”F) temp (“F) tievf,fzzss 

power weight 
g (lb/h-) (W) (lb 1 

N2 A02 5 50 1” 8. 6 30. 17 52. 6 0. 59 23. 0 628. 4. 4 1. 1 

50 7” 9. 6 35.62 52. 6 0. 59 24. 2 126. 5. 2 1. 1 

10 100 1” 9. 90 43.86 52. 4 0. 61 30. 1 881. 6. 0 1. 2 

100 7” 11. 1 51.49 52. 4 0. 61 33. 2 126. 6. 5 1. 2 

He-O2 5 50 1” 10. 4 35.99 52. 1 0. 65 22. 1 730. 5. 8 1. 3 

50 7” 11.75 39. 1 52. 1 0. 65 22. 9 105. 6.4 1.3 

10 50 1” 8. 15 40. 9 52. 96 0. 67 20. 8 962. 4. 0 1. 2 

50 7” 9. 3 50. 7 52. 96 0. 67 23. 3 138. 4. 7 1, 2 

O2 5 50 1” 9. 4 31. 8 52. 3 0. 60 20. 7 627. 4. 6 1. 1 

50 7” 10. 7 37. 52 52. 3 0. 60 21. 9 90. 6.9 1.1 



TABLE 7-VI 

CARBON DIOXIDE ADSORPTION SYSTEM 
WEIGHT AND POWER REQUIREMENTS 

Total 

a2 molecular 
sys tern 

Heat 
sieve beds “2 Silica gel Fan exchanger b Total. pressure 

Fixed system drop (in. Fan 
Atmosphere (lb) beds (lb) (lb) (lb) weight weight (lb) of water) power (W) 

N2 - O2 

7 psia 14.2 21.9 1.0 3.9 80 121.0 14.48 85.0 

I 5 psia 9.4 32. 2 1.0 3.1 80 125.7 13.06 77.0 

He - O2 

7 psia 16.4 24.1 1.0 1.5 80 123.0 10.44 61.5 

5 psia 9.85 32.4 1.0 3.3 80 126.6 11.09 65.5 
I I 

“Includes canister weight. 

b 
Ducts, controls, valves, supporting structure, and other fixed weight. 

- 



The adsorption system selected for each atmosphere has the lowest 
weight penalty due to fixed weight and fan power. Molecular-sieve and silica- 
gel bed weights and fan power to overcome pressure drop requirements were 
taken from tables 6-I and ~-III. It was assumed that waste heat for desorp- 
tion was available from the vehicle power system. As noted in sec. 6, and 
by comparing the data in tables 6-III and 6-IV, cooling the silica gel beds 
during adsorption reduces the amount of bed material required.. Therefore, 
the bed weights used in this adiabatic design are somewhat conservative. 

The minimum penalty systems selected correspond to molecular sieve 
bed initial loadings of 0 lb adsorbate/lb bed for the 5-psia atmospheres and 
0. 02 lb adsorbate/lb bed for the 7-psia atmospheres. Initial bed loading of 
0. 01 lb adsorbate/lb bed was used for the silica gel beds for all atmospheres. 

The sums of the desorption heat requirements from tables 6-I and 6-111 
for a molecular sieve bed and a silica gel bed for each of these systems vary 
between 380 to 460W. If electrical power were used instead of waste heat it 
would add an additional weight penalty of from 190 to 230 lb. 

The molecular sieve can be optimized by considering the use of vacuum 
only at the expense of increased bed size and/or cycle time, the use of a 
combination of thermal heat and vacuum for smaller bed sizes and/or shorter 
cycle times and by increasing the allowable concentration in the bed at the 
start of adsorption. Sec. 6 data and procedures can be used to evaluate these 
conditions. Normally, computer optimization is required to accomplish this 
task. Approximations can be made by scaling the data shown in sec. 6. The 
inlet temperatures and flow rates entering the silica-gel bed that precedes 
the molecular sieve were determined from the outlet conditions of the 
condenser. 

Total packaged bed weights, including canisters and liquid coolant pro- 
visibns, were assumed to be 1. 75 times the weights of bed material. 
Table 7-VI shows a detailed breakdown of the variation in penalty for the 
CO2 adsorption system. 

Most thermal control systems are designed to achieve a cabin heat 
exchanger outlet temperature above the saturation temperature to preclude 
condensing in the heat exchanger. Achieving outlet temperatures above the 
saturation temperature is more easily achieved with some of the candidate 
atmospheres than with others, as shown in fig. 7-10. A partial explanation 
of the differences in heat exchanger weights and fan powers, shown in 
figs. 7-5 through 7-9, follows. The combination of high specific heat and 
high cabin temperature for the lo-psia heilum-oxygen atmosphere results in 
the lowest required gas weight flow rate. This, in turn, results in the lowest 
fan power requirement. The higher density for the lo-psia nitrogen-oxygen 
atmosphere results in reduced fan power, compared to the 5-psia helium- 
oxygen atmosphere even though in this latter case there is a somewhat lower 
flow rate. The low density and high flow rate for the 5-psia nitrogen-oxygen 
atmosphere and 5-psia oxygen atmosphere result in the largest fan power. 
The heavier heat exchangers obtained for the helium-oxygen atmospheres 
were largely due to the Reynold’s number which resulted from the lower gas 
flow rates. Reduction in these heat exchanger weights could be achieved 
with liquid flow and no-flow lengths less than 1. 0 ft. 
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HEAT EXCHANGER PRIMARY FLOW RATE LB/HR 

FIGURE 7 -10’ HEAT EXCHANGER OUTLET TEMPERATURE 
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System pressure drops include the effect of entrance losses, internal 
losses, and exit losses at the condenser and at the cabin exchanger, and 
pressure drop of a water separator, based on 2-in. circulator distribution 
ducts for the condenser and a 4-in. duct for the cabin heat exchanger. 

Summary of Penalty Comparison for Different Atmospheres 

Table 7-VII presents a review of the penalty difference that was incurred 
by the change in atmospheric composition and pr.essure level for oxygen at 
5 psia, helium-oxygen at 5, 7, and 10 psia, and nitrogen-oxygen at 5, 7, and 
10 psia, with a 3. 5-psia partial pressure of oxygen. The example problem 
indicates that a helium-oxygen sy.stem can be designed for lower total sys tern 
weight rather than either a nitrogen-oxygen or pure oxygen system. Further- 
more, the penalty incurred by increasing pressures, and diluent concentra- 
tion, is not large for helium diluent but is significant if the diluent is nitrogen. 

A lower atmosphere supply system storage weight exists for helium- 
oxygen because of the lower gas weight requirements for leakage makeup and 
repre.ssurization. For example, 1046 lb are required as noted in table 7-VU 
for helium oxygen at 5 psia as compared to 1083 lb for nitrogen-oxygen or 
1052 lb for pure oxygen at the same pressure. The airlock penalty difference 
for a different gas mixture is primarily dependent on the airlock repressuri- 
zation system used and on the gas density. Therefore, the airlock system 
used is more important than the gas used. Sec. 4 presents the tradeoff 
parameters for various airlock systems that have been proposed for 
spacecraft. 

Weight of the basic heat and mass transfer equipment is nearly indepen- 
dent of the atmosphe’re composition and pressure for the atmosphere purifi- 
cation system and the thermal control system. The total penalty difference 
is primarily caused by fan power to overcome system pressure drop. Fan 
power decreases with increased cabin pressures and is less with helium 
diluent than with nitrogen at equivalent pressures. The most significant 
decrease in power occurs in the thermal control systems. Blower power 
penalty for the helium-oxygen compared to nitrogen-oxygen and oxygen atmos- 
pheres is decreased because of the increased specific heat of the gas and the 
higher allowable cabin heat rejection temperature. This combination permits 
a decrease in gas flow rate and, thereby, significantly reduces blower power 
in the thermal control system. Increased sensible heat load above the 
2000 Btu/hr design point can significantly increase the savings for helium- 
oxygen atmospheres. The thermal control system weight penalty for the 
example problem is shown in fig. 7- 11. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The major systems influenced by the atmosphere composition and pres- 
sure level from a penalty standpoint are the atmosphere supply and pressur- 
ization and thermal control ‘systems. The atmosphere purification and control 
system and the airlock system are influenced to a much lesser degree, as 
was illustrated in the example problem. 
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TABLE 7-VII 

LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM WEIGHTS FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

Atmosphere- 

System Type Pressure (psia)- 

Atmospheric supply and pressurizationa 

Storage wise1 and a’tmosphere 
weight (lb) 

Airlock penalty 

Storage vessel and atmosphere 
weight (lb) 

Pump weight (lb) 

Pump power penalty (lb)b 

Atmosphere purification and control system 

CO2 control system weight .(lb) 

CO2 control system fan power (lb)b 

Condenser weight (lb) 

Fan weight (lb) 

Fan power (lb)b 

Thermal control system 

Heat exchanger weight (lb) 

Fan weight (lb) 

Fan power (Ib)b 

Total system weight (lb) 

O2 N2 - O2 He - O2 

5 5 7 10 5 7 10 

1052.0 1083.0 1247.0 1485.0 1046.0 1128.0 1209.0 

19.6 

12.3 

1.1 

33.0 

19.9 

12.3 

I. 2 

33.4 

23.3 

12.7 

1.7 

37.7 

26.8 19.9 

13.3 11.9 

2.4 1.1 - - 

42.5 32.9 

21.7 23.8 

12.3 12.7 

1.7 2.3 

35.7 38. a 

126.0 125.7 121.0 117.0 126.6 123.0 

39.0 38.6 42.8 46.0 32; 8 31.0 

10.7 9. 6 12.2 11.1 11:e 8.4 

1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.2 

2.0 2.2 3.0 3.3 2.9 2.0 2.4 - - 

178.8 177.2 180.2 178.6 175.4 165.6 163.1 / 

12.3 12.3 11.5 10.3 13. a 13.9 13.9 I 

a.1 8.1 7.5 4.3 7.2 5.2 3.1 I. 
146. 0 146.0 90.5 41.8 75.5 35.0 10.9 I 
166.4 166.4 109.5 56.4 96. 5 54.1 27.9 !. 

1430.2 1463.0 1574.4 1762.5 1350.8 1383.4 1430.8 

%alues for metabolic use, leakage, and repressurization. 
b Brayton - Isotope power system penalty = 0. 503 lb/watt. 



50( 

0 

POWER PENALTY’ LB/ WATT 

FIGURE.7~11’ TGERMAL CQNTROL LOOP WEIGHT’ PENALTY 
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The data presented in sets. 6 and 7 can be best applied by using a For- 
tran program, such as the NASA G-189 Generalized Environmental Control 
and Life Support Fortran Program, or the Air Force ASD TDR-63-328 for 
Atmosphe ric Control Sys terns, that defines the particular component arrange- 
ment and components for the life support system under evaluation. However, 
approximations in the penalty difference incurred by.atmosphere selection 
can be made by applying the procedures and data contained in this report. 

Data for the evaluation for all life support systems can be obtained from 
sets. 2 through 6 which are entitled as follows: 

l Comfort Zone. 

0 Leakage . 

0 Airlock System. 

l Atmosphere Supply System. 

a The Effect of Atmosphere Selection on Component Heat and Mass 
Transfer. 

For the conditions considered in the sample problem there is a weight 
advantage in using helium-oxygen atmospheres. This advantage increases if 
higher atmospheric pressures (higher diluent percentages) are considered. 
The primary advantage of helium-‘oxygen is that a lower weight of gas is 
required for low leakage rates and fan and blower power is reduced. The 
savings in blower power are caused by the higher allowable comfort zone 
temperature which reduces volumetric flow rates in the cabin conditioning 
sys tern. More test data are required for a greater number of subjects with 
varying degrees of clothing and for different wall temperatures to refine the 
allowable comfort zone data. Criteria that also must be considered, in addi- 
tion to weight penalty, are the availability of hardware, cost, reliability, 
design risk, and fire protection. A discussion of the fire problem associated 
with atmosphere selection is presented in sec. 8. 
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Section 8 

COMPARISON OF ATMOSPHERES FOR FIRE PREVENTION 

A vehicle designer normally selects the cabin atmosphere mixture and 
pressure level based on either one or a combination of design requirements 
that involve human physiology, low weight penalty, .cost, hardware availa- 
bility and vehicle compatibility with other associated vehicle systems. This 
can be done if the more flammable materials are not used in vehicle design 
or if these materials are isolated behind panels. Many of the most favorable 
heat transport fluids, lubricants, and materials cannot be used aboard a 
spacecraft because of the increase in fire potential. The cabin ventilation 
rate must also be held to a minimum to retard the fire potential. The weight 
and cost difference for a vehicle because of the material selection and test 
program varies with each design. The selection and testing of materials for 
the larger vehicles becomes even more stringent if 100 percent oxygen is used. 
The material and fluid selection program could be extremely costly when con- 
sidering the larger planned space laboratories and the ever increasing num- 
ber of experiments. 

Logic indicates that even using utmost care, the materials, the power 
source, and the ventilation rate aboard a manned spacecraft in null gravity 
could still potentially cause some material to ignite and fire propagation in 
any atmosphere. Therefore, common low ignition materials were selected 
to determine the effect of cabin atmosphere on the probable burning phenom- 
ena. Test data for cotton cloth, insulated wire and other materials in the 
literature were reviewed. The published test procedures and specimens were 
not especially directed toward null gravity “burning rate tests. ” Therefore, 
specimens and tests were established to obtain one g baseline correlation 
data and also to be compatible with an 18 to 22 second null gravity flight time. 
The test specimens and procedures were additionally tailored to permit 
extension to orbital flight. 

Atmosphere selection must consider all aspects of the proposed mission. 
In addition to flight operation, systems must be subjected to ground develop- 
ment and checkout tests. Exposure may be greater during these phases than 
in actual flight. In any event it is certain that characteristics in one g and the 
higher ‘g’ levels encountered during launch and entry, must be evaluated as 
well as those in null g. Necessary changes in pressure level must also be 
considered. It may well be that testing at sea level, one g will require an 
entirely different test atmosphere selection than flight operation. Certainly 
the use of a two gas atmosphere at sea level conditions to replace a five psia, 
pure oxygen atmosphere in space presents no greater compromise of engineer- 
ing operation and much less hazard than a sea level, oxygen atmosphere. 

Insight into the relationship of atmosphere selection to fire prevention 
aboard the spacecraft is provided by analysis and by test. Analysis of ignition 
and combustion characteristics will, in general, provide only limited quali- 
tative results unless extremely complicated and detailed studies are performed. 
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Such general analyses, as presented in the following discussion, do provide 
valuable insight into the parameters influencing the combustion process and 
therefore are valuable in planning test programs and interpreting test results. 

These analyses shown that ignition temperature is relatively independent 
of atmosphere selection, but is dependent upon oxygen partial pressure and, 
to a lesser extent, upon free or forced convection. Of course, for a given 
energy source, the time required to reach ignition temperature is dependent 
upon the conductivity of the atmosphere and therefore on the selection of 
diluent. 

Once ignition has occurred, analysis indicates that rate of flame prop- 
agation depends upon the gravity forces present, the forced convection cur- 
rents, nature of the material, oxygen partial pressure and the thermal 
diffusivity of the atmosphere selected. 

Greater insight into the actual interaction of these variables is provided 
by tests reported on the following pages. These tests were conducted in 
atmospheres tyoical of those proposed for space cabin usage, including nor- 
mal air at 14. 7 psia, pure oxygen at 3. 5, 5, 10, and 16 psia, and two gas 
mixtures of oxygen with nitrogen or helium at 5, 7, and 10 psia. Data were 
obtained on ignition temperatures and burning rates under varying convection 
conditions and oxygen partial pressure. In addition to one gravity, tests were 
run under short-term zero g in an airplane. In order to standardize on mate- 

.rials that are likely to be found in the space cabin, test items included cotton 
cloth patches, single insulated wires, and bundles of insulated wires. 

The important conclusions of these tests include the following: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Over the range tested, ignition temperature is independent of 
the type or partial pressure of diluent. 

Ignition temperature of cotton cloth is significantly decreased 
by increasing oxygen partial pressure (up to 7 psia). 

For a given input power, the heating rate of the ignition source 
is slower in a helium-oxygen atmosphere than an equivalent 
nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere. This is due to the higher thermal 
conductivity of the helium mixture and results in delayed igni- 
tion which may significantly reduce the probability of fire. 
At equivalent total pressures and oxygen partial pressures, 
cotton cloth burns faster in a helium-oxygen atmosphere than 
a nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere. 
Addition of diluent (helium or nitrogen) to atmospheres of equal 
oxygen partial pressure (3. 5 psia) results in decreasing rates 
of combustion of cotton cloth. 

Overloaded electrical wires take the longest to smoke and/or 
burn-through in helium-oxygen mixtures, and second longest in 
nitrogenioxygen. Shortest times were observed in pure oxygen. 

Effects of diluents (helium or nitrogen) on smoking and burn- 
through of overloaded wires are magnified when the wires are 
bundled. 

Burning characteristics of cotton cloth in null gravity were 
sinnificantlv influenced bv tvoe and amount of diluent. 
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A DISCUSSION OF FIRE THEORY 

Analyses of the ignition and combustion processes were completed to 
understand the influence of atmosphere selection and to help guide the test 
program and later data correlation. 

Published analytical techniques used to define fire phenomena as they 
affect cabin atmosphere and potential cabin materials have been provided by 
Kimzey, Huggett, Klein and others. Each has made an important contribu- 
tion which enables a better understanding of the total problem. The se anal- 
yses and test data are given in references 8-1, 8-2 and 8-3. 

A discussion is presented to help explain the effect of free and forced 
convection on ignition. A brief analysis is made also on the effects of 
gravity, oxygen concentration, atmospheric diluent and free stream velocity 
upon combustion rates. 

Gravity and Convection Effects on Ignition 

A de scription of the parameters governing the ignition process is pre- 
sented to describe the factors and processes involved. The information is 
intended to explain an interpretation of the general behavior of the most 
recognizable parameters. 

The physical system describing a specimen to be tested is shown in 
figure 8- 1. Shown is a single laver of cotton cloth folded over a wire. The 
following discussion will be primarily concerned with the region to the right 
of the Y axis. The system is assumed to be symmetrical around the 2 axis, 
and distances are represented by the radius from the tiire center. The wire 
when heated electrically with a step voltage input produces a time-temperature 
curve of the wire and cloth shown in figure 8-2. The dashed line represents 
the temperature at the outside surface of the cloth, designated as Tb. This 
curve is assumed to be essentially independent of the surrounding environ- 
ment, which is probably valid at least during the first few seconds after 
application of power to the wire. Two cases are described, one involving 
no convection, representing null gravity, and one involving finite convection. 

Figure 8-3 shows temperature profile shapes predicted at various times 
after power application for a null gravity condition. The temperature of the 
wire increases quite rapidly, the cloth somewhat more slowly, and the gas 
at a much slower rate at increased distance from the cloth surface. 

Gaseous hydrocarbons are evolved as the cloth is heated past its decom- 
position temperature. These gases ignite and form a flame. The surrounding 
gases become less dense as they are heated before ignition if a constant 
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FIGURE 8-2 HEATING RATES OF WIRE AND CLOTH 
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FIGURE 8-3 TEMPERATURE PROFILES (NO CONVECTION) 
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pressure system and negligible gas evolution is assumed. Density gradients 
appear as a function of time for ideal gas behavior as shown in_f&ure 8-4. 
Assuming the application of Dalton’s law, concentration gradients-of oxygen 
in terms of moles of oxygen/liter shown in’figure 8-5 can be calculated from 
the temperature profiles by the following equation: 

amb T 
C 0 =c - 

O2 O2 T  

(8-l) 

Where Co2 is the concentration of oxygen expressed in moles/liter at the 
appropriate temperature. The evolved gases will tend to reduce the oxygen 
concentration in the region near the cloth at anincreased rate since a net 
flux of gases will be directed outward from the cloth surface. Now the oxy- 
gen concentration gradients in the system will actually appear as shown in 
figure 8-6. The oxygen concentration and temperature at any point in the sys- 
tem may be determined at any time from profiles similar to those of figures 
8-3 and 8-6. The minimum temperature at which cotton cloth will ignite has 
been proven by test to be discussed later to be a function of the partial pres- 
sure of oxygen. This is consistent with the statistical kinetic models which 
indicate that self-sustaining oxidation depends upon the number of collisions 
of oxygen and fuel molecules (concentration dependent), and the energies at 
which they collide (temperature dependent). The experimental curve of 
minimum ignition temperature for cotton cloth as a function of the concen- 
tration of oxygen, corrected for temperature, is shown in figure 8-7. The 
region above the curve represents conditions which will result in ignition. 

Neglecting the evolution of gases during the heating of the cloth, a 
temperature-concentration gradient will proceed up to the maximum wire 
temperature along line A. If this were the case, the surface would ignite 
when its temperature reached the minimum ignition temperature as evidenced 
by the intersection with the minimum ignition curve. 

The effect of the evolution of gases by the decomposition of the cloth is 
seen by plotting points representing a region of gas immediately adjacent to 
the surface of the cloth at various times. The curve shifts toward lower 
oxygen concentrations corresponding to the change in oxygen concentration 
gradient shown in figure 8-6. Line B shown in figure 8-7 represents the 
temperature-concentration profile at various times for a point near the cloth 
surface. Line B does not cross the minimum ignition line. It is tangential 
with line A since the effect of evolved gases will become negligible at larger 
distances, and asymptotically approaches zero at the higher temperatures 
since there will be essentially no oxygen at the surface of the cloth. The 
dashed lines extending from each time point represent a temperature- 
composition gradient with the distance at that particular time. The distance 
scale is very non-linear since the point Cozamb represents the bulk concen- 
tration and ambient temperature at an infinite distance away from the cloth 
surface. At time t5, the gradient becomes tangential to the minimum igni- 
tion curve, and ignition occurs. Therefore, ignition takes place in the 
combustible gases some distance away from the surface of the cloth. If the 
time-temperature curve of the surface of the cloth can be obtained, the. evol- 
ution rate of the gases from the cloth estimated, and the minimum ignition 
curve for the particular material obtained, the ignition time in null gravity 
can be calculated. 
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FIGURE 8-4 GAS DENSITY PROFILES (NO CONVECTION- EVOLVED GASES CONSIDERED NEGLIGIBLE) 
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FIGURE 8-5 OXYGEN CONCENTRATION PROFILES (NO’ CONVECTION, NEGLECTING EVOLVED ‘GASES) 
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FIGURE 8*- 6 OXYGEN CONCENTRATION PROFILES (NO CONVECTION) 
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Figure 8-7’ Ignition Process With No Convection Present 
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One of the major effects of free or forced c,onvection will appear in the 
temperature profile. Figures 8-3 and 8-8 can be compared if the power is 
adjusted to permit the wire temperature to follow the same profile as in the 

- 7: case with no convection. 
- 

The temperature willbe lower at any point in the 
gas temperature profile with convection. Thus, ignition would be expected 
to take longer with convection due to the increased time required to reach 
the ignition temperature. 

The effect of convection on the oxygen concentration profile .is shown in 
figure 8-9. The density effect will be diminished due to the lower overall 
temperature conditions in-the zone. 

_. 
T.be -effect of evolved gases~xnot be 

as large since the gases will be physically removed by convection and re- 
placed with oxygen-rich gas. The overall result will be to move the line 
representing the temperature-concentration conditions of a point near the 
cloth closer to the hypothetical line A of figure 8-7 which neglects evolved 
.gases; Line B moves to the right for very high convection rates and even- 
tually crosses the minimum ignition line. However, for normal convection 
rates as shown in figure 8-10, the gradients representing various times are 
closer to the curve and ignition occurs sooner with convection. Convection 
actually enhances ignition, a fact that also has many times been substantiated 
experimentally. Comparison of figure 8-7 and figure 8-10 also indicates the 
point of ignilion occurs closer to the cloth surface with convection present, 
since oxygen is forced into the hot zone nearer the cloth. The ignition point 
occurs very close to the cloth surface for high convection rates since the 
predicted shape of the temperature profile of the cloth is no longer valid due 
to rapid cooling. Extremely high convection rates can sweep away and dilute 
the combustible evolved gase.s, and ignition will be retarded and, in some 
cases prevented. 

Gravity indirectly affects heat transfer rate through bouyancy forces. 
However, gravity should have no effect upon ignition temperature. Convec- 
tive velocity and gas pressure may influence the heating rate and dilute the 
combustible gases but should have very little effect upon the ignition tem- 
perature. Null gravity test run 4, for N2-02 gas mixture of 7 psia, had a 
time to ignition the same as that obtained in one-g test for the same ignition 
temperature. More tests in null gravity are required to verify the above 
statements. However, Kimzey also recognized that the ignition phenomena 
difference between no convection in null gravity and free convection at one g 
is relatively small (ref. 8-l). 

Low Gravity Burning Characteristics 

A general analysis of simple models has been considered in order to 
obtain some insight into the effects of gravity, diluent gas, oxygen concen- 
tration and convection velocity on combustion characteristics. A brief re- 
view of the literature indicates that the combustion of a material such as 
cotton cloth in a stagnant or low velocity atmosphere, takes place with a 
diffusion flame which usually is laminar. 

The literature mainly discusses gas phase reactions. Although some 
consideration was given to the burning of liquid drops or wax pellets, very 
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FIGURE 8 -8 TEMPERATURE PROFILES (FREE AND/OR FORCED CONVECT,ION) 
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FIGURE 8-9 OXYGEN CONCENTRATION PROFILES (FREE AND/OR FORCED CONVECTION) 
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Figure 8-10 Ignition Process With Convection Present 
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little was found on the combustion of solids. There was general agreement 
that the ignition and combustion’of alpha-cellulose was dominated by thermal 
diffusion. 

The combustion of a solid such as alpha-cellulose or cotton cloth is 
characterized by a luminous flame. Heat transmitted from the flame front 
causes vaporization of the volatile gases in the solid material which form an 
expanding blanket over the solid surface to the flame front. The combustion 
of this expanding gas at the flame front produces combustion products at an 
even higher temperature and further outward expansion. However, oxygen 
from the free atmosphere must diffuse inward to the flame’front in sufficient 
quantity to support the combustion reaction. The combustion mechanics 
therefore consists of: 

1. The transfer of heat from the luminous flame to solid surface, 
vaporizing combustible gas. 

2. Expansion of this gas during heating to reach the flame front. 

3. Mass transfer of enough oxygen from the free atmosphere to 
the flame front to support combustion. 

4. Combustion of the expanding combustible products. 

Combustion is therefore a combination of heat transfer and mass 
transfer processes. If convection is present, the mass transfer process 
is aided. This convection may be self generated in a normal gravity field, 
supporting rapid combustion. However in null gravity, free convection will 
not occur. In the absence of outside gas circulation (forced convection), the 
mass transfer of oxygen into the flame front may then be inhibited to the 
point where combustion is considerably slowed or even extinguished. Since 
systems usually require checkout prior to flight, characteristics in both 
one g and null g must be considered, in any event. 

The following analysis is based upon heat transfer concepts, although 
the process is known to include mass transfer as well. The considerations 
are similar, however, since Reynold’s Analogy of heat and mass transfer 
shows that the two processes are closely related and governed by similar 
equations. 

The heat transfer by convection from a horizontal heated flat plate is 
given by an equation of the form 

hL l/4 
-= 0. 54 (Gr Pr) 

k (8-z) 

It has been shown that combustion involves a combination of convection (of 
oxygen into the flame front at least) and conduction (from the flame front to 
the burning material). For conduction into a semi-infinite medium due to a 
step rise in temperature at the interface (ignition), the following equation is 
given (ref. 8-4). 
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T - T, 

To- Tea 
= G 

2 :e) Ii2 
(8-3) 

in which G is the Gaussian error integral. 

A critical time and critical diffusion length can be derived in which the 
conduction heat transfer (time variant by equation 8-3) is equal to the convec- 
tion heat transfer. In this derivation, the time is assume-d arbitrarily to 
equal that for the temperature to reach 90 percent of the steady state value 
given by equation 8-3, or- 

T - T, 

To- Tea 
= 0.90 

Substitution of equation (8-4) into (8-3) and solution results in the 
following: 

xC 

112 
= 1.12 

2 (a Oc) 

or 

e 
1 X 

=- - 
C a [ 1 2. c24 

2 

(8-4) 

(8-5) 

In equation (8-5) the critical diffusion length. Xc is the distance in which 
the temperature transient has penetrated in the critical time period 8,. The 
heat transfer rate for conduction is given by 

;1= 
kA(T -T,) 

0 

(na 0,) 
l/2 

and for convection by 

;1 = hA (To - T,) 

or, substituting from equation (8-2), 

;1 = A(To-T,); x 0. 54 (Gr Pr) l/4 

(8-b) 

(8-7) 
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Equations (8-6) and (8-7) can be solved simultaneously, as shown in 
reference 8-5, to derive the following expression for critical time as a func- 
tion of gravitational level, g,, 

ec = 1-[ gcp:,9::To),] 1’2 (8-B) 

Equations (8-5) and (8-8) may be equated and solved for g, to derive the 
following expression for critical diffusion length as a function of gravitational 
acceleration: 

xc = 2.28 [ pg~;;;;o,] 1’4 (8-9) 

Equation (8-9) shows that, as gravitational forces are reduced, the critical 
diffusion length X must be--increased. In other words, the region around the 
flame becomes msre contaminated with combustion products, inhibiting trans- 
fer of fresh oxygen to maintain the flame. This is consistent with experimental 
observations in which combustion activity is greatly reduced in low g tests, 
compared with equivalent one g conditions. For example, during Test Run 12 
reported subsequently, in a 7 psia helium-oxygen atmosphere, a fire which 
was started under one g was extin uished w 

5% 
en the aircraft reached a near- 

null gravity condition (between lo- and 10 -9 g’s) and re-ignited a few seconds 
later after “pull out. ” Apparently the low gravity prevents visible combus- 
tion but does not allow sufficient cooling of the test item to bring it below the 
ignition temperature. It therefore is able to resume combustion when higher 
free convection rates are imposed. Of course, if null gravity is maintained 
long enough to allow cooling of the specimen, no re-ignition would take place. 

To relate the conditions of free and forced convection, a critical veloc- 
ity will be introduced. This critical velocity is that in which the heat trans- 
fer and corresponding mass transfer rates due to forced convection are equal 
to those due to free convection. 

The heat transfer coefficient for laminar forced convection parallel to 
a flat plate is as follows: 

h = 0.664 t (Re) 1’2 (Pr) 1’3 (8-10) 

The initial convective velocity can be found by equating (8-2) and (8- 10): 

1 l/2 
V = 0.664 

C 
L g,p (T,- To) (8-11) 
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Figure 8-11 shows a representative plot of equation (8-ll), for values of 
Tal - To = 2000°F. This plot shows the approximate convective velocities 
resulting from the combustion of a 2-in. specimen at a temperature of 
2000°F and therefore is an indication of the boundary between free and forced 
convection as a function of g level. As an example, at 1 g the value is given 
as approximately 1. 5 ft/sec or 90 ft/min. Although this is slightly high it is, 
not hard to visualize such a convective velocity being developed by a 
2000” flame. At g, = 10-2, V, = 0. 15 ft/sec or 9 ft/min. If data with 
natural convection show flame extinguishment at 1 Oe2 g, then it would be 
reasonable to expect a forced convective velocity of 9 ft/min would be 
required to support combustion under true null gravity conditions. This is 
significant because the critical range of 10-3 to 10-2 g estimated previously 
represents critical velocities from 3 to 9 ft/min. Crew comfort considera- 
tions are almost certain to require substantially higher convective velocities 
than these. From this, it can be concluded that forced convection will be 
controlling combustion processes in spacecraft under null gravity, except in 
closed areas where cabin circulation fans do not reach. 

IGNITION AND BURNING TEST PROCEDURE AND DATA 

So that data could be provided on representative inflammable samples, 
cotton cloth and insulated wire were selected to determine the effects of 
atmosphere and gravity on ignition time and burning phenomena. The cloth 
used was Flight-Text Grade A(MIL-C-5646C). A 2 in. x 2 in. cloth was 
selected as best suited in size for 6 to 22 set null gravity tests. Propagation 
rates were evaluated using 8 in. x 2 in. specimens. The size is most adapt- 
able to the longer null gravity flights. 

The test description and representative results are reported as follows: 

l Atmospheric effect of ignition temperature. 

l Atmospheric effect on ignition and burning of cloth in 1 g. 

l Atmospheric effect on ignition and burning of insulated wire 
in 1 g. 

l Null gravity fire test procedures and data. 

Atmospheric Effect On Ignition Temperature 

Analysis indicates that ignition temperature should be a unique number 
for each material and atmospheric composition. Therefore, if the ignition 
temperature for the test material is known then this parameter can be set 
for the null gravity flights, thus eliminating one very important variable. 
Ignition temperature tests were conducted using a 4 in. x 4. 5 in. x l/4 in. 
thick copper hot plate and the Space Cabin Simulator for containing the 
atmospheric mixture and gas pressure required for the test. The test set 
up is shown in Figure 8-1’2. Figure 8-13 shows the results of a test run. 
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Figure 8-13 First Ignition of Cotton Cloth Specimen 



A sample result of an ignition test run for cloth and the insulated wire with 
50’50 nitrogen-oxygen at 7 psia is shown in figure 8-14. The triangles rep- 
resent samples that did not ignite and the circles represent ignition. Fig- 
ure 8- 15 presents the ignition temperature data obtained for three minimum 
ignition temperature determinations for both cloth and wire insulation. 

Figure 8-16 shows all averaged ignition temperatures for both cloth and 
wire specimens for the different atmospheric conditions- All of the minimum 
ignition temperatures for the cloth and all for the wire insulation appear to 
lie within relatively narrow limits, 
at 5 psia with helium diluent. 

with the exception of some points reported 

The observers reported, at 5 psia with helium diluent, the appearance 
of a very small flame as the sample was almost decomposed at relatively 
low temperatures. This did not occur in any of the other tests, and thus 
these were not considered to be ignitions. The true ignition occurred almost 
immediately after the specimens were placed on the plate, and the entire 
sample was engulfed in a yellow flame. 

These tests indicated that the minimum ignition temperature for cotton 
cloth, when the partial pressure of oxygen is between 3. 1 and 3. 5 psia, is 
between 630°C and 660°C and is independent of the amount of nitrogen or 
helium present at total pressures between 5 psia and 14. 7 psia. The min- 
imum ignition for the wire insulation under the identical atmospheric re- 
straints mentioned above is between 680°C and 730°C. 

The variation of ignition temperature with increased oxygen pressure 
was also determined and shown in figure 8-15. Figure 8-15 indicates that an 
increased oxygen pressure causes a rapid decrease in the ignition tempera- 
ture up to about 7 psia pressure level. Additional ignition temperature tests 
were performed for 5, 7, and 10 psia nitrogen-oxygen and helium-oxygen 
mixtures, with 3. 5 psia oxygen. The ignition temperatures obtained agreed 
with the pure oxygen test results given in figure 8-15. It is therefore con- 
cluded that the ignition temperature is not affected by the presence of the 
diluent, but rather by the concentration of oxygen present within the limits 
tested. Similar results were reported by Alvares and Fisher and Gerstein 
(ref. 8-6 and 8-9). 

Atmospheric Effect on Ignition and Burning of Cloth in One g 

The following discussion covers additional tests conducted in 72 liter 
Pyrex flasks on cotton cloth samples to determine the effect of atmospheric 
composition and pressure on ignition and burning. More tests were con- 
ducted for the cotton cloth than for the wire samples because of the ease of 
accurate measurement and the distinct separation of the burning phenomena. 
Figure 8- 17 shows the test apparatus used for cotton cloth tests. 

Ignition and Burning Time of Cotton Cloth. --The 2 in. x 2 in. test speci- 
men was attached to the stainless steel grid at five points to prevent the 
lifting of the cloth from the grid by convective forces. The edge of the cloth 
specimen was folded over the nichrome wire to ensure good contact for igni- 
tian. After positioning the test specimen, the flask was purged with pure 
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oxygen until gas samples indicated a nitrogen content of less than one percent. 
The flask was evacuated to the desired oxygen partial pressure. The diluent 
gas was added to obtain the desired composition and total pressure. Finally, 
the power was turned on to heat the ignition wire. Two stop watches were 
started simultaneously with power application. One watch was stopped at 
ignition and the second watch was stopped at the completion of combustion. 
The difference between the watches provided a measure of burning time. 
All runs were repeated four times and an average value was obtained. 
,Table 8-I presents all of the atmospheric compositions tested and the results 
obtained. 

The data in table 8-I illustrate the effect of oxygen partial pressure, as 
well as the presence of diluent gases, on the burning process. If data is 
compared for a particular atmospheric total pressure and wire temperature, 
it can be seen that the ignition times and burning times do not differ greatly, 
as shown in figure 8-18. The use of a constant wire temperature is some- 
what misleading. In actual ignition conditions, the heat source is constant; 
thus, it was decided to repeat the tests with a constant power input and to 
allow the wire temperature to vary. In this situation, it is evident from 
figure 8-19 that the ignition times for the oxygen-helium atmospheres are 
significantly longer than for the oxygen-nitrogen atmospheres at both the 5- 
and the 7- psia total pressure conditions. These data seem to indicate that 
the higher thermal conductivity of the helium provides a greater cooling 
effect causing a lower cloth and wire temperature, and the result is a longer 
heat-up time for ignition. 

Increasing the oxygen partial pressure causes a slight decrease in the 
ignition times. This is shown in figure 8- 18 by comparing ignition of labora- 
tory air that contains 3. 1 psia of oxygen, 3. 5 psia and 5. 0 psia of pure oxy- 
gen, and the other atmospheric compositions containing 3. 5 psia oxygen. 
This condition prevails when the wire temperature is held constant at 1035°C. 
If the power input is held constant as shown in figure 8-19, the effect of oxy- 
gen partial pressure is not apparent for the helium-oxygen atmospheres. 
The effect of diluent addition had a greater effect in increasing burning time 
than a slight change in oxygen pressure. The diluent gas would hinder the 
burning process not only by slowing the diffusion of oxygen into the flame 
area, but also by conducting heat away from the combustion area, thus slow- 
ing propagation. The large amount of nitrogen present in the laboratory air 
sample clearly illustrates this fact with the very long burning time. However 
at low diluent concentrations, the amount and the nature of the diluent appar- 
ently have little or no effect on the burning time as shown in table 8-I and 
figures 8-18 and 8-19. Although the foregoing discussion uses ignition time 
as an evaluation parameter, it is not the only measure of the different char- 
acteristics of an atmosphere. The wire temperature was kept low to empha- 
size the effect of ignition temperature. However, the power to the wire could 
have been increased to a level to minimize ignition time. 

Determination of Combustion Rate. --The flask was modified to hori- 
zontally support a 2 in. wide by 8 in. long test sample of the same material 
described previously. The calibration of the flask and ignition wire rechecked 
and a test sample installed. The edges of these elongated samples were 
treated with a fire retardant solution Cal Flame Material Number 55. The 
time to burn each 2 in. interval was measured in addition to the ignition time, 
ignition temperature and total time to specimen consumption. 
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TABLE 8-I 

-COTTON CLOTH BURN DATA FOR VARIOUS ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITIONS 

Atmospheric compo sition 

3.5 psia 

(100% 02) 

i 5 psia 

(100% 02) 

5 psia 

N2 (1.5 psia), O2 (3. 5 psia) 

5 psia 

He (1.5 psia), 02 (3. 5 psia) 

7 psia 

He (3. 5 psia), O2 (3. 5 psia) 

7 psia 

N2 (3.5 psia), 02 (3. 5 psia) 

Air 

N2 (11.6 psia), 02 (3.1 psia) 

Power ’ Ignition I Wire 
input temperature temperature 

(watts) (“Cl (“Cl 

630 1 035 

550 1 035 

47.8 

39. 0 

640 

64: 7 

47. 8 

652 

85. 5 

57. 1 

653 

57. 1 

44. 8 

648 

67. 1 647 

880 

1 035 

880 

1 035 

880 

1 035 

880 

1 035 

880 

1 035 

/ 
7.5 

5.5 

10.3 

6.6 

10.2 

12.9 

9.9 

10.2 

20.4 

15.4 

20. 5 

12.4 19.0 

13.6 23.8 / 

5.8 11.5 17.3 

8. 1 11.8 b 19.9 

6.6 d2.4 19. 0 

10.2 11.6 21. 8 

6.3 12.9 

9. 5 12.7 

9.4 26. 0 

19.2 

22.2 

35.4 

*Time for complete combustion of the 2” < 2” specimen. 
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Data presented in table 8-11 show the different power inputs required to 
obtain a 1035°C wire temperature. The data is in good agreement with that 
previously reported. Helium diluent requires a larger power input for the 
ignition source to reach the ignition temperature than for nitrogen diluent. 
Once ignited, the burning rate in the presence of helium exceeds the burning 
rate in nitrogen by 20 to 30 percent. The burning rate in pure oxygen is from 
four to five times greater than for air, depending on the oxygen concentration. 

The power required to reach the ignition temperature is not significantly 
higher in laboratory air than in pure oxygen atmospheres at 3. 5 psia and 
5 psia. The differences in power input between nitrogen and helium diluent, 
to reach the same operating temperature, are considerably greater. For 
example, 7 psia total pressure atmosphere containing equal concentrations 
of oxygen-nitrogen requires 42. 5 w compared with 63. 7 w for helium- 
oxygen mixtures under identical conditions. 

It will be noted from figure 8-20 and table 8-11 that combustion rates in 
oxygen-helium systems are higher than in nitrogen-oxygen. The addition of 
small amounts of helium up to 1. 5 psi showed essentially no effect on burn- 
ing rates. After further addition of helium the burning rate decreases below 
the value obtained with pure oxygen. The diffusion and thermal conductivity 
effects of helium become more pronounced with increased dilution and a 
sharp decrease in the rate of flame propagation results. The increased 
effect of nitrogen over helium in retarding burning rates is consistent with 
results reported by Chianta and Stoll (ref. 8-8). 

The addition of 1. 5 psia nitrogen to 3. 5 psia pure oxygen had only a 
minor effect in reducing spread of fire. Not until the partial pressure of 
nitrogen was increased to 3. 5 psia did a sizable reduction in burning rates 
occur. Tests by Klein also indicated that the first addition of diluent had 
only a minor effect on the reaction rate as compared with the burning rate 
in pure oxygen (ref. 8-3). 

An effort was made to correlate the flame propagation rates with the 
heat capacity of the test gas mixtures per mole of oxygen. Huggett indicated 
the existence of a correlation between flame spread rate and molar heat 
capacities for the gas mixtures (ref. 8-2). The measurements of flame 
spread rates were limited to the surface of the test material without specimen 
consumption taking place. Table 8-111 tabulates the computed heat capacities 
per mole of oxygen and the corresponding flame propagation rates. Fig- 
ure 8-21 shows the two parameters placed on a semi-log scale. The straight 
line of regression obtained is similar to the relationship reported by Huggett. 

Forced ventilation tests using the cotton cloth were completed to help 
correlate the effect of convection between the one g and planned null gravity 
tests. Burning tests involving forced convection into the flame zone were 
also completed using the 72-liter Pyrex flask. The blower was calibrated 
by determining the power input required to produce an air velocity of 50-ft/ 
min at a vertical distance of 6 in. below the cloth. The power input was 
calibrated to provide the same air velocity for the different mixtures and 
pressures used in this test series. 
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TABLE 8-U 

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT ATMOSPHERES ON THE COMBUSTION RATE OF COTTON CLOTH 
(8 inch x 2 inch specimen) (Treated Edges) 

Atmospheric composition 

~ 3. 5 psia 

100% 02 
5 psia 

100% 02 

10 psia 

100% 02 

16 psia 

100% 02 

5 psia 

N2 (1. 5 psia), 02 (3. 5 psia) 

5 psia 

He (1. 5 psia), 02 (3. 5 psia) 

7 psia 

N2 (3. 5 psia), 02 (3. 5 psia) 

7 psia 

He (3. 5 psia), 02 (3. 5 psia) 

10 psia 

He (6. 5 psia), 02 (3. 5 psia) 

Air 

N2 (11.6 psia), 02 (3. 1 psia: 

Power 
input 

(watts) 

35. 0 

Ignition Wire 
temperature temperature 

( “Cl (“Cl 

636 1 035 

37. 1 552 

-- 520 

-- 520 

34. 7 641 

46. 4 651 

42. 5 649 

63. 7 652 

55.2 

47.2 

648 

650 

1 035 

1 035 

1 035 

1 035 

1 035 

1 035 

1 035 

1 035 

1 035 

Average 
propagation 

time per inch 
of cloth (set) 

2. 56 

Rate 
(inch/ set) 

0. 46 

Total ! 
burning j 

time 
(set) 

34.6 

2. 03 0. 49 28. 5 

1.97 0. 51 -- 

1.73 0. 58 -- 

2.71 0. 37 33. 1 

2.34 0. 43 30.9 

3. 77 0. 25 40. 7 

2.90 0. 34 36. 3 

3. 65 0. 27 42.8 

10.0 0. 1 95.4 
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TABLE 8-111 

HEAT CAPACITIES OF GAS MIXTURES AT 25°C 

Gas mixture 

.- - 

3.5 psia, 100% O2 

5 psia, 100% O2 

5 psia 

N2 (1. 5 psia), O2 (3. 5 psia) 

5 psia 

He (1. 5 psia), O2 (3. 5 psia) 

7 psia 

N2 (3. 5 psia), O2 (3. 5 psia) 

7 psia 

He (3. 5 psia), O2 (3. 5 psia) 

Air 

N2 (11. 6 psia), O2 (3. 1 psia) 

Heat Heat 
capacity capacity 

Cal/Mel, “C Cal/Mel 02, “C 

7.0 7. 0 

7. 0 7. 0 

7.0 10.0 

6.41 9. 2 

7. 00 14. 0 

5. 99 11. 98 

8. 26 39.30 

*Flame 
propagation 
rate, inch/ 

second 

0. 46 

0.49 

0.37 

0.43 

0. 25 

0. 34 

0.10 

*8 x 2 inch cotton cloth 
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The forced convection data obtained are tabulated in table 8-IV, which 
includes the free convection data previously reported to permit a direct 
comparison of the effects of forced convection. Figure 8-22 presents the 
burning times of the test specimen for normal and forced ventilation 
conditions. 

A comparison of ignition times in the table indicates that forced ventila- 
tion produces slightly earlier ignition of the test specimen than free convec- 
tion. Originally a longer ignition time was anticipated under the assumption 
that the blower action would significantly lower the temperature of the 
nichrome wire and thereby retard ignition of the cotton fabric. However, 
the consistently lower values suggest an interplay of other parameters, such 
as diffusion, heat transfer, and gas chemical composition. This trend agrees ’ 
with theory presented earlier in this section. 

Figure 8-22 indicates that the burning times decrease for all of the gas 
mixtures in 50 fpm forced convection. However, the diluent tended to have 
a greater relative effect under forced convection than under free convection 
conditions. This is caused by the diluent being forced into the flame front. 

Null gravity tests have indicated increased burning time and smaller 
flames occur because of reduced free convection. Oxygen starvation tests 
were conducted on the cloth in one g to reproduce this burning behavior. 
The results of the tests are presented in table 8-V. The starvation of oxygen 
raises the required temperature for ignition. In the helium-oxygen atmos- 
phere at 7 psia, 2 psia of oxygen was required to duplicate the burning ef- 
fect produced by 1. 5 psia oxygen in the nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere. The 
cooling effect of helium may have prevented the attainment of ignition tem- 
perature at 1. 5 psia oxygen concentration or the diffusion rates of the prod- 
ucts of combustion may be greater in a helium mixture. Slightly similar 
burning occurrences to those obtained in null gravity runs 4 and 12 were 
experienced for the 5. 5 psia diluent and 1. 5 psia oxygen cases. 

It can be speculated from the data on table 8-V and from null gravity test 
runs 4 and 12, that with minimal free or forced convection and a diluent, a 
fire may be easier to put out in null gravity than on earth. 

The cloth tests in one g indicated that helium-diluent retarded ignition 
better than nitrogen diluent but the fire propagated faster with helium diluent 
after ignition for mixtures containing 3. 5 psia oxygen. Nitrogen, from the 
fire burning rate standpoint, would appear the best choice based on one g 
data. However, based on starvation data and meager null gravity tests for 
cloth, helium appears more attractive for the null gravity case from a fire 
propagation standpoint because the fire apparently will tend to extinguish 
itself more readily than in nitrogen when negligible convection is present. 
The “critical velocity” analysis using equation (8- 11) presented previously 
would tend to partly substantiate the effect of a retardation of burning at the 
lower g levels. For example, it is assumed from figure 8- 11 that an equiva- 
lent flame size of one g can be obtained at 10-b g by providing a forced 
ventilation rate of about 90 ft/min. The theory suggests that the flame for 
free convection would be small, if not extinguished, at some levels of reduced 
gravity. The forced convection in a vehicle must be kept very low to take 
advantage of the null gravity condition from a fire prevention standpoint. 
Further null gravity tests are required to correlate and evaluate the results 
of the oxygen starvation tests, both with and without forced convection. 
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Table 8-IV 

TWO BY TWO INCH COTTON CLOTH BURN DATA FOR 
VARIOUS ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITIONS WITH FREE AND FORCED CONVECTION 

Free Convection Forced Convection 
(50 fpm vertical) 

Total Total 
Power Ignition Wire Ignition Burning burning Ignition Burning burning 

Atmospheric input temperature temperature time time time time time time 

I composition (watts) (‘C) (‘Cl (set) bet) (set) (set) (set) (set) 

3.5 psia, 100% 02 51.3 630 1 035 7. 5 12.9 20.4 7.0 9.0 16.0 

5 psia, 100% 02 47.7 551 1 035. 5.5 9.9 15.4 5.2 7.3 12.5 

5 psia 47.8 64! 1 035 6. 6 12.4 19.0 6.2 9.8 16.0 
N2(1. 5 psia), 02(3. 5 psia) 

5 psia 47. a 650 a80 a. 1 11.8 19.9 7.0 a. 3 15.3 
He(1. 5 psia), 02(3. 5 psia) 

7 psia 

N2(5. 5 psia), 02(1. 5 psia) 45. a 1 035 15.4 45.5 incom- 13.9 ‘28.9 42.8 
plete 
burning 

7 psia 
He(5.0 psia), 02(2. 0 psia) 

52.3 - 1 035 10.0 22.5 32.5 7. a 17.2 25.0 

7 psia 
N2(3. 5 psia), 02(3. 5 psia) 1 

7 psia 
He(3. 5 psia), 02(3. 5 psia) 

10 psia 
He(6. 5 psia), 02(3. 5 psia) 

14.7 psia 
N2(ll. 6 psia), 02(3.1 psia) 
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TABLE 8-V 

OXYGEN STARVATION TEST RESULTS FOR TWO BY TWO COTTON CLOTH 

Atmosphere Percent Wire Total 

psia oxygen temperature 
Ignition Burning .burning 

time time time 
Before After Remarks 

6. o - l,o 14 13.1 1035 Wire red, no ignition (‘I 

5.5 - 1.5 21 20.5 1035 15.4 45. 5 60.9 Ignition takes place (2) 

5.0 - 2.0 28 27.1 1035 11.5 28.0 39. 5 Fabric shows normal burning 

Wire dull red, no ignition 

Red wire, no ignition, 
charring 

Fabric ignites, low flame (2) 

Black charring front moves along fabric; extinguishes itself after 0.25 inches 
Fabric ignites; flame about 0. 5” high, moves slowly and after l-1/2 inches extinguishes itself 



Atmosphere Effect on Burning of Insulated Wire in One G 

This series of tests was conducted to determine the ignition and burning 
phenomena that could be expected from a single overloaded insulated wire 
either alone or in a wire bundle. It was necessary to select a wire-insulation 
combination that would smoke and burn freely when overloaded before any 
wire tests could be conducted. This would facilitate observing and recording 
any differences existing between atmospheric compositions. The three test 
wires used for preliminary testing were (1) a 20 gage wire with white Teflon 
insulation, Douglas specification 7869679 Class A, Nickel plated Teflon wire; 
(2) a 20 gage wire with red TFE insulation produced by Hi Temp Wire Co., 
Monrovia, California; and (3) a 20 gage wire insulated with cross-linked 
polyalkene and polyvinyledene fluoride, produced by Raychem Corp. The 
first two wires tested showed no burning of the insulation. In both instances 
the insulation curled, peeled off and. dropped to the bottom of the flask, with- 
out any smoke formation. By contrast, overloading of the third wire resulted 
first in heavy smoke formation followed seconds later by the burn-through of 
the wire itself. Since both phenomena were readily reproducible, this wire 
was selected for use in all future burning tests. 

The apparatus used for these tests is shown in figure 8-23. A 12-in. 
length of wire was installed in the circuit between the two low resistance 
copper terminals. A constant current of 50 amps at a voltage of 1.0 to 1. 5 V 
was used. The atmospheric pressures and gases previously used for cotton 
cloth tests were also used for the wire insulation test. Nitrogen and helium 
were used as diluents. Partial pressure of the diluents varied from zero to 
11.6 psia. During the tests measurements were taken of the time required 
to fill the bell jar with dense smoke (this point was reached when the opposite 
wall of the bell jar could not be seen) and the time until the glowing wire was 
free of insulation material. The latter point is hereafter referred to as 
burn-through. These measurements were selected because of their ease of 
recording and repeatability. At no time during these tests did an open flame 
appear and it was impossible to increase the power level to obtain more 
rapid oxidation. Any further increasewould have caused wire melting and 
premature termination of the test. 

Single Wire Data. The desired atmosphere within the bell jar was 
established after placing the selected wire in test position, as shown in 
figure 8-23. The partial pressure of oxygen was kept constant at 3. 5 psia, 
and total pressures ranged from 4.1 to 14. 7 psia. Helium or nitrogen were 
added to the basic oxygen content of 3.5 psia to arrive at the desired total 
pressures. In the case of pure oxygen, the required amounts of oxygen were 
introduced into an evacuated bell jar. The experiment was then activated by 
applying 50 amps to the electrical wire. This input was maintained until 
time readings of smoke density and burn-through had been reported, The 
results of this effort are tabulated in the first section of table 8-VI (single 
wires) and plotted in figure 8-24. 

Inspection of the figure reveals that the choice of diluent has a significant 
effect on smoke development and burn-through of an overloaded electrical 
wire. The time required for a test wire to begin to smoke or burn through 
a helium-oxygen atmosphere is considerably greater than in a nitrogen- 
oxygen atmosphere. This difference increases as the amount of diluent is 
increased with a constant partial pressure of oxygen. 
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TABLE 8-VI 

SMOKE DEVELOPMENT AND BURN-THROUGH DATA FOR INSULATED WIRE SPECIMENS 

Atmospheric composition 

Total O2 N2 He 

psia psia psia psia 

3. 5 3.5 

5.0 5.0 

4.1 3.5 

4. 1 3..5 

5.0 3.5 

5.0 3. 5 

7.0 3.5 

7.0 3.5 

10.0 3.5 

10.0 3.5 

14. 7 3.1 

14.7 3.1 

Single wire Wire bundle 

1 d;;~;iJ&z ‘z:; 

(Seconds) (Seconds) 

23 24 33 36 

24 24 42 44 I 

0.6 - 20 22 

0.6 25 28 38 49 

1.5 - 18 20 36 39 

1.5 25 28 60 80 

3.5 - 22 28 51 60 

3.5 37 45 76 110 

6.5 - 25 35 63 74 

6. 5 46 62 105 142 

11.6 - 29 40 75 90 

11.6 57 82 146 no burning 
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In the presence of 3.5 psia of pure oxygen, an overloaded electrical 
wire begins smoking and burning almost simultaneously. As the total pres- 
sure of the atmospheric mixture increases by adding nitrogen, the time 
interval between smoking and burn-through of the wire increases. These 
time intervals between smoking and burn-through are even more pronounced 
in helium-oxygen atmospheres, also increasing as the partial pressure of 
the diluent increases. 

More rapid smoke and fire development exists when small amounts of 
nitrogen (up to 1.5 psia) are added to oxygen than with pure oxygen. Upon 
addition of further quantities of nitrogen, or helium, the observed trend 
seems to reverse itself, resulting in longer times for smoke development 
and burn-through. This apparent bend in the curve, first promoting wire 
burning at low diluent concentrations and then retarding it, has not been 
previously observed by either Klein or Kimzey (ref. 8-3 and 8-l). The 
measurement of the time required until a bell jar appears to be “filled with 
smoke” is a subjective estimate. However, a series of replications indicated 
that reproducible values can be obtained. Frisco indicates that this measure- 
ment can be reliably used as an index of malfunction of equipment (ref. 8-q). 

Wire Bundle Data. - The same Raychem electrical wire used for the 
testing of individual wires was also used in the preparation of wire bundles. 
Each bundle consisted of seven wires; the current carrying wire was 12 inches 
iong, the other six wires were l/8 in. shorter at each end. The current 
carrying wire was located at the periphery of the bundle rather than at its 
center. A few exploratory experiments indicated that the position in the 
bundle of the current carrying wire greatly affects the burning characteristics 
of the entire unit. The peripheral position was selected because it permitted 
the most area contact with the atmosphere. All measurements taken during 
these tests remained identical to the single wire test procedure. Results 
obtained are shown in figure 8-25. Comparison of the effects of helium- 
oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen atmospheres indicates the existence of significant 
differences in the burn-through and smoking times of the wire bundles tested. 
These differences are more pronounced than those observed with the use of 
single wires. For instance, at 7 psia, the time required for intense smoking 
in the presence of helium is 76 seconds compared to 51 seconds in a nitrogen- 
oxygen atmosphere. This difference of 25 seconds between the two atmos- 
pheres for wire bundles corresponds to a 14 second difference for a single 
wire. Specific times for all tests are shown in the second section of 
table 8-VI. Additional significant differences can also be seen in the time 
delay between smoking of the insulation and the actual start of burn-through. 
In a helium-oxygen atmosphere at 4.1 psia total pressure the time delay 
between heavy smoking and burning is 11 seconds. This time interval 
increases to 37 set in a 10 psia total pressure helium-oxygen atmosphere. 
At 14. 7 psia (3. 1 psia oxygen I- 11.6 psia helium) an overloaded circuit would 
only produce heavy smoke; burning of the wire did not take place. It is of 
course very unlikely that this atmospheric combination will ever be consid- 
ered for space cabins. However it is of interest to note that with the use of 
larger size test samples (wire bundles instead of single wires) and higher 
total pressures 7, 10, 14. 7 psia instead of 5 psia, the effects of diluents on 
burning properties assumes more significance. 
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Helium diluent appears more attractive than nitrogen diluent for wire 
insulation heat up and burning, particularly for the wire bundle at 5 psia and 
above, and a single wire between 5 psia and 7 psia. The reason the Raychem 
insulated wire was used in the test was because it produced the most smoke 
and burned. 

Wire and wire bundles aboard spacecraft in null gravity should not 
create a serious fire problem because, in most instances, wire and wire 
bundles will be isolated from the cabin behind panels. Several tests in null 
gravity should be performed to compare the smoke, burning and ignition 
characteristics of insulated wire and wire bundle specimens. The possibility 
of smoke creating an explosive or toxic mixture could be a problem. 

Null Gravity Fire Test Procedure and Data 

Further tests were performed at null gravity to obtain additional data. 
These tests were performed in an Aero Commander in order to establish 
a test procedure that could be used in future tests in a jet transport aircraft. 
The duration of null gravity that is obtainable in the Aero Commander is 
6-8 seconds whereas 20-30 seconds is available in a KC-135. The 2 in. x 
2 in. cotton cloth specimen, previously described, was used during these 
tests to provide a comparison of zero and one g data. Thirteen tests were 
performed in the 72 liter Pyrex flasks including nine at 7 psia 50/50 N2-O2 
and four at 7 psia 50/50 He-02. 

The test equipment previously calibrated and used in one g tests was 
placed into the special support used in the Aero Commander as shown in 
figure 8-26. The flask rested on a steel ring covered with 2 inches of foam 
rubber. It was held rigidly on the ring by a circular yoke of bungee cord 
with four tails. The tails were stretched to hook into eyelets at the bottom 
of the frame. 

A 16 mm Milliken (DPM - 4/EP) movie camera with a wide-angle lens 
was used to photograph all of the tests. The camera was mounted at an 
angle of 45” above the horizontal such that the lens was perpendicular to 
the direction of flame propagation. The wide-angle lens was required to 
permit photographing the timer, accelerometer, identification sign, and 
burning cloth. All tests were photographed in color at a film speed of 200 
frames /second. The entire support frame (including flask, camera, and 
instrumentation) was tethered at each corner to the floor of the aircraft. 
The tether lines allowed the apparatus to lift approximately 4 inches above 
the floor during the zero-g portion of the flight. This was intended to 
minimize the vibrations, accelerations, and small lateral movements 
expected of*e aircraft. The shock load, caused by the support apparatus 
returning to the floor -of the aircraft on pull-out, was absorbed by a 4-in. 
foam-rubber pad secured to the bottom of the support apparatus. 

A control panel was built to indicate, by meter, the voltage and current. 
A power indicator-light, power-supply connection, and adjustable rheostat 
were also provided. Power was supplied to the apparatus by connecting the 
aircraft’s 28 Vdc power supply to the control panel. The camera had a 

1 -- 
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separate switch and was started 2 or 3 set after power was supplied to the 
wire and timer. This delay in starting the camera was necessary to prevent 
overloading the circuit. Each resistance wire was calibrated in the labora- 
tory with a power supply of 28 Vdc. Variable resistors were used to reduce 
the voltage to the level required to produce wire temperatures of 1035°C and 
870°C for the N2-02 atmosphere and the He-02 atmosphere, respectively. 
D.uring the zero-g flights it was observed that the actual voltage available in 
the,Aero Commander was only 24 v. The test set-up .required recalibration 
for 24 vdc. Null gravity experimental wire temperatures were found to be 
?37O”C for the N2-02 atmospheres and 750°C for the He-02 atmospheres. 

The Aero Commander has a zero-g flight time of approximately 6 to 
8 sec. To record the maximum information at zero g, it was decided to 
initiate power to the apparatus 5 seconds before obtaining zero g. The value 
of 5 seconds was selected on the basis of tests performed at one g, which 
indicated an average ignition time of 6 sec. Thus, a part of the waiting 
time before ignition was spent under gravity conditions. This procedure was 
used for all test runs except runs 12 and 13. In these runs involving helium- 
oxygen mixtures, the power was actuated 10 and 15 seconds before attaining 
a low gravity condition. 

A total of 13 experiments were conducted of which 8 of the more signifi- 
cant runs are summarized. The first four of these tests are for’s mixture 
of nitrogen-oxygen and the remaining four are for a mixture of helium- 
oxygen. All tests were conducted in duplicate. Table 8-VII is a tabulation 
of the data collected f,rom the films of each test run. The upper portion of 
the table contains all of the flask and atmospheric information pertinent to 
the tests and the lower portion of the table shows the data obtained from the 
films. Footnotes following the table provide data concerning the flame 
characteristics of each test run. It is difficult to compare the collected test 
data because of the different durations spent at the various gravitation levels 
while determining the correct flight and test procedure. However, certain 
consistencies were noted in the test results. The flame burned low and 
evenly on both sides of the fabric for the nitrogen-oxygen mixture during 
zero g. The ignition, during null gravity, of the combustible gases evolved 
during specimen heat-up for the helium-oxygen mixture created a “bright 
flash” that followed the pattern of the smoke cloud. No flame was visible 
after the cloud ignited. A char front propagated until the aircraft began to 
pull-out. A small flame occurred immediately and increased in size as the 
g level increased to two g’s. During the helium-oxygen test, higher heat- 
source temperatures, difference in convection currents and longer time in 
null gravity could provide considerably different results. The flames 
observed at one and two g indicated that the nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere had 
a higher flame than the helium-oxygen atmosphere for the same gravity level. 
An evaluation of the ignition flash of the evolved combustibles in nitrogen- 
oxygen shows a much smaller flash, which remained close to the point of 
ignition, than the large extended flame observed with helium-oxygen mix- 
tures. Future null gravity tests must evaluate the problem of smoke cloud 
gene ration, and the potential hazard of ignition flash propagation for pure 
oxygen, nitrogen-oxygen and helium oxygen mixtures. The tests should be 
conducted with varying degrees of ventilation. 
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Table 8-VII 

NULL GRAVITY TEST RESULTS (page 1 of 2) 

Flask 

Gas mixture- 
7 psi 

Material 

Operator 

Power input 

Wire 
temperature 

Data from film 

At start 

Reaching 

Ignites 

Loosing 

Time in zero g 

Reaches 

Reaches 

Flame out 

Cinder out 

Burning time in 
zercl g 

Burning time 

c 
1.2 

0 

0 

0 

1 

2 

1 

N2-O2 

Standard 

Colombo 

2.4v-8.4 
Amps 

870°C 

Time 
(s-1 

2.5 

7.5(’ 

12. ot2 

13. 3(3 

5. 8 

14. 6(4 

20. 5(5 

24. 0 

28. 3 

1.3 

12.0 

2 

N2-02 

Standard 

Colombo 

2.4v-8.4 
Amps 

870-C 

Time 
G bet) 

1.0 2. o(’ 

0.4 12.25 

Reaching 

0 13. 2(2 

0 20.5 

7. 3 

1 20. t3f3 

2 23. 5 

23.5 

1. 6 6.7 

11.25 11.2 12.75 

G 

0.2 

0 

0 

0 

1 

2 

3 

N2-02 

Fire-Retardant 
on Edges 
Colombo 

2.4v-a. 4 
Amps 

870°C 

Time 
(s-J 
3. 5 

3. 9 

8. E(l) 

10.4 

6. 5 

ll.o(2’ 

14. o(2’ 

20.0 

23. 4 

I 
G 

1.0 

0. 1 1 
Reaching 

Time 
(s-=) 

3 

6. 25(l) 

0 

0 

1 

1.5 

2 

4 

N2-02 

Fire-Retardant 
on Edges 

Mills 

2.4v-0.4 
Amps 

870°C 

6. 4(2’ 

13. 1 

5.7 

14. 5(3) 

15. 75(3’ 

19.0 

Notes: 

Run 1 -- (1) Smoking starts; (2) Gases ignite in large flame for five film frames (l/40 set) only, 
fabric then burns with low flame; (3) Flame remains low; (4) (5) Flame very high at 1 to 2 g’s. 

Run 2 -- (1) First to 2 g and returns to 1 g at 11 set; small flash on one end at 11. 8 set and 0.7 g; 
(2) While in zero g flame low; (3) Flame high and bright in 1 to 2 g’s; (4) The whole burning 
sequence can be observed while in zero g, 

Run 3 -- (1) Burning in zero g with low flame, (2) Flame high and bright at 1 to 2 g’s. 

Run 4 -- (1) Fabric ignites before reaching zero g with brilliant flame, which lasts for five film 
frames (l/40 set); (2) When zero g is reached, flame is low, burns evenly on both sides of fabric 
(3) At 1 and 2 g’s flame is bright and high, with pulsing effect evident. 
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Table 8-VII (page 2 of 2) 

Flask 

cam mixture- 
7 psi 

Material 

operator 

Power input 

Wire 
temperature 

Data from film 

At l tart 

Reaching 

1gnitem 

Looming 

Reachsa 

Flame out 

Cinder out 

Burning time in 
zero p 

Burning time 

9 10 12 

He-02 He-O2 He-O2 

Standard 

Mader 

Fire-Retardant Fire-Retardant 
on Edgcn on Edgem 

Mader Milll 

2. 4v-a. 4 
A”lP# 

Standard 

Colombo 

2. 4v-8.4 
A”lP# 

2.4v-8.4 
Amps 

75O’C 

Time 
‘=.c) 

7. 5 

23. 0 

26. 7 

0 

9. 3 

75O’C 7 50’ C’ 

10 Set Start of Tern 
Before Going into Zero G 

G 

0 

0 

Igni 

1. 5 

2. 0 

2. 0 

Time 
‘-cl 

4. 2 

11.7 

I” 

14.9’1’ 

‘2) 
23. 7 

26. 3 

0 

8.8 

Tima 
G 1 ‘==c) 

0 10 

0 10 

GlOWi 

0 

0 

0 

12”’ 

13. 75’2’ 

15. 6 

Reign n 

0. 25 15. 7’3’ 

2 

l-1/4 

23. 7 

26. 7 

9. b 

8.0 

13 

He-O2 

2. 4v-I. 4 
Amps 

75O’C 

Start of Temt: 15 Set 
Before Ooing Into 
Zero G 

TlS”a 
a ‘==I 

0 9.2’1) 

GlOWl”g 

0 

I 

12. g 

LOOgi”g 

0 
I 

lb. a 

xgnitic 

1 

I-l/Z 

18. l@’ 

27. 2 

4.0 Glowing- 
not burning 

9. 1 

Run 9 -- ‘1) It took about 14 ,ec to lg”ItIon, by that time zero g had bee” paamed: to be take” Into 
conmideratto” In Runa 12 and 13. 

Run 10 -- (1) Sample ignite after 15 .ec, after pamming zero g; in 12 to 13 runs, the te#t* will be 
#tarted IO and 15 set before zero g i# approached: (2) After Ignition at 1.5 g, very 
bright burning i# noted. 

Run 12 -- (1) Wire glowm at 12 met; (2) Ignition three framel later, no more burning at the wire, 
but burning in the smoke cloud for five film frames (l/40 set): flame dlgappearw while 
still at zero g and only char front propagates about l/2 In: (3) Bright flame bulldm up 
after leaving zero g. 

Run 13 -- (1) No flame front develops. only charring front propagates while in zero g: (2) Bright 
flame builds up after leaving zero g. 
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A pictorial presentation of two of the best test runs are show in 
figure 8-27 (test run 4 for the nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere and test 
run 12 for the helium-oxygen atmosphere). Samples for both runs had 
the edges treated with a flame-retardant solution. Figure 8-27 shows 
the ignition and burning at zero, one, and two-g levels. It should be noted 
that the ignition time for helium-oxygen is considerably longer than that for 
nitrogen-oxygen. This was also observed during the one-g tests. Also, 
the flame in nitrogen-oxygen is considerably higher during all phases of 
the flight which was observed in all test runs. These figures are selected 
frames from the motion picture records of these test runs. 

Table 8-VIII is a summary of trends observed during all of the laboratory 
tests and those tests conducted in the Aero Commander. These data are in- 
complete because of the limited number of test runs conducted and because 
of the short duration of zero g available in the Aero Commander. Longer 
periods of zero g, such as could be obtained in a jet transport, could 
demonstrate more conclusively the ignition, burning, and extinguishing 
phenomena. Further null gravity tests are particularly needed to evaluate 
the effect of different convection rates on burning rate and ignition flash 
hazard for pure 0 and N 
total pressures. !r 5 

-02 and He-O mixtures at 5, 7 and 10 psia 
hese da a can be used s o help better understand the fire 

problem in the selection of an atmosphere and to define analytical techniques 
that can be used to extrapolate one g data to null gravity conditions. 

TABLE 8-VIII 

BURNING TRENDS IN ONE G AND NULL GRAVITY 

Test Conditions 

Laboratory one g 

Aero Commander 
Zero g 

One g 

Two g 

N2-02 Atmospheres 
7 Psia (50% N2-50% 02.2_ 

At constant power - 
earlier ignition 

At constant wire tem- 
per ature es sentially 
equal ignition times 

Ignition and flame front 
propagation 

Burning above and below 
cloth 

Higher flame 

Higher flame with pulsing 
effect of flame 

He-02 Atmospheres 
7 Psia (50% He-50% 0,) 

Faster propagation rate 

At equivalent power much 
longer ignition time 

Shorter burning time 

Char-front propagation 
only 

Smaller flame than for 

N2-02 

Higher flame than for one 
g He-O 
for N2- b 

but smaller than 
2 at two g 
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6.25 

IGNITION FLASH AT NULL GRAVITY 



ONE 

14.23 

G BURNING 

16.38 

TWO G BURNING 

RUN NO. 4 ATOMSPHERE: NITROGEN AND OXYGEN 
PRESSURE: 7 psia TOTAL (3.5 psia 

N2 & 3.5 psia02) 
POWER INPUT: 2.4 VOLTS, 8.4 AMPS 
WIRE TEMPERATURE: 870°C 

FIGURE 8-27 REPRESENTATIVE NULL GRAVITY TEST OF COTTON CLOTH - 
SELECTED ENLARGED FRAMES FROM RUNS 4 & 12 
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8.98 
TIME: 
(SEC) SMOKE BEFORE IGNITION 

AT NTJLL GRAVITY 

13.18. 

IGNITION FLASH AT NULL GRAVITY 

15.2$ 
CHAR FRONT PROPAGATION 
AT NULL GRAVITY 
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16.33 

ONE G BURNING 

19.48 

TWO G BURNING 

RUN NO. 12 ATMOSPHERE: HELIUM OXYGEN 
PRESSURE: 7 psia TOTAL (3.5 

POWER INPUT: 
psia He & 3.5 psia 02) 
2.4 VOLTS, 8.4 AMPS 

WIRE TEMPERATURE: 750°C 

FIGURE 8-27 (Concluded) REPRESENTATIVE NULL GRAVITY TEST OF COTTON CLOTH -. 
SELECTED ENLARGED FRAMES FROM RTJNS 4 & 12 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A cabin atmosphere must be selected following consideration of numerous 
criteria. A vehicle designer normally selects the cabin atmosphere mixture 
and pressure level based on a number of requirements such as physiology, 
low weight penalty, development lead time, cost, hardware availability, 
compatability with other vehicles, simplicity of hardware, and fire preven- 
tion. Performance during both ground checkout and flight must be considered. 

In most instances flammable materials and liquids must be eliminated 
or9 if used, isolated from the cabin atmosphere and ventilation system. 
Logic indicates that even using the utmost care, the materials, the power 
source, and ventilation rate aboard a manned spacecraft could potentially 
cause some material or fluid to ignite and fire to propagate, in any atmosphere. 

Some of the analysis and tests on atmosphere selection conducted to date 
indicate the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Ignition temperature for a given material is affected very little 
by gravity and forced convection. 

The ignition temperature is independent of the amount andnature 
of atmosphere diluent. The ignition temperature of cotton cloth 
will decrease in pure oxygen as the oxygen pressure in the 
atmosphere is increased in the 2. 5 psia to 10 psia pressure 
range. 

The type of diluent does affect the time to ignition, the energy 
required to obtain ignition, and the burning rate. Helium- 
oxygen mixtures require a higher power level or a longer time 
to ignite than nitrogen-oxygen or pure oxygen, because of the 
increased heat losses from the ignition source caused by 
helium’ s higher thermal conductivity. 

The presence of an inert diluent in the atmosphere reduces the 
flame propagation rate for the cotton cloth for the majority of 
pressures tested. Nitrogen diluent had a greater effect on the 
reduction of flame propagation rate in one g than helium, with 
.and without forced convection. The burning rate in pure oxygen 
at 3. 5 psia is more than four times faster than in air. Forced 
ventilation increases the burning rates in all of the atmospheres 
tested. 
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5. The insulated wire and wire bundles tested in one g took longer 
to heat up and the insulation to burn through, in helium-oxygen 
than in nitrogen-oxygen under. all test conditions due to 
increased heat losses caused by helium’s high thermal con- 
ductivity. The addition of nitrogen below the 7 psia total 
pressure condition had a small effect on the time to burn- 
through as compared to 3. 5 psia pure oxygen. The wire when 
bundled, showed increased time to smoke and burn-through 
under all atmospheric conditions at constant power input. 

7.: 

8. 

Flash ignition of the combustible smoke built up during null 
gravity tests resulted for both mixtures. Tests in N2-02 and 
others in He-02 at 7 psia showed a smaller, more confined 
flash for a nitrogen-oxygen mixture. In null gravity, the 
build-up of a smoke cloud could be a problem for pure oxygen 
and any oxygen- diluent mixture. It can be speculated that be- 
cause of the tendency of helium to suppress the ignition of the 
material, more smoke will result and a larger ignition flash 
could result. A small amount of ventilation could be used to 
remove exce s sive smoke. However, ventilation would increase 
the burning rate after ignition. More null gravity tests are 
required to evaluate ignition flash in pure 02, and He-02 and 
N2-02 mixtures. 

Moving picture records taken during flight tests at 
one g, two g and null gravitv indicated that the flame was 
always larger for the N2 - 02 mixture than for He - 02. Only a 
char front existed for the cotton cloth in null gravity for He-02 
at 7 psia. Analysis and tests appear to indicate that a fire 
could extinguish itself in null gravity without forced convec- 
tion. Helium should be more attractive from a ignition retarda- 
tion standpoint than nitrogen, since more energy or time- 
energy is necessary for ignition. The flame if started may 
also extinguish more readily in null gravity without high ventila- 
tion rates. High ventilation rates in most cases should prop- 
agate the fire in either diluent. Null gravity tests are required 
with varying ventilation rates to determine the effect of forced 
convection on the burning phenomena. The effects on the burn- 
ing phenomena with different materials should also be tested 
in null gravity and compared to one g baseline tests. 

Fire extinguishing techniques that appear promising include 
(1) co29 cyrogenic nitrogen, or the cabin inert diluent for 
putting o.ut small fires and (2) inert diluent or vacuum purge 
for a larger fire (reference 8-10). The crew must use oxygen 
masks, an alternate compartment or space suits during an inert 
diluent purge. A vacuum purge would of course require the crew- 
man to be in a space suit or adjacent compartment. It is impor- 
tant to use extinguishing agents that are not toxic to the crewman, 
unless they are expended at a level below established crew danger 
levels and may be removed by the onboard life support systems. 
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For example, CO2 in small quantities can readily be removed 
by the onboard life support system. If a regenerative CO2 
removal system is used, CO2 level in the cabin can be con- 
trolled. Cryogenic nitrogen, on the other hand, could well 
be one of the normal onboard atmospheric supply constituents. 
Nitrogen and GO2 are the fire prevention fluids used for the 
Douglas Space Cabin Simulator Program. A fire was easily 
put out in a 7 psia N2-02 atmosphere with CO2 while the 
laboratory was operated by a crew of four. The toxins gen-. 
erated by the small fire and CO2 were successfully controlled 
by the onboard life support systems. 
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